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Summary 

Purpose 

To study how improvisation allows a crisis manager to answer the crisis when it has occurred, 

and how the improvisational act and the environment are linked. 

 

Methodology/Approach 

First, we led research on the concepts of crisis, crisis management and improvisation. We were 

able to distinguish two major characteristics of the crisis situation – uncertainty and time pressure 

– as well as two moments in crisis response – containment and recovery. In parallel, we studied 

improvisation. The improvisation act intervenes when one realizes the environment conditions, 

reduces the gap between thinking the action and executing the action, and increases the speed of 

his actual action. Also, we identified that improvisation was expressed through the use of 

creativity, bricolage and intuition. At last, some authors developed levels of improvisation 

whether based on creativity levels or on the distance between the way one acts and the 

procedures, the normal ways to act. From this literature review, we were able to highlight two 

research propositions: 

 Proposition 1: As soon as a situation enters a crisis phase, improvisation is used. 

 Proposition 2: The way and the extent to improvise depend on the extent of time-pressure 

and uncertainty. 

Our belief in a mainly subjective conception of reality and of our knowledge and the fact we 

could use enough existing knowledge to enunciate propositions led us to have a semi-inductive 

research approach and a qualitative strategy. Our data were collected by using recorded semi-

structured interviews. Our sample was constituted of managers specialized in the management of 

a crisis – surgeons and high mountain rescuers.  

Findings 

Our data analysis allowed us to confirm the research propositions. Crisis managers improvise 

when responding to a crisis by being creative, aware and adaptable to the environment 

conditions, and by having quick decision-making processes. Their improvisation levels are 

dependent on the situation uncertainty/novelty levels. In fact, we could identify a “mirror effect”: 

the level of improvisation increases as uncertainty increases. 
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Limitations 

 

Some points are factors of the limitation of this research. These limitations are essentially linked 

to a reduced transdisciplinary approach. The topic of this research deserves a larger sample of 

interviewees in order to improve the relevance of our findings and their capacity to be 

generalized. 

 

Originality/Value 

The value of this study comes from the relevance of the investigated fields – fields with recurrent 

crisis management – and from the experience of their interviewed members. This research was 

also led with philosophical considerations materialized by a transdisciplinary approach. Indeed, 

we interviewed persons from fields outside business management. 

 

Paper Type 

Master thesis  

 

Keywords  

Improvisation, creativity, crisis situation, crisis management, crisis response, uncertainty, time 

pressure.  
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Outline of the thesis 

 

Introduction 

The research paper starts with an unusual example before presenting the 

background of our study. We enunciate in this part the purpose of this paper and 

the research question as well. 

Literature 

Review 

We do a review of the literature that deals with the two main concepts of our 

topic, i.e. typologies of crisis are highlighted as well as how crisis management 

tackles crises. A definition of the concept of improvisation is made to understand 

its true nature. Finally, models of improvisation were described in details. From 

this literature review we formulate two hypothetical propositions in order to 

answer the research question. 

 

Methodology 

We discuss in this part of our research tools used to lead this work and how our 

investigation was designed. The transdisciplinary approach linked to our 

philosophical considerations; the analytic induction as strategy of qualitative data 

analysis; and the context of the semi-structured interviews and their limits are 

also discussed. 

 

Findings 

and Analysis 

We present in this part the results of the qualitative collected data. By following 

the analytic induction analysis strategy, we categorize the interviews and 

highlight also the concrete examples given by the respondents. Through this 

analysis we confirm the two hypothetical propositions.  

Conclusion 

This last part puts together the conclusions linked to our two hypothetical 

propositions. This summary of our findings is also followed by implications for 

business managers about the way to respond to crisis situations. Finally, we go 

back to our introduction example. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

1.1. Outline 

The research paper starts with an unusual example before presenting the background of our study. 

We enunciate in this part the purpose of this paper and the research question as well. 

1.2. Background example 

In 1805, a famous battle happened between, the Royal Navy and, the French and Spanish navies, 

during the Napoleonic Wars. This is the Battle of Trafalgar. This battle happened to be the 

opportunity for Admiral Nelson to be known for his creative and unorthodox strategy. Indeed, his 

leadership and decision-making process announced the future leanings from Complexity theory, 

150 years later. Here is the study developed by Robert Artigiani (2005) of the Department of 

History at the U.S. Naval Academy, enlightening the management of uncertain situations from a 

military perspective.  

Until the French Revolution, the Royal Navy used a system called “Permanent Fighting 

Instruction” (PFI) where captains of a fleet had to implement only the initial strategic plan 

regardless of what could happen. Counter orders could come but only from the top-down 

command that was strict. This system worked as long as a fleet kept the traditional battle order of 

Age of Sail, that is, to engage the enemy on a single ship-line on the opposite parallel axe. Each 

fleet remained in line which facilitated the flag communication system between the ships and 

avoided the meeting of ship formations, preventing chaotic situations and friendly-fire. 

Admiral Nelson had the order to stop the French Navy and its Spanish allies as soon as possible 

in order to avoid an invasion of England, a situation of security emergency. However, he 

understood that in the context of the French Revolution, the French Navy was no longer the 

traditional Royal French Navy but a new navy, influenced by Napoleon‟s thought (new captains, 

new boats, etc). So, he understood that his environment had changed and that, as he said, 

“Nothing is sure in a sea fight”. In this case, instead of following the usual strategy or analyzing 

the position of the French fleet and its interactions with the Spanish one, he chose not to care 

about the Spanish positions but to focus on the French fleet‟s positions. In addition, Nelson was 

aware of the difficulty to make a top-down command work during the battle because the black 

smoke of guns and the disorganized mêlée of the different fleets reduced the communication 

possibilities. It is why he decided not to order detailed sail procedures to his captains but to give 

them only two general orders: the famous flag signal "England expects that every man will do his 

duty", and “Engage the enemy more closely”.  

In the morning of October 21st 1805, Nelson sent two different columns in direction of the mixed 

French and Spanish navies, positioned in traditional line formation. The two British columns cut 

in three parts the Franco-Spanish line. By cutting the line, British ships opened the fire, from 
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theirs both sides, on the bows and the sterns of the powerless Franco-Spanish ships (appendix 1). 

The Franco-Spanish formation, being cut and disorganized in the black smoke of guns, lost its 

communication capacity. No counter order from the admiral ship was possible. The British ships, 

getting closer and closer to the enemies were intentionally creating a mêlée. While Franco-

Spanish captains were immobilized following their initial plan (single line), British captains took 

local initiatives in terms of targeting and assault manoeuvres. After a long fighting day, Trafalgar 

was beginning to be one of the most famous victory of the Royal Navy, reporting only 1 695 

casualties and making 12 781 causalities to the enemies. Admiral Nelson, wounded at the early 

beginning of the battle, was not able to command it. He finally died from his lethal injuries, but 

succeeded (for more details, see Howarth, 1969).  

1.3. Problem statement 

Through this historical example, Artigiani (2005) asks two relevant questions which deal with the 

complexity issue: “Why did not Nelson‟s fleet fly apart, as each captain taking „his own bird‟ 

made individual decisions? Why was chaos not introduced when Nelson fell mortally wounded?”  

This success highlights first the understanding by Nelson of the context: an emergency situation 

of national security; and a complex and uncertain environment – in this case, a battlefield – 

caused by a limited knowledge of the enemies and a variety and diversity of information – 

position and movements of each ship. Second, and as a consequence, he decided to distance 

himself from the traditional procedures of PFI, and to face the uncertainty and complexity of his 

environment – different ships on the battlefield – by implementing a new way to lead a battle, 

one leaving more initiatives to his captains. Indeed, the captains were able to improvise and act 

on their own during the battle, with a minimum of information, isolated in a risky context.  

From these three points, Artigiani explains that Nelson‟s fleet did not “fly apart” because, in 

spite of the independent decisions of the captains, they acted following the same path given by 

the two general orders of Nelson. These local actions allowed the fleet to fit continually to the 

different unpredictable stages of the battle even though Nelson could not command the fleet after 

being wounded. Each captain had to and could solve problems to the local level, adapting to 

surprises and new events. Thus, it can be said that the Royal Navy was an auto-organized-system 

which kept adapting itself to its own complex environment. 

Nelson, being aware of the uncertain and complex nature of this emergency situation, answered it 

by leaving traditional procedures, being creative, reducing planning, focusing only on some 

relevant variables, limiting his orders, leaving a space to local improvisation, and giving to all 

members a general vision to act through one common value and one common goal. 

This example represents a metaphor of the uncertainty and complexity of the global environment 

that we live in today. The number of variables – technological, economical, human, political, etc. 

– can be both hardly to find and to integrate all together. For long, organizations have been 
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organized by operations, and risk – firstly linked to quality, time, and cost – managed by routine 

procedures which define and ensure the best way to do things is followed. These procedures are 

the result of experience acquired in the past. For instance, organizations have procedures for 

managing quality, production, or logistics. Turner (1999, in Turner and Müller, 2003) sees good 

routine management, characterized by important procedures, as stable, activity oriented, and 

continuous. Thus, routine procedures applied to operations overcome risks when they are well 

known and not changing. However, many authors state that certain organizational activities are 

more adequately run by projects. Indeed, projects are made to deal with uncertainty and aim to 

“achieve beneficial change defined by quantitative and qualitative objectives” (Turner and 

Müller, 2003, p.2). They are a way to categorize our thinking in order to help us understand and 

comprehend the complexities of the day-to-day life (Müller, 2008). Organizations by projects are 

thus the consequence of the increase of uncertainty and change in the global environment.  In 

such organizations, procedures are still in place. Let us illustrate with a project plan. A project 

plan should define the requirements of the project, tasks and estimated efforts, scheduling, and 

risk analysis (see Müller, 2008). These are common procedures but, as it is noticed by Turner 

(1999, in Turner and Müller, 2003), they are characterized by levels of flexibility and 

discontinuity –corresponding to the different stages of the project.  

Managing risk has been found to be a key success factor in project since a risk is an uncertain 

event that can have a positive or negative effect on the project‟s objectives if it occurs (Muller, 

2008). Now, many models were designed from mathematics sciences, highlighting planning 

methodologies (Thomas, Mengel, 2008). The traditional process usually follows a step by step 

methodology, starting with the risk identification, qualitative and quantitative risk analysis, risk 

response planning, and risk monitoring and control (see H. Maylor, 2005, p.178-214; Andersen, 

2006, p.27-45). In addition, David Hillsonn (2003) pointed out that the best way to identify the 

risks of the project was to use a Risk Breakdown Structure (RBS) – a hierarchical structuring of 

risks of the project, similar to the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) framework designed for 

project planning. It provides a number of benefits, by decomposing potential sources of risk into 

layers of increasing details.  

Despite of the advantages of organizing activities by projects and implementing risk management 

plans, crises keep occurring. Actually, crises are more and more common (Robert and Lajtha, 

2002). Subsequent to risk management, several fields of studies have developed to tackle 

problems of managing situations that are full of uncertainty and time-pressured. These fields are 

Crisis Management and Disaster Management. The underlying models bring new perspectives on 

the ways to deal with crises. Indeed, planning is seen in a more flexible way and response 

strategies are highlighted. As it will be developed later, the key competence which allows 

individuals to respond to crises is improvisation. As a consequence, we are interested here in 

studying the use of improvisation in crisis response situations.‟ 
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1.4. Research question, unit of analysis and purpose 

How improvisation is used by crisis managers to answer crisis situations? 

Our unit of analysis is the individual, the manager who has to face a crisis situation. In that light, 

the concept of manager is considered in a wide sense and includes project managers as well as 

operations managers since crises can occur in both cases. Also, we refer to a crisis manager as a 

manager facing a crisis situation and not only as a manager whose organizational function and 

title would be crisis management.   

The purpose of this paper is to study how improvisation allows a crisis manager to answer 

the crisis when it has occurred. We are looking for explaining the reasons, the process, the 

components, the levels, and the links with the conditions of the environment. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1. Outline  

In this section, we will review the literature within two major categories: crisis and crisis 

management; improvisation and its role in crisis response phases. The first section is divided in 

two moments. We start by presenting elements of crisis definition and expose then typologies of 

crises. The second moment deals with crisis management, its nature, scope, and steps.  In the 

second section, we focus on improvisation, specifying its link to planning, its nature, its aspects, 

its process, its constituent elements, and at last its levels. To finish, we identify some knowledge 

gaps and enunciate research propositions. Our unit of analysis is the individual evolving within 

the organizational context. 

2.2. Crisis and crisis management 

2.2.1. Definition and typologies of crises 

2.2.1.1. Elements of definition 

There are not any common definition of crisis and organizational crisis. However, common 

features can be identified when analyzing different definitions: 

 Time pressure (Hermann, 1969, cited in Hwang and Lichtenthal, 2000; Rosental; Hart, 

and Charles, 1989; in Rosenthal, 1997; Reilly, 1998; Moats, Chermack, and Dooley, 

2008) 

 High uncertainty (Encyclopedia Britannica Online, 2009; Rosental, Hart, and Charles, 

1989, P.10, in Rosenthal, 1989; Moats, Chermack, and Dooley, 2008) 

 Threatening, critical moment as we switch from a stable state to an unstable state 

(Hermann, 1969, cited in Hwang and Lichtenthal, 2000; Rosental, Hart, and Charles, 

1989, P.10, in Rosenthal, 1997; Dror, 1986, in Rosenthal, 1997; Shrivastava, 1993, in 

Hutchins, 2008; Reilly, 1998; Pearson and Claire, 1998, in Moats, Chermack, and Dooley, 

2008) 

 Sudden moment (Hermann, 1969, cited in Hwang and Lichtenthal, 2000; Reilly, 1998) 

 Low-probability/unexpected (Pearson and Claire, 1998, in Moats, Chermack, and Dooley, 

2008; Reilly, 1998; Rosental, Boon, and Confort, 2001, in Hutchins, 2008); surprise 

(Boin, 2006) 

 Moment of critical choices (Merriam-Webster‟s Dictionary, 2005, cited in Moats, 

Chermack, and Dooley, 2008; Rosenthal, 1997; Rosental, Hart, and Charles, 1989, P.10, 
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in Rosenthal, 1997; Shrivastava, 1993, in Hutchins, 2008; Pearson and Clair, 1998, in 

Moats, Chermack, and Dooley, 2008; Moats, Chermack, and Dooley, 2008) 

 Fuzzy causes and means of resolution (Pearson and Clair, 1998, in Moats, Chermack, and 

Dooley, 2008) 

The dimensions of threatening moments and critical choices imply the idea, developed by certain 

authors (see for instance Boin, 2004; Lalonde, 2004), that a crisis can be a positive opportunity 

and not only a disruptive event. Indeed, it is the moment where malfunctions are revealed and can 

be eliminated, where new structures, changes can be implemented. As a consequence, crisis can 

be the opportunity to strengthen the organization (Arie de Geus, in Robert and Lajtha, 2002). 

Crises and disasters are not well distinguished in the literature. Both words are often used as 

exact synonyms. But certain authors reveal a clear distinction.  Lindell, Prater, and Perry (2007, 

cited in Moats, Chermack, and Dooley, 2008) define a disaster as “an event that produces 

greater losses than a community can control, including casualties, property damage, and 

significant environmental damage” (p.549). Similarly, Moats, Chermack, Dooley (2008), by 

enlarging the context of the definition, view a disaster as “an event that causes greater losses 

than the organization can handle” (p.399). 

Disasters and crises essentially differ in the magnitude of the event (Moats, Chermack, and 

Dooley, 2008; Mitroff, 2002). As a matter of fact, disasters will often involve public 

organizations, locally, national, even internationally, to tackle issues such as health disasters, 

natural disasters, or ethnic disasters. 

As it appears, crises have common patterns, only differ from disasters on the magnitude 

dimension, and even though most authors view them in a negative way, it can be the moment of 

benefic change. Nevertheless, common patterns do not allow crises to be separated, even less to 

be classified and analyzed. For these reasons, the next section is concerned with classifying 

organizational crises. 

2.2.1.2. Typology of crises 

The literature reveals numerous classifications of crisis. For instance, crises are classified among 

their causes. Thus, they can have man-made or natural causes (Rosenthal and Kouzmin, 1993, in 

Gundel, 2005; Rike, 2003; Elsubbaugh, Fildes, and Rose, 2004). Mitroff and Alpasian (2003) 

distinguish crises among their intentionality. A deliberate action to occur in a crisis is called an 

evil action. The crisis is an abnormal accident. A non-intentional action occurring in a crisis is a 

normal accident – the focus is on technology complexity. A natural cause traduces a natural 

disaster. Also, Mitroff and Pearson (1993, in Hutchins and Wang, 2008) explain crises by five 

factors: technology (see also Rike, 2003), organizational structure, human error factors (see also 

Roberts and Bea, 2001), organizational culture (see also Probst and Raisch, 2005; Roberts and 
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Bea, 2001), and top management psychology.  This classification highlights the importance for 

organizations and their members to develop values and implement procedures which allow 

effective crisis planning and response. In addition, Rosenthal (1997) distinguishes internal and 

external causes. 

Crises are also classified degree and space-wise. In that light, they happen at organizational, 

local, regional, national, or international levels (Rosenthal, 1997), and concern public or private 

organizations (Rosenthal and Kouzmin, 1993; in Gundel, 2005; Hart, Heyse and Boin, 2001). 

However, the previous typologies cannot allow an easy and generic classification of crises as 

combinations are infinite. Gundel (2005) mentions that such distinctions are mainly irrelevant as 

crises are likely to have several of these features. Though, he justifies the importance of 

classifying crises as “dealing with crisis means dealing with nightmares and nightmares become 

less of a threat if someone turns on the light” (2005, p.106), but in a generic way because novel 

crises and unique situations will threaten any detailed classification. His model of crisis typology 

is based on two dimensions: the level of predictability of the crisis and the level of influence that 

agents have on them. This typology results in four types of crises and allows the integrations of 

the previous ones: 

 Conventional crises: are predictable and possible to influence. Such crises usually already 

happened and are isolated so that so they can be planed and fought easily. To prevent and 

control them, integrated quality and crisis systems should be implemented. Their 

occurrence reflects a failure in quality and prevention procedures. 

 Unexpected crises: are hard to predict but possible to influence. Such crises have isolated 

causes. The level of influence is constrained by the consequent lack of preparedness. 

Teams should be trained to communicate and act in such situations; information systems 

should be set; and decision making should be decentralized to ensure rapidity. 

  Intractable crises: are predictable but very hard to influence as they have important and 

global consequences. The complexity of the consequences greatly threatens the 

effectiveness of the prevention measures and countermeasures even though the 

occurrence of the crisis was rather well known. Fighting such crises should be done by the 

cooperation of groups and organizations.  

 Fundamental crises: are very hard to predict and to fight. Obviously, this type of crisis is 

the most dangerous one. They happen by surprise so that preparedness is not possible as 

the extent and complex nature of their consequences make responses inefficient or even 

unknown. Furthermore, these crises usually last in time. Fighting these crises could be 

done by fighting the phenomena which annunciate them. 
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The Theory of normal accidents and the works of Mitroff (see Mitroff and Aspasian, 2003, 

Mitroff, 2005, in Hutchins, 2008; see also Roberts and Bea, 2001) help to understand this 

typology. Indeed, crises are unpredictable because there are the result of evil actions in most 

cases, the rest of them being due to natural causes. Predictable crises, above all intractable crises, 

are due to technology being so complex that accidents are meant to happen and have major 

consequences. They are also due to the gap existing between the complexity of systems and 

management systems (Mitroff and Alpasian, 2003).  

Other classifications have focused on the time dimension within which crises manifest and last. 

Hutchin (2008) sees crises as whether coming slowly or rapidly. Hwang and Lichtenthal (2000), 

based on the theory of punctual equilibriums in biology, distinguish in details the two sorts of 

organizational crises which take into account the predictability and influence dimensions:  

 Abrupt crises: are sudden, brutal, and specific. They originate in one or a low number of 

events.  The probability of occurrence is dependent on the level of exposure of the 

organization – type of market, technology – and the level of risks inherent to employees‟ 

actions. Shrivastava, Mitroff, Miller, and Miglani, (1988; in Hutchins, 2008) sum up this 

probability of occurrence to the level of vulnerability of the organization features. Abrupt 

crises are time-independent, you do not see them coming. 

 Cumulative crises: grow progressively and endogenously, propagating within and beyond 

the organization. Cumulative crises are time-dependent as you see them coming. 

However, they are difficult to detect as they do not manifest clearly and might result from 

various factors. The triggering point results from the accumulation of specific 

malfunctions. Yet, early signals can be identified. The risk of occurrence is whether due 

to the relative incapacity to change and cope the environment or, on the other hand, to the 

misfit with the environment which can happen during a changing organizational period.  

Stegariu (2005) develops a close vision of crises as they can be seen whether from an eventful 

(brutal, unpredictable) or a procedural standpoint – symptoms, level of complexity of the system. 

Based on the procedural approach, he distinguishes the event that announces, declares the crisis, 

and the crisis itself (see also Mitroff and Alpasian, 2003). The crisis propagates as elements of 

the system interact. This approach explains why crises can be systemic. Shrivastava, Mitroff, 

Miller, and Miglani (1988; in Hutchins, 2008) separate also the triggering event which 

annunciates the crisis. When a triggering event occurs, it challenges internal features – 

technological, human, procedural, cultural, or structural – and external features – public detection 

systems, safety systems, or planning and response procedures for instance – by testing their 

vulnerability.  

The integrative typologies of Hwang and Lichtenthal (2000), and Stegariu (2005), allow realistic 

classification of crises and draw the outskirt of their management. In the next section, we will 
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first present crisis management in general – definitions and scope. Then we will develop the two 

main conceptions of crisis management along with their underlying assumptions. At last, we will 

focus on the implications that such conceptions imply for the crisis managers – capacities and 

competencies.  

2.2.2. Crisis Management 

2.2.2.1. Definition and scope 

No definition can be given of crisis management as it depends on the underlying conception of 

crises and the influence organizations and individuals think they can have on them. For instance, 

Stegariu (2005) shows the consequences of the conception of crises in terms of crisis 

management. If the crisis is unpredictable, sudden, abrupt, then crisis management will be about 

responding and react to the crisis. If the crisis is detectable, predictable, cumulative, then crisis 

management will be about preventing, responding, and learning from the crisis in order to better 

predict and react to the next one. 

As a matter of fact, the discipline of crisis management has evolved as the conditions of the 

environment have been changing (Hutchins, 2008). As noted by Hart, Heyse, and Boin (2001; see 

also Smith and Elliot, 2006, in Hutchins, Wang, 2008), crises, until the 80s, and the disaster of 

Chernobyl, were seen as quite exceptional and very difficult to prevent and influence (natural 

disasters, wars, accidents). In a way, crises were seen as fate. But as the complexity and the speed 

of change were increasing, more crises (see also Robert and Lajtha) and new types of crises 

appeared, being more global, and sometimes cumulative: industrial accidents, food safety related 

accidents such as salmonella, conditioning related issues, financial crises. Also, as our societies 

were developing and becoming safer, citizens were less and less keen of an increasingly more 

frustrated by the occurrence of a crisis. Combined with media attention, politics started to tackle 

the crisis management issue more fiercely.  

Nowadays, crisis management research goes toward a proactive and integrative management of 

the crisis – prevent, anticipate, prepare, react, solve, learn – at every level – individuals, groups, 

organizations, nations. Authors introduce the importance of crisis management by highlighting 

the nature of the modern environment: fast changing and increasingly complex (for instance see 

Hwang and Litchtendhal, 2000, Moats, Chermack, Dooley, 2008, McConnell and Drennan, 

2006).  

2.2.2.2. The steps of crisis management  

Crisis management approaches develop within a decomposition of crisis steps. The traditional 

literature divides crisis management between three and five stages. For instance, Hensgen, 

Desouza, and Kraft (2003) exact three of them: 
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 First, there is the pre-crisis management stage which includes signal detection – early 

manifestations of a more serious issue – and preparation – set corrective actions to face 

the crisis.  

 Then, in case the crisis occurs, we enter in the period of the actual crisis management 

where the purpose is to contain the chaotic situation in order to go back to a situation 

under control.  

 Finally, the post-crisis period or recovery period, aims to solve the crisis.  

Also, crisis management can be understood through the “Four C” which are: Cause – reasons of 

the crisis; Consequence – immediate effects; Caution – controlling the crisis; and Coping – 

implementing solutions to the problems (Hensgen, Desouza, and Kraft, 2003). Traditionally, the 

way to reply to the crisis is led by signal detection and preparation plans.  

These different stages were more accurately defined by Pearson and Mitroff (1993, in Hensgen, 

Desouza, and Kraft, 2003; also in Hutchins and Wang, 2008) through a five period model: Signal 

Detection, Preparation/Prevention, Containment/Damage limitation, Recovery, and Learning – 

see table 1.  

 

Table 1: A five stage model for managing crisis, adapted from Pearson and Mitroff (1993) 
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 Signal Detection: Managing the appearance of small indicators which announce a 

potential crisis. 

 Preparation: Designing a plan, often called a contingency plan, which sets the role of 

each actor, especially the one of the crisis cell; and setting the resources and procedures 

which will allow the crisis to be contained and solved. 

 Containment: Limiting the impacts of the crisis and its propagation – keeping or regain 

control over the situation. 

 Recovery: Implementing planned measures when possible or enacting new ones to allow 

the situation to go back to a normal state. 

 Learning: Occurring at every step of the management of the crisis, including the post-

crisis phase. The purpose is to gain experience from former crises, trainings, reproducing 

or implementing what could improve the management at every moment. 

Respecting the unit of analysis of our study, we will only report authors who deal explicitly at the 

individual level. 

Literature about detection and preparedness are much linked as those two steps are led in parallel. 

Thus, it appeared that early signals of malfunctions should be detected (Elsubbaugh, Fildes and 

Rose, 2004) – either by systems or people – as it allows crisis prevention or/and mitigation. 

Preparedness allows to know what was not known so that crises can be seen coming (Hensgen, 

Desouza and Kraft, 2003; Elsubbaugh, Fildes, and Rose, 2004). Detection must be promoted by 

proactive (tending to initiate change rather than reacting to events – Collins, 1991) behaviors (for 

instance see works of the Human Resource Development, in Hutchins, Wang, 2008). Moats, 

Checkmack, and Dooley (2008) develop the necessity of wide scenario plans that would consider 

even unlikely events as well as scenario-based trainings in order to detect, prevent, and respond 

to the crisis (see also Robert and Lajtha, 2002).  Boin, Kofman-bos, and Overdijk (2004), by 

highlighting the high uncertainty of modern crises, also favor trainings to cope with crisis effects. 

Literature dealing with crisis response recognizes the following criterion: quick decision making 

(Wooten and James, 2008; Gundel, 2005) in uncertain conditions (Elsubbaugh, Fildes, and Rose, 

2004; Encyclopedia Britannica Online, 2009; Rosental, Hart, and Charles, 1989, in Rosenthal, 

1997 ; Moats, Chermack, and Dooley, 2008), capacities to leave the plan and procedures when 

necessary (Robert and Lajtha, 2002), quick mobilization and implementation of resources 

(Elsubbaugh, Fildes, and Rose, 2004), and effective communication (Wooten and James, 2008). 

Not much was found about attaining crisis recovery. 

Learning was found to be central to start and feed an improvement cycle. Individuals must 

continuously learn in order to improve their preparedness and response skills (Nilsson, Erikson, 
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2008; Wooten and James, 2008; Hensgen, Desouza, and Kraft, 2003; Robert and Lajtha, 2002; 

Lalonde, 2007).  

Organizations which favor planning, contingency plans, including trainings, view them as the 

only way to deal successfully with crises (McConnel and Drennan, 2006; Lalet, Aklil, Chen, 

2009). The most advanced view of crisis management is probably the one developed by the High 

Reliability Organization theory (see Roberts and Bea, 2001). These types of organizations seek to 

know the unknown. They train people to look for early anomaly signals and to respond to them 

by correcting them or by isolating them from the rest of the system. They also train them for very 

low-probability/high consequence events and for reacting to unknown situations. These 

organizations realize that everything cannot be planned. As a consequence, they value high-

trained employees, decentralized decision making, and empowerment as those who are the 

closest to the problem often know the most about it. They also value team communication as it 

helps better problem solving (see Crew Resource Management in the airline sector, cited in 

Roberts and Bea, 2001). They, at last, build a “memory of accidents” so that people and 

organizations learn from the past. This integrative view promotes the building of a crisis 

management culture and values (see also Robert and Lajtha, 2002) where leaders should be the 

example of those who acquire these competencies and promote them within their team and 

organization (Wooten and James, 2008). 

However, as it can be complex and unrealistic to plan every aspect of crises – coordination, cost, 

and unpredictability – room must be given to trainings and improvised crisis responses 

(McDonnell and Drennan, 2006; Paraskevas, 2006). 

In conclusion, we have seen that crises are more frequent and hard to fight due to the complexity 

of systems, their cumulative propagation, and their level of uncertainty. As a consequence, the 

development of crisis management within organizations is a current issue. Especially, individuals 

should be educated and prepared to deal with them. But, what strategies crisis managers should 

use when the crisis has occurred? What competencies? Indeed, the crisis period is a disruptive 

moment, an unstable moment which threatens the intended objectives. These characteristics as 

well as the perspective that the situation could go out of control and spread bring a notion of 

emergency to eliminate the crisis. Thus, crisis managers have to be fast. Paraskevas (2006) recalls 

that crisis comes from “krisis”, a Greek concept which means judgment or/and choice or/and 

decision. As a consequence, acting in crisis situations means: first judging the situation, second 

making choices among different alternatives, and finally making a final decision. So, how to 

process these three steps in a situation under time pressure? A part of researchers dealing with 

crisis management has tackled this issue by developing the necessity to improvise. As a 

consequence, the next section will review this literature. First, we will precise the links between 

planning and improvisation. Second, we will bring some elements of definition. Third and forth, 

we will emphasize major features as well as components of improvisation. Fifth, we will show 

that the use of those components is related to the levels of improvisation. Sixth, we will identify 
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knowledge gaps on the subject of the use of improvisation in crises and enunciate research 

propositions.   

2.3. Improvisation 

2.3.1. Between improvisation and planning in crisis situation 

The English Vice Admiral Horatio Nelson (1758-1805) liked to say: “Nothing is sure in a sea 

fight” (Artigiani, 2005). He was aware that things often do not run as planned, and thus, that 

acting without previous planning is a necessity. This assumption questions the places of both 

planning and improvisation in crisis situations – sea fight as crisis situation – and highlights the 

paradox that faces each individual. That is, planning in details in order not to have to improvise 

later, but “knowing that we will have to improvise” (Kendra and Watchtendorf, 2006, p.1). 

Improvisation, according to the dictionary definition (Collins, 1991), refers to the act of 

performing or make quickly from materials and sources available, without previous planning; to 

perform, compose as one goes along. From this definition, improvisation – acting without any 

plan – and planning – that suggests acting following a plan – could seem opposite concepts.  

However, the need to improvise for managers in crisis situations without leaving the planning 

part was emphasized in various ways in the discipline of crisis management. Vera and Rodriguez-

Lopez (2007), studying the role of improvisation for today‟s managers, do not question the place 

of planning which is for them “necessary and always will be” (p.305), but describe 

improvisation as a reality for managers. When dealing with the use of improvisation within 

organizations, Crossan, Vieira, Pina and, Vera (2002) conclude also that “managers need to be 

aware that, in practice, planning is often complemented by improvisation” (p.28). Furthermore, 

the need to improvise by managers in crisis situations seems to be fundamental and even the 

necessary response to a crisis: “if an event doesn‟t require improvisation, it is probably not a 

disaster” (Tierney, 2002, cited in Kendra and Watchtendorf, 2006, p.1). A clear consideration of 

improvisation in emergency management is developed by Kreps (1991) concluding about the 

mutual benefit between planning and improvisation: 

“Without improvisation, emergency management looses flexibility in the face of changing 

conditions. Without preparedness, emergency management looses clarity and efficiency in 

meeting essential disaster-related demands. Equally importantly improvisation and 

preparedness go hand in hand. One needs not to worry that preparedness will decrease 

the ability to improvise. On the contrary, even a modest effort to prepare enhances the 

ability to improvise.” (cited in Mendonça, 2007, p.954). 

Kreps does not want to enter into a debate wondering what is better, more efficient, or more 

important, improvisation or planning. These two concepts are complementary (Crossan et al, 

2002). Kendra and Watchtendorf (2006) introduce improvisation as a way to response to a crisis 
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situation. Though, with prudence also, they recognize improvisation as occupying a conflicted 

space within emergency and crisis management: 

“Again, we don‟t argue that plans or planning should be discarded (…). It is not a matter 

of abandoning planning for improvisation, nor is it a matter of planning with the goal of 

eliminating the need for improvisation. Rather, planning and improvisation are important 

aspects of any effective disaster response and are considered as complementary.” (p.8). 

We rely on the complementary between planning and improvisation to deal with a crisis. 

However, in accordance with the object of our study, we focus on the role and the way 

improvisation is used in the emergency phase – containment and recovery phases.  

2.3.2. Definition of improvisation: from arts to management 

Improvisation is a concept present in many different fields: in music – especially Jazz music – in 

theater, in sport, etc. (see Mooran and Miner, 1998). Management science has been interested by 

improvisation since the 1990s. One of the most influential contributors is Weick (1993; 1996) 

and the well-known case of firefighters. Arts as metaphor was a support to deal with the concept 

of improvisation in management and the researchers have kept a close link between arts and 

management thought Jazz music (Barrett, 1998; Eisenhardt, 1997; Hatch, 1998) and Theatre 

(Kanter, 2002; Yanow, 2001). Mooran and Miner (1998), through a wide review of different 

definitions of improvisation from diverse disciplines (see Table 1 of “Improvisation Across 

Disciplines”, 1998, p.700-702), reported recurrent words such as creativity, creative, creation, 

spontaneous, rapidly, unplanned, without prior planning, without advance preparation. From this 

cross-disciplinarily approach, we can distinguish three lexical fields related to the creative act, to 

the spontaneous act, and to the unplanned act. These ideas are also presented in the dictionary 

Collins (1991) seen previously.  

However, in order to understand what improvisation is, Alfonso Montuori (2003) goes back to 

the Latin root of improvisation – improvisus – relating improvisation and creativity in complex 

environments. Improvisus means unforeseen, surprising, not expected. Improvisus encompasses 

two moments. Firstly, it is the ability to react to unforeseen events. Secondly, from this reaction, 

it is the ability to create something new, something as unforeseen, surprising, and unexpected as 

the context. Thus, improvisation can mean that “we had to do something for which there was no 

pre-established set of rules, no recipe, or that there was a breakdown in the correct procedure” 

(Montuori, 2003, p.245). This definition is close to the English notion of “extemporize” which 

means to do something without prior preparation or practice.  

Before dealing with the components of improvisation, such as creativity, or its processes, we are 

going to focus on the two major aspects of improvisation: time and environmental conditions.  
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2.3.3. Two aspects of improvisation: nature of time and of the environment 

Authors who deal with improvisation in management and particularly in crisis management often 

characterize improvisation by two aspects (see appendix 2). The first one is time and the fact to 

understand improvisation as a spontaneous decision making (Crossan, 1998; Crossan and 

Sorrenti 1997; Chelariu, Jhonston and Young 2002; Vera and Rodriguez-Lopez, 2007). The 

second one is the nature of the environment and the fact to understand improvisation as reaction 

to an uncertain environment (Weick, 1993; Leybourne and Sadler-Smith, 2006; Crossan, Vieira, 

Pina, and Vera, 2002; Kendra and Watchtendorf, 2006; Leybourne 2007). Consequently, 

improvisation is contextualized in management more as a necessary condition to act quickly 

and/or more as an appropriate response to an uncertain environment. But in the case of crisis and 

emergency management, improvisation is characterized by both. As we have seen, unexpected 

crises are characterized by the lack of preparedness or sometimes even no preparedness. During 

the emergency period – qualified by time pressure and the need to make quick decisions – 

improvisation must be privileged. McConnell and Drennan (2006) state that “significant aspects 

of crisis responses need to be improvised, based on immediate circumstances and time 

constraints” (p.64). Similarly, Vera and Rodriguez-Lopez (2007) state that “improvisation can 

play an important role when resources such as time, money, or understanding of the situation are 

lacking” (p.305). Finally, by understanding how the way to improvise is affected by the available 

time and the nature of the environment, Mendonça (2007) explains: 

“the question to how  improvise may therefore be conceptualized as a search and 

assembly problem, which may be influenced by factors such as time available for 

planning, risk in the environment and the results of prior decisions” (p.955). 

Once again, understanding improvisation is to deal with its time and environmental aspects.  

2.3.3.1. A time-based conception of improvisation 

Being the capacity to compose and execute at the same time (see table 2), improvisation reduces 

until eliminating the time between composing and doing: 

“In ordinary discourse we usually assume that composition of an activity occurs first and 

is followed later by implementation or execution. In improvisation, the time gap between 

these events narrows so that in the limit composition converges with execution.” (Mooran 

and Miner, 1998, p.702). 

The term composition is used by Mooran and Miner (1998) as the thinking of the action which 

precedes the execution of the action. Composing would mean planning, scheming, designing, or 

creating. However, we need to understand here composition as a neutral world because at this 

point we deal with the temporal aspect of improvisation and not its nature.  
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Similarly to Mooran and Miner (1998), Mendonça (2005) describes improvisation as generating 

and executing “new plans nearly simultaneously” (p.954); and Crossan et al. (2002) explain that 

improvisation “allows for convergence of planning and execution” (p.29). Beyond a time 

convergence, improvisation is also seen as a “deliberate and substantive fusion of the design and 

execution of a novel production” (Miner, Bassoff and Moorman, 2001, p.304). Thus, time 

pressure is a fundamental feature of improvisation. Based on this view, Mooran and Miner (1998) 

distinguish improvisation from close concepts such as adaptation, creativity, opportunism, or 

intuition. Indeed, time pressure is not a fundamental feature. For example, a designer could not to 

have a limited time to realize his/her work; adaptation can be realized within a short or long-term 

period.   

 

Table 2: “Improvisation as time-based concept”, adapted from Mooran and Miner (1998) 

2.3.3.2. A situation-based conception of improvisation: “a way to react” 

In addition to a time-based view, improvisation is also considered as a way to react to an 

environment. Usually, people prefer to act in their habitual ways (Barthol and Ku, 1959) and 

“excepted in arts or for fun, people do not improvise unless it is necessary” (Vera and 

Rodriguez-Lopez, 2007, p.305). However, the crisis manager of the organization will be 

constrained by the environment to improvise. Improvisation is understood as “a reflection of the 

pressures of an environment characterized by unprecedented fast change” (Chelariu et al., 2002, 

p.142), and is defined as “reacting to change in the internal and external environments” 

(Leybourne, 2007, p.233). Montuori (2003) insists on the interactions between the actor and the 

environment characteristics which influence the need to improvise. Thus, a changing and 

uncertain environment will be a stimulus (Moorman and Miner, 1995; Vera and Crossan, 2001) 

which leads individuals to improvise. Improvisation is the response to an unusual situation 

(Kendra and Watchtendorf, 2006), environmental problems (Chelariu et al., 2002), unexpected 

problems (Crossan et al., 2002), emergency situations (Mendonça, Beroggi and Wallace, 2001), 
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or extreme events (Mendonça, 2005). Among these different descriptions of contexts leading one 

to improvise, two major patterns of the environment emerge: uncertainty (see also Chelariu et al., 

2002; Weick, 1993, 1996; Crossan et al., 2002) and complexity (Montori, 2003; Mendonça, 

2005; Chelariu et al., 2002).  

King and Ranft (2001) illustrate this necessity to improvise by dealing with decision-making 

processes in complex environments though a metaphor between managers and the thoracic 

surgery: “Surgical decisions characteristically are the epitome of decision making under 

uncertainty” (Eiseman and Wotkns, 1978, in King and Ranft, 2001, p.255). They explain that the 

surgeon has different procedures for each kind of operation. However, the surgeon also has all the 

time to improvise basing on these procedures in order to fit new situations. They illustrate the 

necessity of improvisation for surgeons though a quotation of a surgical educator they have 

interviewed – Doug Newburg: 

“A surgeon knows about 60% of what he needs to know before going in [opening the 

chest]. Great surgeons handle the challenge of dealing with the 40% they didn‟t know 

before they went in. Others don‟t respond as effectively to the stress of dealing with what 

they didn‟t know”. (Newburg in King and Ranft, 2001, p.259) 

2.3.3.3. Improvising in crisis situations when time pressure meets uncertainty 

Relying on these two dimensions – time pressure, uncertainty – Crossan et al. (2002) first present 

two possible improvisational scenarios. In the first one, improvisation is required as the need to 

respond urgently to an unexpected event but within which the uncertainty of the environment is 

negligible. The second scenario refers to a situation within which the uncertain nature of the 

environment requires improvisation even if one has time to plan. The latter case is called 

“improvising in the fog” by Vera and Rodriguez-Lopez (2007) when dealing with the example of 

the American Revolution. In this particular improvisational scenario, uncertainty is the problem: 

“in this case, individuals are frustrated by either too few or too many possible interpretations of 

unexpected events” (p.305). At last, Crossan et al. (2002) describe a scenario which puts the 

individual both under time-pressure and in uncertain contexts. When defining a crisis situation 

characterized by time pressure in an unpredictable environment, they argue that: 

“Finally, the most challenging improvisational scenario is one in which planning is 

impossible, because time is scarce, and the environment is undecipherable. Crisis 

situations and rapidly changing and unpredictable environments are characterized by 

these conditions of urgency and uncertainty” (p.10).  

This situation, characterized by uncertainty and complexity, is also called extreme event 

(Mendonça, 2005; Mendonça et al, 2001; Mendonça and Wallace, 2005; Kendra and 

Watchtendorf, 2006; Crossan et al, 2002; Montuori, 2003). In such cases, improvisation is a way 

to face both time pressure and chaos. In order to understand how, we are going to describe the 
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improvisational process, its elements and the different levels of improvisation that a manager can 

develop in crisis situations. 

2.3.4. Improvisation: process, elements and levels  

2.3.4.1. Process of improvisation 

As mentioned earlier, improvisation is characterized by a close simultaneity of a composition 

time and an execution time (Crossan et al., 2002; Mendonça, 2005; Mooran and Miner, 1998). 

Beyond the time convergence between the composition and the execution of an action, Mendonça 

(2007) adds another “time”: the moment when the individual realizes that he/she needs to 

improvise. This “when” adds a new stage in improvisation as mental process. Actually, an 

integrative two-stage process is presented when an individual or/and an organization faces an 

emergency situation (Mendonça, 2005; Mendonça, Beroggi and Wallace, 2001). The 

convergence time between composition and execution developed earlier is only the second stage 

of the improvisational process. Previously to this stage, one needs to decide to improvise. So, this 

first stage is the choice to improvise because of time pressure or/and uncertainty. Another case is 

when there is/are procedure(s) but they are inappropriate and do not fit the crisis situation 

(Montuori, 2003; Mendonça, 2005). This time can be critical because people under pressure will 

rely on their habitual ways of facing a situation, a behavior called regression (Barthol and Ku, 

1959). The case of Mann Gulch analyzed by Weick (1993) is a perfect example. In 1949, some 

American firefighters were dropped in a forest fire area to stop it. But, once arrived on site, they 

realized that the fire situation was worst than planned. Their lives being threatened and being 

under time pressure, most of them decided to keep behaving relying on the traditional ways and 

with the traditional procedures. On the contrary, few firefighters, led by one man, decided to 

behave in an unusual way, and to break away from procedures. At the end, all members of the 

first group died, when the few members of the other one survived. They were able to understand 

that the situation needed a novel response – improvisation.  

2.3.4.2. Elements of improvisation 

When dealing with the management literature with improvisation as a response to crisis 

situations, we identified a lot of similar concepts in order to understand the “how” of improvising 

(see appendix 3). The main three concepts that literature attaches to improvisation are: intuition, 

creativity and bricolage.  

Improvisation is often seen as an action which integrates a novel production – creativity 

(Moorman and Miner, 1998; Weick, 1993; Crossan, Vieira, Pina, and Vera, 2002; Mendonça, 

Beroggi, and Wallace, 2001; Kendra and Wachtendorf, 2006; Chelariu, Johnston and Young, 

2002; Mendonça, 2005; Vera and Rodriguez-Lopez 2007; Montuori, 2003; Harrald, 2006). This 

understanding comes logically from the perception of improvisation in arts – music and theatre – 

associated to a creative and innovative act (Montuori, 2003). In order to break away from 
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standard procedures (Montuori, 2003; Kendra and Wachtendorf, 2006; Weick, 1993), creation 

will involve a process which consists in combining ideas, resources and capabilities into 

something new (Chua and Iyengar, 2008). Moorman and Miner (1998), understanding creativity 

as “a degree of novelty or deviation from standard practices” (p.705), present it as a possible 

part of an improvisational act.  

Another element of improvisation, close to creativity, is bricolage – French world. It is the 

capacity to do with the available materials (Levis-Strauss, 1967, cited in Mooran and Miner, 

1998). Weick (1993) develops this idea through the Mann Gulch case, explaining that a bricoleur 

is “someone able to create order out of whatever materials were at hand” (p.639). Weick adds 

the fact that a bricoleur is able to find novel combinations among the present materials in chaotic 

situations. In this way, bricolage appears as a key factor of improvisation, when time pressure 

and limited materials characterize the situation (Mooran and Miner, 1998). 

Intuition is the fact to make a choice “without formal analysis” (Crossan and Sorrenti, 1997, 

p.3); “attaining direct knowledge or understanding without the apparent intrusion of rational 

thought or logical inference” (Sadler-Smith and Shefy, 2004, p.77); “ability to sense or know 

immediately without reasoning” (Collins, 1991). When analyzing intuition in management, 

Sadler-Smith and Shefy (2004) define more accurately the concept: 

“…as a form of knowing that manifests itself as an awareness of thoughts, feelings, or 

bodily sense connected to a deeper perception, understanding, and way of making sense 

of the world that may not be achieved easily or at all by other means” ( p.81). 

According to Dulewicz and Higgs (1999), intuitiveness is the ability to make decisions, using 

reason and intuition when appropriate. Moreover, they have pointed out that intuitiveness could 

also be seen as an enabler because its application can facilitate performance when the 

circumstances necessitate. For instance, when someone is under pressure to act or take decisions, 

and there is not sufficient time to conduct a rigorous analysis of the situation and gather 

information, intuitiveness can become an important quality for taking appropriate actions. 

In addition, Burke and Miller (1999), through a study on intuition in management, show that 

intuition does not mean making a decision at random, but is rather a mental process affected by 

the managers´ experiences, their values, and previous decisions. They found also that intuition is 

considered by managers as a factor of quick response and quick decision making, what is a 

decisive element for an improvisational act under time pressure. In this light, intuition could be a 

part of improvisational acts as a way to face time pressure (Mooran and Miner, 1998). 

Finally, these concepts – creativity, bricolage and intuition – are separately presented as elements 

which constitute an improvisational act. Nevertheless, each of them cannot have the exact same 

meaning as improvisation for they do not integrate the temporal order - or time pressure. The 

improvisational act encompasses combinations of them (Mooran and Miner, 1998).  
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2.3.4.3. Levels of improvisation or different improvisations 

Improvisation integrates more or less creation, bricolage, or intuition. As a matter of fact, several 

authors distinguish around these concepts different levels and types of improvisational acts (see 

table 3). First, a large distinction is made between incremental improvisation representing small 

adjustments from prior behaviors, and radical improvisation, linked to a radical innovative 

activity during which the action and its outcome are completely novel (Weick, 1993; Vera and 

Rodriguez-Lopez, 2007). This distinction is based on the distance between the standard routines, 

procedures, or usual ways to act, and the improvisational act. This measurement scale is also used 

by Mooran and Miner (1998). Understanding improvisation as degrees of innovation, they 

present three levels:  

- Improvisation involving modest or minor adjustments to pre-existing ways to act, or 

initial plans. 

- Improvisation involving large adjustments, also called by Weick (1993) “formulaic 

improvisation”. 

- Improvisation involving the creation of new patterns. 

Still, based on the distance between the usual ways to act and the improvisational act, Kendra and 

Watchtendorf (2006) develop a similar three-level model of improvisation using the notion of 

creativity but associated to the capability utilization: 

- Reproductive improvisation: One uses existing capacities to face a known situation.  

- Adaptive improvisation: One uses existing capabilities in a new way to face a novel 

situation.  

- Creative improvisation: One creates new capabilities to face an unknown situation 

because of non-existing models. 

They link here the type of improvisation not only with the distance from standards but also with 

the nature of the environment – known or unknown. Improvisation is developed as reaction to an 

environment, an event (Weick, 1993; Leybourne and Sadler-Smith, 2006; Crossan, Vieira, Pina, 

and Vera, 2002; Kendra and Watchtendorf, 2006; Leybourne 2007). Thus, the context of 

improvisation is also a way to distinguish different levels. Montuori (2003) sees improvisation as 

the ability to create something new, something as unforeseen, surprising and unexpected as the 

context. In a close way, Ryle (1979) considers a relation between the environment and the way to 

react to it: “To a partly novel situation the response is necessarily partly novel, else it is not a 

response” (p. 125).  
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From the previous studies of Mooran and Miner (1998), and this perception of improvisation as 

reaction to an environment, Chelariu et al. (2002) base a distinction of improvisational acts 

between the novelty and the speed of the action (in addition, a last element is developed – 

coherence – but deals with the organizational level). Novelty is the level of deviation from 

routines and speed is the level of reactivity in the response, more or less quick and immediate. A 

four-level model of improvisation is presented: 

- Familiar improvisation characterized by a low speed and a low novelty 

- Different improvisation characterized by a low speed and a high novelty 

- Swift improvisation characterized by a high speed and a low novelty 

- Capable improvisation characterized by a high speed and a high novelty 

In opposition to several authors, Chelariu et al. (2002) as well as Crossan et al. (2002), state that 

managers can act in an improvisational way without time constraint. However, studying the way 

to act in a crisis situation, which is characterized by emergency, we will agree with Mooran and 

Miner (1998) placing time pressure as a core feature of improvisation. 

 

Table 3: Synthesis of the levels of improvisation, adapted from Chelariu et al. (2002); Mooran and Miner (1998); Kendra 

and Watchtendorf, (2006); Weick (1993; 1996); and Vera and Rodriguez-Lopez (2007) 
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2.3.4.4. Improvisation in management: synthesis and gap 

We summarize this review of the managerial literature dealing with the concept of improvisation 

in a scheme (see table 4).  

 

Table 4: Improvisation: from the environment to the environment, adapted from the group of authors [1-7] 

(1) Relation environment-improvisation (Weick, 1993; Leybourne and Sadler-Smith, 2006; Crossan, Vieira, Pina, 

and Vera, 2002; Kendra and Watchtendorf, 2006; Leybourne 2007) 

(2) Relation time pressure-improvisation (Crossan, 1998; Crossan and Sorrenti 1997; Chelariu, Jhonston and Young 

2002; Vera and Rodriguez-Lopez 2007) 

(3) Creativity in the improvisational act (Moorman and Miner, 1998; Weick, 1993; Crossan, Vieira, Pina, and Vera, 

2002; Mendonça, Beroggi, and Wallace, 2001; Kendra and Wachtendorf, 2006; Chelariu, Johnston and Young, 

2002; Mendonça, 2005; Vera and Rodriguez-Lopez 2007; Montuori, 2003; Harrald, 2006) 

(4) Intuition in the improvisational act (Crossan and Sorrenti, 1997; Sadler-Smith and Shefy, 2004; Burke and 

Miller,1999; Mooran and Miner, 1998) 

(5) Bricolage in the improvisational act (Levis-Strauss, 1967, cited in Mooran and Miner, 1998; Weick 1993) 

(6) Levels of improvisation (Chelariu et al., 2002; Mooran and Miner, 1998; Kendra and Watchtendorf, 2006; 

Weick, 2006; Vera and Rodriguez-Lopez, 2007) 

(7) Links between type of improvisation and response to the environment (Chelariu et al., 2002; Weick, 1993; 

Kendra and Watchtendorf, 2006; Leybourne 2007; Montuori, 2003; Ryle, 1979; Mooran and Miner, 1998) 
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In conclusion, many aspects of improvisation were investigated in management: 

 First, the contextualization of the improvisational act through the environmental and time 

constraints.  

 Then, the improvisational act of managers as a combination of more or less of creativity, 

intuition, or bricolage.  

 Finally, different multi-level models of improvisation were developed being based on the 

relative distance between the improvisational act and the initial plans, usual procedures 

or routines; the nature of the environment; and the way by which managers use their 

capabilities.  

However, only few authors (Chelariu et al., 2002) try to explicitly link the levels of improvisation 

and the different natures of the environment. This point is crucial in our study: we can identify 

different levels and elements of improvisation as responses to different environments. Our 

purpose is to understand how managers use improvisation (which elements at which level) in 

diverse possible crisis situations. 

Proposition 1: As soon as a situation enters a crisis phase, improvisation is used. 

Proposition 2: The way and the extent to improvise depend on the extent of time-pressure 

and uncertainty. 

It will be about studying how – process, why – awareness of the environment, nature of the 

environment, which improvisation – incremental versus radical – and what for – regain control; 

regain control + recovery. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

3.1. Outline 

We discuss in this part of our research tools used to lead this work and how our investigation was 

designed. The transdisciplinary approach linked to our philosophical considerations; the analytic 

induction as strategy of qualitative data analysis; and the context of the semi-structured 

interviews and their limits are also discussed. 

3.2. Research philosophy 

Ontological considerations affect this research by reflecting the way we see our world. 

Researchers distinguish two different ontological positions according to which reality is either 

objective or constructed. From an objectivist perspective, the existence and the meanings of 

social phenomena are independent of social actors (Bryman and Bell, 2007). Thus, organizations 

can be studied as tangible objects – they have universal rules, laws and regulations.  Reversely, 

constructionist defendants consider that social actors have a continual influence on social 

phenomena and its meaning. Organizations are thus social constructions which keep changing 

because of social interactions (Bryman and Bell, 2007). 

The ontological choice we make affects the nature of our knowledge. This regards epistemology 

which questions the nature of knowledge and the conditions of its validity (Bryman and Bell, 

2007). Two main approaches of knowledge are traditionally presented: positivism and 

interpretivism. Positivism is directly linked to the natural sciences. For researchers sharing this 

position, one can measure reality as it is objective. Thus, the research logic is to create hypothesis 

and to test them. The final purpose is to create universal laws which explain the world we live in 

(Bryman and Bell, 2007). In opposition to this view, interpretivism considers the reality of our 

world as too complex to be reduced to series of law-like generalizations and as being the result of 

social interactions (Bryman and Bell, 2007). Interpretivist researchers need to interpret the 

subjective reality. Thus, people and contexts have an undividable and unique dimension; 

researchers construct knowledge which cannot be generalized as laws. It needs to be understood 

within a context.  

In terms of both ontological and epistemological considerations, our research philosophy for this 

paper follows a particular conception of scientific research, closely linked to the philosophical 

work and thought of Edgar Morin – a brief about his works are developed in appendix 4. 

Sharing the Morin‟s research philosophy; being aware of the subjective nature of our perception 

and understanding of the world and of the limits of positivism and objectivism, we are led to have 

a constructed approach of reality where social interactions are interpreted. This search of 

knowledge must be carried through a transdisciplinarity approach. The limits of this approach 

and this methodology adapted to our research will be discussed later. 
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3.3. Research approach 

Two main approaches are distinguished: deductive and inductive approaches (Bryman and Bell, 

2007). When following a deductive approach, one aims to test a theory. This is usually done by 

developing hypothesis and validing them through empirical observations. Researchers sharing a 

positivist philosophy will more likely use such an approach. The inductive approach constitutes a 

reverse process: theoretical conclusion(s) and proposition(s) are formulated after empirical 

observations and analysis. Researchers sharing an interpretivism philosophy will be more 

inclined to use an inductive approach. 

In our case, the research follows a rather inductive approach. We extract propositions from the 

literature review but we also aim to have an explanatory standpoint, relying on a 

transdisciplinarity approach. We aim to show the general necessity of using improvisation as a 

response to deal with crisis situations. However, we do not aim to show general principles in the 

detailed content of its use. It is true we aim to show that the extent – incremental versus radical – 

and the way to improvise – intuition, bricolage, and creativity – depend on the extent of time 

pressure and uncertainty. But we believe that what managers actually do – which materials, tools 

they use; the mix they do with creativity, bricolage, and intuition – will at least partly depend on 

factors which are environment-related – sector, universe – and individual-related – socialization, 

experiences, preferences and so on. Our collected data will help us understand the reality of crisis 

situations and the way managers face such cases. We are aware of the different levels of 

subjectivity in our work: the subjectivity from researchers, the subjectivity of the studies which 

deal with improvisation as concept, and the subjectivity of the respondents.  

3.4. Research strategy and design 

3.4.1. Strategy 

The research strategy deals with the way to measure data. Traditionally, the distinction between 

quantitative or qualitative methodology is made by the presence or the absence of measurement 

(Bryman and Bell, 2007). However, beyond this view based on measurement, researchers use 

these two sorts of strategies according to their own epistemological and ontological 

considerations. Because we have epistemological considerations close to interpretivim, 

ontological considerations close to constructionism, and a semi-inductive research design, we 

believe that a qualitative strategy is the most appropriate for our research. Thus, we have to find 

the most suitable research design. 

3.4.2. Design 

Among the different possible research designs (see Bryman and Bell, 2007), we made the choice 

of a cross-sectional design which means collecting data from several sources at a single point in 

time and using at least two variables in order to analyze the relationships between them (Bryman 
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and Bell, 2007). This design fits both the allowed time for this research and our research 

philosophy and approach. A cross sectional design allows us to concentrate our data collection at 

one single point in time – around two weeks. Also, diversifying the sources of data is appropriate 

for it fits a transdisciplinarity approach. Choosing a cross-sectional design is usually used by 

researchers having a qualitative strategy (Bryman and Bell, 2007). Furthermore, we chose semi-

structured interviews. The reasons are discussed next.  

3.5. Data collection method 

3.5.1. Choice of respondents 

Having chosen a transdisciplinary approach for studying decision-making processes in crisis 

situations, we decided to investigate different fields where people have to face crises and to 

respond to unexpected events in a limited time. The list of these people could be long – army 

officers, policemen, firemen, surgeons, pilots, rescue teams, etc – but as it can be seen these 

activities are outside the field of business management. When thinking about it, it just appears 

that they are very used to deal with crisis situations. In the present case, because of a limited time 

for our research, we first made the choice to focus on two fields: surgery and mountaineering.  

In practice, investigating these activities was possible. Indeed, surgeons are located at the 

Hospital of Umeå. Beyond being a hospital, it is a university hospital – Norrlands University 

Hospital – where doctors are all together practitioners, teachers and often researchers. The 

Norrlands University Hospital welcomes a department of surgery which deals with trauma 

situations as well as planned surgeries. So, we had the opportunity to find experienced surgeons 

who already faced crisis situations – more or less complex, uncertain and risky. We had also a 

personal network of experienced mountain guides in France. Some of them work not only for 

clients in the Alps but also have made expeditions in the Himalayas Mountains. We thought that 

this diversified experience would improve the relevance of our interviews in terms of faced crisis 

situations.    

Surgeons and mountaineers can be seen as managers because they have to achieve a task within a 

constrained time frame using limited resources – equipments, teams, money. What´s more, they 

both have to plan and to control their actions; to manage a team; and finally to take actions in 

uncertain and fast-changing environments such as the human body or mountains. Similarly, we 

thought that surgeons and mountain guides were crisis professionals as they deal frequently with 

emergency, risk and uncertainty.  

During our collection of data, the relevance of our choice of interviewing surgeons was 

confirmed by their quality: surgeons, through their experiences, faced a lot of crisis situations and 

were able to give us accurate examples. However, after three first interviews with mountain 

guides, we realized that they were not as relevant as we anticipated in terms of concrete examples 

of crises. We understood that mountain guides can always avoid the crisis by changing their plans 
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– they notice and consider signals – before the triggering event occurs. On the contrary, surgeons 

who are confronted to trauma situations cannot do that. 

As a consequence, we decided to interview members of the Peloton de Gendarmerie de Haute-

Montagne – PGHM – in order to find people who experience significant uncertainty in high-

mountain conditions and who cannot avoid a crisis situation. The PGHM is an elite military unit 

of the French Gendarmerie which realizes rescue operations – from a broken leg to falls in 

crevasses and avalanches – in high-mountains. As rescue teams, they cannot avoid to deal with 

the crisis.  

3.5.2. Respondents 

We have chosen a snow ball sampling for our sampling approach. That is, we contacted some 

surgeons and senior surgeons of the Hospital of Umeå by email using the email database of the 

Surgery Department of the University of Umeå. Dr. Sund and Dr. Naredi accepted to participate 

in the research. Dr. Naredi is the one who gave us Dr. Holmner´s contact. 

Concerning the PGHM, we phoned first the PGHM of Briançon of which its unit commander 

accepted to participate to an interview. He also authorized us to interview the other members of 

his unit and to mention every name. 

All of our seven respondents have between 7 and 28 years of experience in their field. They are 

people facing and managing crises in their daily work. According to the country of our 

interviewees, we made whether face-to-face or phone interviews.  
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 Name  Function Place Interview form 

Dr. Sund Surgeon Intestine Umeå, Sweden Face-to-face 

Dr. Naredi  
Senior Surgeon 

Thorax 
Umeå, Sweden Face-to-face 

Dr. Holmner  Surgeon Heart Umeå, Sweden Face-to-face 

Cpt.  Bozon  
Unit commander of 

the PGHM 
Briançon, France Telephone 

M.Sgt. Marrou  
Mountain guide at the 

PGHM 
Briançon, France Telephone 

S.Sgt.  Klein  
Mountain guide at the 

PGHM 
Briançon, France Telephone 

Sgt. Armadeil  
Mountain guide at the 

PGHM 
Chamonix, France Telephone 

Table 5: Choice of respondents 

What´s more, we determined our sampling size to 8 interviews, 4 surgeons and 4 PGHM 

members. We thought it would give us enough data – general comments and examples – to 

achieve an acceptable theoretical reliability. We managed to interview four PGHM rescuers and 

three surgeons. Unfortunately, we were not able to interview a neurosurgeon of the hospital of 

Umeå who was referred to us by Dr. Naredi. 

3.5.3. Semi-structured interviews 

We made the choice in this qualitative research to use semi-constructed interviews for different 

reasons. The first one is due to the nature of our research. Indeed, as we said earlier, we have an 

explanatory intention and want to focus on the “why”, that is, on the reasons which trigger a 

behavior in an identified context. In the current case, semi-structured interviews were relevant in 

order to understand the relationship between improvisation and crisis situations. The interview 

(appendix 5) integrates seven open questions. They were designed to be developed around 

examples. As a matter of fact, the same set of questions could be repeated when the interviewee 

switched to another example. Interviews lasted between 20 and 35 minutes. 

Both phone and face-to-face interviews were audio-recorded and transcript in a second time. The 

drawback of a full recording was the required time to transcribe the audio files. Nevertheless, we 

were motivated by the advantages of such a method. We were able to re-listen the interviews. We 

could have them on paper which helped once doing the analysis – controlling any possible bias 
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and allowing reliable data (Saunders, Lenis and Thornhill, 1996). In addition, as the records are 

accurate and unbiased, they can serve for other utilizations.  

3.5.4. Research limitations and constraints 

In our case, a complex approach can be developed in the literature review, using learning and 

definitions coming from other fields about the concept of improvisation. It can also be used in the 

way to collect data by investigating how people face the emergency of the crisis in different 

situations – pilots, surgeons, mountain climbers, firemen, policemen, etc.  

Despite deeply sharing the complex approach of research, our will was limited by two main 

factors. Thus, our first limit was time: it was impossible to have a complete transdisciplinarity 

approach with a multi-angle perspective of our object in our literature part and data collection. In 

this case, we made the choice to limit our interviews to surgeons and to PGHM forces, foreign to 

business management. However, this limited sample does not question totally the relevance of 

the findings because of the characteristics of the respondents. Our second limit was the 

acceptance of such an approach. The research philosophy developed by philosophers of 

complexity such as Morin and its consequences on the way to think scientific research remain a 

marginal approach (Heylighen et al. 2007). As a consequence, the literature review is almost 

entirely based on management literature. 

In terms of data collection, we took a risk as the relevance of the data – we were looking for 

concrete examples of crisis management – depended mostly on the level of experience of the 

interviewees. A second constraint was the deviation between us and the interviewees about the 

different definitions of our key words such as crisis and improvisation. We believe this difference 

is to be found in the gap between the common conception of the concepts and the more scientific 

meaning of them. For example, in the language of the PGHM, crisis does not concern a small 

rescue operation in high mountain but rather a major event – important victims and required 

resources. In addition, for both surgeons and gendarmes, improvisation keeps sometimes its 

trivial meaning and a negative perception.  

It is the reason why we took time before each interview to give our definition of a crisis situation 

in order to avoid bias. However, since we wanted to limit our influence on the interviewees´ 

answers, we deliberately tried to avoid pronouncing the word improvisation as well as creativity, 

bricolage and so on.  

3.6. Research validity and reliability  

We deal here with reliability, replication and validity which are criteria for evaluating the quality 

of our research. Reliability concerns knowing to what extent the results of the research are 

repeatable (Bryman and Bell, 2007; Saunders et al., 1996). The nature of semi-structured 

interviews questions the reliability of our research because they are non-standardized interviews. 
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Recording all of them was our way to reduce any bias in our analysis and it was also a way to 

produce reliable data (Saunders et al., 1996). These transcripts are available in the additional 

document called “Interviews” joined to the research paper. We made ourselves the translation of 

the interviews from French to English when needed. There, a bias could appear. However, in 

order to improve the reliability of our work, we preserved all of the original audio files which are 

available.  

Close to the concept of reliability, replication questions the capacity of the analysis to be 

replicable by someone else (Bryman and Bell, 2007). To this end, we described our procedures in 

details: who were our interviewees; how we selected them and why; how we interviewed them – 

administration of research instruments; and how we analyzed these interviews – data analysis 

method. 

At last, validity questions the “integrity of the conclusions that are generated from a piece of 

research” (Bryman and Bell, 2007, p.41). In terms of data collection and measurement of the 

concepts, we used open questions. We did not want to influence the answers of the respondents. 

We took time to explain the field of our research and our definition of a crisis situation to help the 

respondent contextualize and understand the topic. However, apart from this concept, as said 

earlier, we tried not to use the terms improvisation, creativity, bricolage, or intuition without 

hearing them first. 

The internal validity concerns the integration in the conclusions of a causal relationship between 

the studied variables (Bryman and Bell, 2007). Here, the core purpose of our research is to 

investigate relationships between the nature of the faced crisis and the type of improvisation used 

to react to such situations.  

External validity concerns the generalization of the results. Our directed method for selecting the 

respondents can question this point. But we believe the experience and the function of the 

respondents allow us to achieve a strong external validity for the general necessity of using 

improvisation as a response to deal with crisis situations; for the extent – incremental versus 

radical – and the way to improvise – intuition, bricolage, and creativity – related to time pressure 

and uncertainty. Besides, as we developed earlier, we do not aim external validity for the details 

of what they do when they improvise. 

Ecological validity refers to the fit between the methods used to study an object and the nature of 

the object. As we have a qualitative method using semi-structured interviews, we should achieve 

a reasonable ecological validity. We use open questions; we try not to intervene in the social 

settings.  

In addition, the nature of our research questions the bias in the way we interpret responses. In 

order to avoid it, we insisted that the interviewees gave us accurate examples in order to illustrate 
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an idea. The precision of these examples was for us a way to provide facts and real situations to 

analyze.  

3.7. Data analysis method 

Data analysis is concerned with the tools and techniques – based on the collected data – the 

researcher uses to develop theories and conclusions. Following a qualitative research, our data are 

based on “meanings expressed through words” (Saunders et al., 1996, p.339). Qualitative data 

are also a collection of non-standardized results which requires a classification into categories. 

Finally, the analysis of qualitative data is led by a conceptualization of data (Saunders et al., 

1996). This data analysis is based on the two propositions that we have formulated from the 

literature review. Through the examination of our data, we test the hypothetical explanations of 

the research question. This strategy of qualitative data analysis is also called analytic induction. 

In these conditions, such qualitative data analysis needs to follow rigorously four stages in order 

to create concepts and reach verifiable conclusions. Here are the four stages we followed to 

analyze our qualitative data (Saunders et al., 1996): 

1. Categorization: Having transcript data from our semi-structured interviews, the first step 

was to rearrange them into categories. The categorization is simply the synthesis of the 

data. However, as our questions were directed to tackle subjects linked to crises and to 

improvisation, some categories were expected. As a matter of fact, some of them are 

similar to some of those coming from the existing literature and theories. The other 

categories reflect the use by our interviewees of terms and ideas. 

Thus, 4 main categories were created:  

 Improvisation components 

 Others competences 

 Environment conditions 

 Decision-making processes 

These categories encompass both concepts developed in the literature review and themes which 

came out in the interviews. They will be explained more precisely in the analysis section. These 

categories provided us an analytical framework to continue our analysis. 

2. Data unitizing: We rearranged our data by selecting them and coding them as units – 

words, groups of words, sentences, or paragraphs. These different units were attached to 

the right categories. This stage was realized manually through the transcript of interviews. 

During this process, we had the need to create sub-categories. 
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3. Pattern identifications: When unitizing our data, some categories or sub-categories were 

modified. During this stage, we found relationships between some categories and also 

similarities between surgeons and PGHM members in the same categories. 

In addition, when unitizing data from our semi-constructed interviews, we noticed that other 

categories and relationships, unrelated to our study – improvisation as answer to crises – but 

related to the management of the crisis were appearing. We consider them later for further 

studies. 

4. Testing and explaining propositions: The categories and sub-categories were confronted 

to concepts highlighted in the literature and to the research propositions. In order to reach 

conclusions, we also regrouped the different concrete examples of the respondents. These 

stories allow to illustrate our propositions and to support the presented relationships.  

3.8. Ethical considerations  

The use of semi-structured interviews and a qualitative research make ethical considerations an 

important point. However, the ethical aspects of our study were respected because of the function 

of our interviewees. Surgeons are all members of the medical order and have to respect the 

medical privacy of the patients. The gendarmes of the PGHM are mountain guides and rescuers 

but above all they are members of an elite military unity. In both cases, we informed the 

respondents of the nature and goals of our study. In addition, we told them that we would send 

them a copy of the final report. We look for transparency. In terms of invasion of privacy, we left 

the respondents the possibility to stay anonymous. However, because of a clear introduction of 

our research goals before each interview, all of the respondents accepted to be cited. Still 

concerning privacy-related concerns, we were interested in their own experiences – involving 

patients or rescued climbers. But we asked to talk about accurate examples without engaging the 

privacy of the patient or the individual rescued. The question of harm to participants was not 

relevant with the surgeons. The military statute of the PGHM‟s members led us to contact first 

the unit commander who, after a first interview, authorized us to interview the other members of 

his unit.  
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4. DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 

4.1. Outline 

In this section, we confront our data collection to the propositions and concepts we identified in 

the literature review. We start first by presenting the categories and sub-categories that we 

gathered thanks to our data. Among these categories, some of them were identified in the 

literature review while the others came out during. Then we analyze our research propositions. 

To confirm or infirm them, we rely on elements we identified in the literature review. 

4.2. Categorization 

We have regrouped our data within 14 categories (see appendix 6). These categories are oriented 

to allow us to answer our research propositions. We have identified four main subjects and have 

classified the others categories within:  

 The first category concerns the components of improvisation. Some of them were 

expected: Bricolage, Creativity, and Intuition. The Adaptation sub-category appeared 

during the interviews as interviewees used this concept a lot to describe the way they react 

to crisis situations. Its meaning will be discussed later on.  

 The second category regards others competences which were mentioned by crisis 

managers to deal with crisis situations. The 3 sub-categories – Experience, Formation, and 

Planning – were developed in the literature part so that it is no surprise to find them here. 

However, as they do not refer directly to the use of improvisation but rather to conditions 

of its success, we will not highlight them in this section. 

 The third category regroups themes linked to the environment. The two first sub-

categories – Time Pressure and Uncertainty of the Situation – traduce characteristics of 

the crisis state we mentioned in the literature, that is, emergency, information and 

knowledge issues. The third sub-category – Nature of the Environment – mostly reports 

the answers of the second to last question we asked to the interviews. We asked them 

what perception they had of their environment – mountain and high mountain, human 

body. This sub-category is then the result of the interviewees´ answers. 

 In the last category are synthesized elements of the decision-making processes relative to 

a crisis situation management. The sub-category of Decision Speed highlights both the 

narrow gap between thinking and making the decision and the fact that the decision is 

executed quickly. The gap shrinkage has been noticed in the literature review. The speed 

of the decision process will be developed later on. The second sub-category – Certainty of 

the Decision – traduces how sure crisis managers are when they make a decision in crisis. 

This sub-category was mentioned in the literature review through the temporal dimention 
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of improvisation. The two last sub-categories – Focus vs. Stress and Collective 

Involvement – are the result of the respondents´ speeches. These categories will not be 

significantly used as they are outside the scope of the study.  

Also, we separated data which referred to concrete examples of crisis management. We refer to 

this document as appendix 7. For information, we do not refer directly to the interview document. 

In addition, due to the large number of pages, this document is not ranked as appendices. 

Nevertheless, you can find it joined to the research paper. 

The analysis will be articulated around the research propositions. In each part will try to answer 

them using inputs given by our interviews. As we have interviewed crisis managers from two 

different professions, we will constantly mention similarities and differences as well as trying to 

explain them. 

Proposition 1: As soon as a situation enters a crisis phase, improvisation is used. 

In order to study this proposition, we use concepts and elements identified in the literature review 

and which constitute an improvisation act. Thus, we look at its elements – bricolage, creativity, 

intuition – its temporal dimension – narrow gap between composing and executing the action; 

speed of the action – and its links with the environment – time pressure and uncertainty. 

4.3. Do crisis managers use bricolage, intuition, and creativity when answering crisis 

situations? 

4.3.1. Bricolage  

It is the capacity to do with the available materials (Levis-Strauss, 1967, cited in Mooran and 

Miner, 1998). Also, bricolage is used when speaking about physical materials. Conforming to the 

material dimension, we consider actions as actions of bricolage when they involve tangible 

dimensions – tools or/and outcome. 

Both surgeons and PGHM rescuers face situations in which they act with what they have at hand. 

M.Sgt. Marrou even referred to the program Mac Giver when describing the qualities of a 

mountain rescuer:  

“It is more the one who is ingenious, who is the “Mac Giver” if we refer to this program. 

It is someone who is not afraid of putting together systems, of perfecting them. Sometimes, 

it is working with few resources but managing to do a lot of things.” 

“(…) we have this basic equipment which we can adapt or use for a function other than 

its regular one and this is as effective.” 

Cpt. Bozon explains: “It is also possible that we have to do, when on site, with what we have”. 

He told us that it was an historic tendency: “(…) generations of gendarmes have created 
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equipments. It was do-it-yourself inventions. We created perches, shafts that can be windlassed to 

the helicopter.”  

As an illustration, during an intervention, he built a windlass relay on top of a cliff to execute the 

rescue. Also, during the “Cheminée de fée” intervention (example 1 from appendix 7), he had to 

invent a new rescue procedure using the materials he had at hand. The example “Seracs”  

(example 7 form appendix 7) can also be referred to: 

“So instead of being landed by the pilot of the helicopter and picked up after, which is the 

regular procedure, I asked him and he agreed to remain hung to the windlass by a special 

rope – a bumping rope.” Sgt. Armadeil 

Surgeons use bricolage. They all report that during specific situations, you may use atypical 

materials to face a problem. It can be using a finger, a strap, or even a plastic back; cutting a 

vessel instead of suturing; or packing a stomach in order to control or stop a bleeding. It can also 

be making “your own prosthesis for cardiac valves with arterial prosthesis.” (Dr. Holmner). Dr. 

Naredi reported an idea which is very close to the notion of bricolage: “I think in situations where 

you don't have the equipment you have to improvise very much." 

4.3.2. Creativity 

Creation will involve a process which consists in combining ideas, resources and capabilities into 

something new (Chua and Iyengar, 2008). It is “a degree of novelty or deviation from standard 

practices” (Moorman and Miner, 1998, p.705). As we considered bricolage when a tangible 

dimension was considered, we consider an action as creative when they include intangible 

dimensions – tools or/and outcome. 

The vocabulary of invention and innovation has been widely used in both cases. Then, Cpt. 

Bozon reports that “generations of gendarmes have created equipments”. Dr. Holmner really 

insisted on the need for a cardiac surgeon to be innovative and creative. For instance, as some 

cardiac surgeries are really innovative and new, surgeons need to be imaginative, finding 

alternatives or new ways. More generally, he states: “I think surgeons in general often have to 

find their own way of doing things. (…) Sometimes the injury is such that it can‟t be fixed using 

the ordinary way. You have to do something else.” 

In appendix 8, elements of the practical examples we were told during the interviews are 

highlighted. These elements are whether related to the conditions of the environment or to the 

reaction of the crisis manager in those conditions. Now, it can be noticed that in each of these 

examples, a level of creativity is present. Especially, the examples of the rescue of the 

mountaineer on the Cheminée de Fée – example 1; the extraction of the body stuck on a small 

island in the middle of a torrent – example 4; and the major tram accident in Götenberg – 
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example 12 – enlighten the capacity of the crisis managers to modify and innovate in the classic 

procedures of doing things. 

Before concluding the part about creativity, we need to come back to the links between creativity 

and bricolage. Indeed, the responses of the interviewees reinforce the similarities between these 

two concepts. We classified actions as bricolage ones when the tools and the outcomes of the 

actions are mainly concerned with tangibles assets – physical materials. However, bricolage is 

always a creative action. It is about combining in a new way or use in another way.  Table 6 

illustrates these links through some examples. Data related to both concepts are used and traduce 

the idea of innovation and creation. 

 Creativity field Bricolage field 

Example 1 – Cheminée 

de fée 

Cpt. Bozon 

“I have innovated in the way of working with 

the pilot (…)” 

“I took a rope and hung the person with it 

while being hung by the windlass. Then the 

pilot pulled me up on this section and I hung 

the rope around a tree. Then, I hung myself 

around this rope. At last, I come back down to 

rescue the person, being hung to a fixed 

place.” 

Example 4 – The 

Torrent M.Sgt. Marrou 

 

“(…) by talking to the team, we decided to do 

a “thing” I‟ve only done once and not since” 

“I was hanging above the victim and I hung a rope 

to her. Then I came back up to the helicopter. We 

hung the rope to the windlass. At last, we extracted 

the person.” 

Example 2 – “Dead or 

alive?” – Cpt. Bozon 

 

“If the victim was dead, we would take 

her down using the ropes. If she had 

been alive, we would have privileged a 

quick extraction using the helicopter 

windlass and with the help of the first 

rescuer who was with her.” 

“(…) we built a relay in order to be able to make a 

rescuer go down in emergency to the victim.” 

Table 6: Bricolage as a creative act 

We believe that the idea of bricolage is preferred when talking about materials because it traduces 

this idea of building many things with limited resources.  

4.3.3. Adaptation 

Interviewees used this term regularly to define the way they act. Although it could be considered 

as a new element we would not have identified in the literature review, we can explain its 

presence. Indeed, adaptation regroups under the same term the use of creativity or/and bricolage 

or/and intuition. As it is used, the term adaptation traduces the idea of finding and changing ways 

in order to react and solve a problematic situation: 

“(…) what makes a good rescuer is his Capacity to adapt whatever the situation and the 

environment.” S.Sgt. Klein 
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“Then we are taught techniques, techniques we have to adapt to the situation.” S.Sgt. 

Klein 

 “We can make mistakes linked to methods but we deal with it right away and adapt” Sgt. 

Armadeil 

 “Some people for example cannot handle to be surgeons because they can only do one 

way.” Dr. Holmner 

“To me, it‟s not to be too narrow. It‟s whatever happens, you must be able to think about 

other solutions.” Dr. Naredi 

On the theoretical level, Lamarck as well as Darwin (in Morin, 2006), through their works about 

evolution, link adaptation and creativity. They state that the idea of adaptation implies invention 

and creation. The evolution is the result of the capacity of animals to adapt through creation and 

invention. 

4.3.4. Intuition 

As mentioned in the literature section, Sadler-Smith and Shefy (2004) define intuition “…as a 

form of knowing that manifests itself as an awareness of thoughts, feelings, or bodily sense 

connected to a deeper perception, understanding, and way of making sense of the world that may 

not be achieved easily or at all by other means” ( p.81). 

The fact that we did not want to mention concepts without having heard them before has limited 

the amount of data on this subject. We believe this has been a mistake for the subjective nature of 

intuition makes it difficult to conceptualize: “I‟m sure intuition is very interesting because I‟m 

sure we use it a lot. But because it is so difficult to define what it is (…)” Dr. Sund. She was also 

the only one to link directly the use of intuition to experience. Besides, Dr. Holmner was the only 

one to clearly state that intuition is widely used by cardiac surgeons. 

Contrary to them, M.Sgt. Marrou admitted that maybe feeling might be used but was not 

significantly important, for instance compared to experience. What´s more, he considers its use 

unpredictable and so unreliable. Rescuers “shouldn‟t trust feeling”. 

Still, we could try to interpret examples and to relate what crisis the managers do to the notion of 

improvisation. For instance, when Sgt. Armadeil used a bumping rope as windlass, we could 

suppose he had the intuition it would work (see example 7, appendix7). However, we think we 

would push interpretations too far by doing that.  

Consequently, firm conclusions cannot be made. Further research should be led.   
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4.4. Is there a shrinkage in the gap between composing the action and making the 

action when crisis managers answer crisis situations? Do they act quickly? 

The words quick, fast as well as the ideas of acting quickly, right away, within seconds or 

minutes were largely mentioned. All the interviewees think and act within a short period of time. 

The acting phase is also fast: 

“(…) when you are doing a rescue operation, decisions need to be made quickly. There 

are moments when I‟m not given three hours to think.” Cpt. Bozon 

“So let‟s say that we take from 10 to 15 seconds to think and then implement our 

decisions.” M.Sgt. Marrou 

“I mean you can‟t put the ABC process because A and B were totally unnecessary to do 

and C had to be done quickly. Dr. Naredi 

“Of course you should take care of the bleeding first. But indirectly, within a second, you 

have decided that A and B are not that important, they are ok.” Dr. Naredi 

 “It is very important to act quickly (…)” S.Sgt. Klein 

“At this moment, you have three seconds to react.” Sgt. Armadeil  

“I have rather many examples which are of that kind, situations that are rather stressful 

and that you have to solve in a quick way.” Dr. Holmner 

 “So, in the first case, you are in emergency and you get a patient who is seriously 

damaged but you can‟t see on the outside what‟s happened. Then, you have to, very 

quickly, try to stabilize the patient and try to locate the problem.” Dr. Sund 

We will illustrate the speed of the decision-making process using the example of a rescue 

executed by Master Sgt. Marrou (example 3, appendix 7). He was originally going on site 

because one person had been hit by a rock which broke her leg. But once on site, there are two 

more wounded in the exact same spot. So he had to act quickly to arrive on site and now that he 

is, he has to change his plans. He must call for back up and take care of more victims with his 

team in the meantime. As he said: “(…) we take from 10 to 15 seconds to think and then 

implement our decisions.” 

Thus, crisis managers try to think and act as fast as possible. They act shortly after having 

thought. They save time. Why do they do this is the object of the following section. 
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4.5. Do crisis managers react to crisis situations the way they do because they are 

aware of the conditions of a crisis situation – time pressure and uncertainty? 

4.5.1. Time Pressure 

The time pressure dimension is collegially accepted as a major constraint. In the citations above, 

this idea is expressed. For both surgeons and PGHM rescuers, we believe the main reason of the 

emergency is due to two major patterns. The first one is the life or death pattern.  Here are some 

of the general comments interviewees have made around this pattern: 

 “It is very important to act quickly because you cannot leave a victim in a crevasse for 

hours.” S.Sgt. Klein 

“(…) in all cardiac surgeries, you have this time factor. You can use the heart-lung 

machine only for two hours so all cardiac surgeons want to do it rather fast. Dr. 

Holmner. 

“Sometimes we leave the less important problems to focus on the major ones to get the 

patient through the operation.” Dr. Holmner 

“(…) because for us the major situation is a big bleeding that can kill the patient 

quickly.” Dr. Sund 

In addition, out of the 12 examples we have categorized, 10 of them include this pattern to a 

certain degree – see time pressure of the environment in appendix 8. 

Speaking of life and death pattern, we found a major distinction between surgeons and PGHM 

rescuers. Indeed, whereas surgeons´ life is not threatened considering normal conditions when 

they are operating – only the patient´s life is at stake – rescuers have to risk their lives regularly 

to succeed and try then to be as quick as possible. As an illustration, Sgt. Armadeil had to extract 

a body in an area where rocks were constantly likely to hit him (see example 7, appendix 7). He 

also has been struck by lightning twice in his career. More generally, rescuers are suspended to 

windlasses (see examples 1-2-4-5-7, appendix 7); have to work on cliffs, ice, within crevasses 

and so on. 

The second factor of time pressure is to be found in the physical limits of the equipment surgeons 

and PGHM rescuers use. For PGHM members, they are the limits of the helicopter – gas 

knowledge, flying in altitude or by bad weather, access to narrow areas – which add a pressure to 

interventions. This factor is all the more important than their rescues are, so to say, every time led 

using the helicopter. In fact, interviewees reported that both the pilot and they have constraints 

which must be met and combined. This is why PGHM members act in constant commutation 

with the pilot and exchange within them to determine the way to operate. 
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S.Sgt. Klein illustrates: “For instance, we cannot make an easy approach using the helicopter so 

that we partly have to walk so that the victim cannot be extracted using the helicopter windlass 

so that we have to implement a system to secure her.” 

Cpt. Bozon generalizes the danger of the high mountain environment: 

“The mountain environment is composed by important heights, icy areas, and abrupt 

faces. Sometimes, there are objective dangers such as rocks falling, avalanches, or bad 

weather. So, all these elements compose the environment of mountain rescuing. Whatever 

event we have to face, we do not consider it slightly.” Cpt. Bozon  

Concerning surgeons, the time pressure induced by the physical limits of equipment appeared 

only for cardiac surgery when using the heart-lung machine: 

“(…) in all cardiac surgeries, you have this time factor. You can use the heart-lung 

machine only for two hours so all cardiac surgeons want to do it rather fast”. Dr. 

Holmner. 

4.5.2. Uncertainty  

We were able to distinguish four main factors of environment uncertainty. For each factor, we 

established the awareness of our participants: 

 Uncertainty is affected by the situation unpredictability. Crisis situations are for both 

surgeons and PGHM members linked to the unpredictable nature of the situation. Of 

course, as crisis situations are their daily work, we may conclude it is very predictable 

they will have to face crises.  However, they do not know when and what sorts of crises 

they will have to deal with before there is an alert for a rescue operation in high 

mountains or before a patient comes to the ER for a trauma and needs surgery. 

Consequently, apart from planned operations where surgeons could identify signals and 

prevent the crisis from occurring, crises are for these professions unpredictable. However, 

the unpredictable factor associated with the crisis situation goes beyond. There are 

information variations between the initial state – at the base, when they receive the call of 

the emergency or when they plan a surgery – and the management state of the crisis.  

 In addition, uncertainty is influenced by the constant changing state of the environment. 

Surgeons and rescuers may know and master a situation at one point but still loose control 

of it the next minute. Dr. Naredi as well as S.Sgt. Klein used the metaphor of the living 

element. 

 Also, uncertainty depends on the knowledge of the element of the crisis – the variables – 

as well as their interactions. Both surgeons and PGHM members are aware of the major 

part of the variables of the situation. But, in addition to the fact that they might not know 
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variables because they are time-pressured or because there are some they just don´t know 

– unpredictable, minor importance – there are some they might not understand or/and 

master. For example, surgeons know how and why blood reacts to temperature but 

without knowing when. Also, PGHM members know mountain risks such as a rock 

falling but without knowing when the rock would fall.  

 Finally, we found that crisis situations are uncertain for they include a novelty dimension. 

This novelty may result whether from the nature of the situation – have I ever faced it? – 

or from the conditions within one execute the operation, or from the equipment used – 

have I ever done this with this equipment?  

In the table below (table 7) are presented some of the comments the respondents have made and 

which can be related to the different sources of uncertainty. Each of them recognizes at least three 

of the four identified sources. 
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 Unpredictability Changing conditions Complexity + limited capacities to 

understand and analyze variables 

Novelty 

Cpt.  Bozon “So once on site, I say to myself: “Damn, 

how are we going to be able to reach this 

young person.” 

“So the mountain universe has its dangers 

and we try to know them.” 

“However, it is true that we do not master 

everything. I have teammates who died.” 

“I would say that 9 times out of ten, we know what 

the problem is, where the victim is (…)” 

M.Sgt. Marrou “Also, sometimes, we anticipate that an 

avalanche could start there and it doesn‟t. 

Some other times, we believe it‟s good and 

there is one.” 

 “Also, sometimes, we anticipate that an 

avalanche could start there and it doesn‟t. 

Some other times, we believe it‟s good and 

there is one.” 

“each operation is different” 

S.Sgt.  Klein “In general, whatever the operation, you gain 

information from the base and you tell 

yourself: “It‟s going to be fine”. But after, 

when you are on site, you always find 

parameters you didn‟t have when you were at 

the base.” 

“Mountain is comparable to sea in the way 

they are living environments. It‟s always 

moving (…),” 

“So, on site, there are variables we cannot 

master such as weather, nature of the field.” 

“For instance, you rescue a person stuck in a 

crevasse. You don‟t know if she is 10 meters, 15 

meters, or 20 meters down. Maybe she has no 

harness. In this case, how are we going to do to 

extract her?” 

Sgt. Armadeil “The last level of emergency occurs when we 

arrive on site with the first information. There 

is always a variation between the information 

we had first when the alert was given and the 

reality. 

“Once, we were rescuing one person 

severally injured. While we were preparing 

him, a cloud came and we were obliged to 

carry the victim during six hours.” 

“(…) making a rescue in a tricky part during 

winter when it is -15 or 20, with a changing 

weather, is another story.” 

“(…) during a regular season, you will have to face 

between 5 and 20 situations being out of the 

ordinary whereas you execute 80 rescues a year.” 

Sgt. Armadeil 

Dr. Holmner “Very often actually because cardiac surgery 

is a specialty where you always have to be 

prepared for the unexpected.” 

“Within routines, anything can happen. 

Regular straight forwards operations can 

develop into something else within seconds.” 

“Actually, it‟s just a muscle. But it is very 

complex when you start looking into it. The 

heart has four valves which are very delicate 

structures.” 

“I think that surgeons who have been working for 

15-17 years like I have will have written a couple of 

case reports. There are so many new situations 

which can come up.” 

Dr. Sund “Sometimes of course the situation is pretty 

common, let‟s say car crashing. Nobody 

knows really what‟s happened but somebody 

else drives by the place where the crash was 

and will tell us if the patient was inside or 

outside the car. We just have to assume 

things of course.” 

“It is very important because this can change 

all the time and we have to go back to the 

earlier stage.” 

“Sometimes you can plan a lot but when you 

open up, you see the situation is such that you 

just have to deal with the fact and let the 

patient die” 

“Yes, of course you are surprised but then you have 

procedure how to…” 

Dr. Naredi  “And you can‟t say that, because the situation 

is like this now at twelve o‟clock, that the 

situation will be the same at twelve fifteen, so 

you have constantly to reconsider.” 

“(...) you really realize you can‟t control 

everything but you have to control it.” 

“Most surgeons don‟t really invent techniques. Most 

techniques are invented.” 

Table 7: Sources of uncertainty
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Conclusion n°1 

We can now conclude concerning whether or not crisis managers execute an act of 

improvisation when they answer a crisis situation. We have associated bricolage to a creative 

act and found that all the respondents are led to use the pattern of creativity. We have 

demonstrated that adaption was used as a generic term and, within the crisis context, referred 

to the use of creativity or/and bricolage or/and intuition. We could not conclude about the use 

of intuition. Besides, we have illustrated the shrinkage between the composition time and the 

action time as well as the speed of the decision in action. At last, we have pointed that crisis 

managers – surgeons and PGHM rescuers in our case – knew the major challenges associated 

with the crisis environment, that is, time pressure and uncertainty. Thus, the elements which 

constitute an improvisational act are met. Proposition 1 is validated. 

Conclusion 1: As soon as a situation enters a crisis phase, improvisation is used. 

Before moving on to the study of the second proposition, we still have to report an interesting 

fact which came out of the interviews.  

Improvisation is used by crisis managers because of the conditions of the crisis environment. 

What might appear surprising is that they use this behavior whereas it does not always allow 

them to keep under control or/and solve a situation. The acceptance of the uncertainty 

constraint is one explanation. As Dr. Sund reports:  

“But, I think most of us agree on the fact that you make the best decision according to 

your knowledge. Of course time will tell if it was the right choice.”  

Now, when asked about the eventual occurrence of personal mistakes during surgeries, Dr. 

Naredi answered:  

“(…) well, mistake is like either you do it right or you do it wrong. The thing is: “Did 

you do It 100% right or 100% wrong? (…) We are never. But you survive even if we 

are only 60% right! But of course if we are 90% wrong, then it might be dangerous for 

the patient. It does not have to be the best solution. Most of them are in between. Very 

few of them will end up in a disaster. Almost everything we do will end up ok. So, we 

don‟t need the best solution. It‟s ok if we do anything on the right side.” 

This may explain better why do-it-yourself and strange actions – knotting a vessel, packing a 

stomach, or hang a rope to a tree – do not end up in disasters. 

At last we must determine in which phase(s) of the actual crisis period – containment phase 

and recovery phase – improvisation is used. In order to answer, we synthesized data in table 

8. As we could expect, improvisation is always used to control or regain control over the 

situation – emergency + uncertainty state. Its use during the recovery phase appears to be 

linked to the possibility or not to gain time and solve the crisis later: the emergency decrease 

goes with an uncertainty decrease. Globally, PGHM rescuers can hardly buy themselves time 

and come back later to save a victim. This idea has been directly or indirectly mentioned. The 
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position of Dr. Holmner can be explained by the life or death issue which goes with a cardiac 

surgery. Both Dr. Sund and Dr. Naredi whose biggest and most common problem is bleeding 

reported they could buy themselves time and then come back to more stable and normal 

situations to solve the problem. They might then plan again. 

 Containment phase Recovery phase 

Cpt.  Bozon ALWAYS 

ALWAYS BUT EVENTUALLY LESS 

IMPORTANT: The helicopter can bring added 

equipment and staff 

M.Sgt. Marrou ALWAYS 

ALWAYS BUT EVENTUALLY LESS 

IMPORTANT: The helicopter can bring added 

equipment and staff 

S.Sgt.  Klein ALWAYS ALWAYS 

Sgt. Armadeil ALWAYS ALWAYS 

Dr. Holmner ALWAYS 
OFTEN: “Usually, (…) you have to act right away. 

You can‟t buy yourself time.” 

Dr. Sund ALWAYS 
NO: Stabilizes the patient to buy herself time; call 

for a more experienced surgeon. 

Dr. Naredi ALWAYS 

FEW TIMES: Stabilizes the patient to buy time; 

come back later to solve the problem, a major 

bleeding for instance. 

Table 8: Improvisation and crisis response phases 

 

Proposition 2: The way and the extent to improvise depend on the extent of time 

pressure and uncertainty.  

Here with are interested in studying the links existing between extent and nature of 

improvisation and time pressure and uncertainty – major characteristics of a crisis situation. 

We use models of improvisations to determine the levels of improvisation of crisis managers; 

the reasons which determine levels of uncertainty and time-pressure – sources have been 

identified in the previous section; and finally the object of proposition 2. 

4.6. The way and the extent to improvise 

Among the different general and concrete examples, we noticed different sorts of 

improvisations. In order to analyze and to distinguish these different improvisational acts, we 

used the existing frameworks developed by several authors about the levels of improvisation. 

As we have written down in the literature review, we can distinguish these levels using two 

approaches. We are going to analyze our data collection through these two approaches. 
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4.6.1. Creative levels 

This first approach, developed by Weick (1993, 1996), Mooran and Miner (1998) and 

Chelariu et al. (2002), is based on the level of novelty of the reaction, that is, the distance 

between the standard routines, procedures, or usual ways of acting, and the improvisational 

act. This distance is mentioned by the respondents through the expression of adaptation. This 

concept translates the necessity to modify, to arrange the usual ways of acting in order to fit 

the present situation. The necessity to create and to adapt the usual procedures and routines 

are deeply present in the culture of PGHM members: Cpt. Bozon claims the obligation to 

innovate on site; and the gendarme needs to have ingenuity to make the difference. M.Sgt. 

Marrou explains that because of the technical limitations of the helicopter, they need to use 

the available equipment for a function other than its regular one. S.Sgt. Klein uses also the 

term of ingenuity and Sgt. Armadeil claims that “this kind of adaptation, we always do it”. 

However, in the case of surgeons, creativity is less noticed. There is creativity but to a lower 

level, closer to the procedures and usual ways to act. Dr. Naredi explains: “Most techniques 

are invented. What you should do is use them in the best way”. Improvisation in surgery 

seems to be closer to the procedures than for the PGHM members. This distinction will be 

explained in a next section when linking the type of improvisation and the environment.  

This “degree of novelty or deviation from standard practices” (Moorman and Miner, 1998, 

p.705) is also present in the concrete examples about the reaction of the interviewees to crisis 

situations. Thus, using these examples, we can identify at least three levels of improvisation 

based on creativity. For more details, please refer to “Level of creativity” (table 9). 
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Levels of creativity Low Medium High 

Chelariu et al. (2002) Swift improvisation Capable improvisation 

Weick (1993, 1996) 
Incremental 

improvisation 

Formulaic 

improvisation 

Radical 

improvisation 

Mooran and Miner (1998) Minor adjustments Large adjustments New patterns 

Example 1 – Cheminée de fée   X 

Example 2 – Dead or Alive  X  

Example 3 – Not one but three X   

Example 5 – Windlass  X  

Example 7 – Serac   X 

Example 8 – Ski instructor  X  

Example 9 – The heart-lung machine X   

Example 10 – Tumor X   

Example 11 – Intestine X   

Example 11 – Crisis to Götenberg   X 

Table 9: Levels of improvisation 

4.6.2. Capabilities levels 

The second approach developed by Kendra and Watchtendorf (2006) deals with the utilization 

of the capacities. Through the general comments and the concrete examples of the 

interviewees, we can identity this capability-based model of improvisation (table 10).  

Reutilization of existing 

capabilities 

 

 “Of course, you don‟t have all the time of the world, but you can 

just stop the bleeding by pressuring or cutting the vessel to get 

some time.” Dr. Sund  

 “So of course one thing could be, if it‟s a leg that‟s bleeding, to 

just strap it.” Dr. Naredi 

 “Most techniques are invented. What you should do is use them 

in the best way” Dr. Naredi 

Utilization of existing capabilities 

in a new way 

 

 “Sometimes, it is working with few resources but managing to do 

a lot of things. (…) You have to deal with it; you have to 

combine what you know about it with what can happen.” M.Sgt. 

Marrou 
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 “So when you do the operation, you have to be prepared to find 

new ways to solve the problems (…) Dr. Holmner. 

 “I think surgeons in general often have to find their own way of 

doing things” Dr. Holmner 

 “Then we are taught techniques, techniques we have to adapt to 

the situation.” S.Sgt. Klein 

Creation of new capabilities 

(non-existing model) 

 

 “I have innovated in the way of working with the pilot and his 

helicopter (…) This maneuver effectively was new” Cpt. Bozon 

 “(…) we decided to do a “thing” I‟ve only done once and not 

since (…) At last, we extracted the person. Nowadays, this is 

something rather common but back then, it was really unusual to 

do this sort of things.” M.Sgt. Marrou 

Table 10: Capabilities utilization in a crisis response situation 

These quotations illustrate the different possible utilizations of the capabilities when a crisis 

happens. Both surgeons and PGHM members recognize that their existing capabilities are not 

always sufficient and that sometimes there is the need to create. However, the surgeons refer 

more to the two first levels of improvisation while PGHM members refer more to the two last 

levels. While Dr. Holmner is aware of the need to create using his “imagination”, Dr. Naredi 

and Dr. Sund are more relative about creation, referring more to the reutilization of existing 

techniques or to the capacity to adapt them to fit the situation. In the case of the PGHM 

members, their capabilities are challenged and they often need to act without pre-existing 

procedures or models.  

Table 11 regroups the examples among the level of novelty of capability utilization. Each 

example is only concerned with one level of improvisation. This does not mean that during 

these interventions there was only this type of improvisation. Rather, it traduces a tendency of 

improvisation level. For more detailed explanations, please refer to “Use of capabilities and 

procedures” (appendix 8) and to appendix 7 to read the full story of each example. 
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Kendra and 

Watchtendorf (2006) 

Reproductive 

improvisation 
Adaptive improvisation 

Creative 

improvisation 

Example 1 – The 

Cheminée de fée 
  X 

Example 2 – Dead or 

Alive 
 X  

Example 3 – Not one but 

three 
X   

Example 4 – The torrent   X 

Example 5 – Windlass  X  

Example 6 – The 

narrow path 
 X  

Example 7 - Serac   X 

Example 8 – Ski 

instructor 
 X  

Example 9 – The heart-

lung machine 
X   

Example 10 – Tumor X   

Example 11 – Intestine X   

Example 12 – Crisis to 

Götenberg 
  X 

Table 11: Analysis of the improvisation act through the levels of improvisation of Kendra and Watchtendorf (2006) 
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4.7. The extent of time pressure and uncertainty 

As we noticed in the literature review, crisis situations are characterized by a time pressure 

(Hermann, 1969, cited in Hwang and Lichtenthal, 2000; Rosental; Hart, and Charles, 1989; in 

Rosenthal, 1997; Reilly, 1998; Moats, Chermack, and Dooley, 2008) and a high uncertainty 

(Encyclopedia Britannica Online, 2009; Rosental, Hart, and Charles, 1989, P.10, in 

Rosenthal, 1989; Moats, Chermack, and Dooley, 2008). We have previously analyzed the 

different factors of time pressure – physical limits of equipment and life or death pattern – and 

of uncertainty – unpredictability, constant changes, variable understanding and novelty of the 

situation. We noticed in the interviews different levels of time pressure and uncertainty 

according to the situation. We are going to deal here with these different levels through the 

previously identified factors of uncertainty and time pressure. 

4.7.1. Uncertainty 

Concerning the unpredictability of the situation, the different levels depend on the difference 

between what the manager thinks the situation to be and the actual situation that he/she is 

going to discover. Usually, the PGHM members receive the alert by a phone call. The person 

in charge receptions and collects a maximum of information – site of the accident, number 

and state of the victims, etc. Thus, this information is communicated to the rescuer. However, 

the PGHM members mentioned a possible difference between the given information and the 

actual conditions that they passively discover once on site. Here the level of unpredictability 

could depend on the different number of victims to manage, on the level of ease of access of 

the victim, etc. For surgeons, this difference can occur once they open up the chest: the tumor 

could be bigger than estimated; they could open up the body for one thing and find out 

another thing, etc.  

Close to the notion of unpredictability, the level of uncertainty depends of the level of 

changes. These changes are linked to the environment of the crisis. For the PGHM members, 

weather is often mentioned. The change can be more or less important: from a drizzle to a 

driving rain or from a rain to a storm. In the case of surgeons, these changes can concern the 

evolution of a bleeding, blood pressure or a drop in the cardiac beat.  

The uncertainty of the situation is also dependent on the capacity of the manager to 

understand variables. Here the level of uncertainty depends on: 

 Quantity of the variables which constitute the environment and the capacity of the 

manager to be aware of them. In the case of the rescuers, this point is illustrated by 

Cpt. Bozon: “The mountain environment is composed by important heights, icy areas, 

and abrupt faces. Sometimes, there are objective dangers such as rocks falling, 

avalanches, or bad weather. So, all these elements compose the environment of 

mountain rescuing. Whatever event we have to face, we do not consider it slightly”. 

Also, the variables can be half-known as S.Sgt. Klein describes it: “For instance, you 

rescue a person stuck in a crevasse. You don‟t know if she is 10 meters, 15 meters, or 

20 meters down. Maybe she has no harness.” 
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 The predictability of each variable and the capacity of the manager to control or 

influence the variables. This point is illustrated by Cap. Bozon when describing the 

high mountain environment. He identifies “objective dangers” that are impossible to 

control and to predict such as the rocks falling. In surgery, the best example is blood. 

Dr. Naredi explained to us that surgeons and doctors know that temperature will 

change the behavior of blood – how it is bleeding – but they cannot know when this 

change will occur and how. 

 The nature of the interactions between the variables – complex or not – and the 

capacity of the manager to understand them. We need a concrete example to illustrate 

this point. A relevant example is the story of Sgt. Armadeil named as “Serac” 

(example 7, appendix 7). He knows what a serac is but does not know its reaction 

when he will put a feet on it. Also, he knows the proprieties of a bumping rope, he 

knows the reaction of a normal windlass but he does not know the interactions when 

using the bumping rope as windlass. 

Finally, the level of uncertainty depends on the novelty of the situation. The level of novelty 

depends itself on how far the faced situation is from the situations already experienced. 

Surgeons and PGHM members evaluate the novelty of the crisis situation from their own 

experiences. The level of novelty can be low: “Yes, of course you are surprised but then you 

have procedure how to…” Dr. Sund; or it can be high: “(...) we had never experienced 

anything like this before” Dr. Naredi; “Sometimes you run into problems you never see.” Dr. 

Holmner. Thus, the uncertainty is influenced by the level of similarities between the present 

crisis situation and the previous ones. 

In conclusion, the level of uncertainty that we can identify in a crisis situation is the addition 

of the levels of these four factors. 

4.7.2. Time pressure 

The importance of time pressure is first determined by the life or death pattern of the 

situation. Both surgeons and rescuers have as objective to preserve the living conditions of the 

victim/patient. The victim/patient can be more or less in a life threatening state: during an 

operation the bleeding can be more or less important; during a rescue operation the victim can 

be more or less injured. In the case of the PGHM members, the life or death pattern not only 

concerns the victim but also the rescuer who is taking risks to save the victim. The time 

pressure here comes from the nature of the risk taken. If the rescuer has to progress on a 

cracked glacier or on a ledge in order to reach the victim, these snow structures can be more 

or less weak. Thus, they will give him more or less time to do his job. Here time pressure is 

linked to the threat of the environment.  

The available time to react is also dependent on the physical limits of equipment. This point 

concerns particularly the cardiac surgery and the rescue operations. About the cardiac surgery, 

Dr. Holmner explains that “(…) in all cardiac surgeries, you have this time factor. You can 

use the heart-lung machine only for two hours”. When the time pressure comes from the 
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limited time of utilization of the heart-lung machine for a cardiac operation, it mostly comes 

from the helicopter limits flying in the high mountain rescue environment. S.Sgt. Klein 

mentions that “Parameters are also the helicopter. There are physical limits, gas knowledge 

limits”. 

In conclusion, the levels of time pressure differ in the levels of life or death patterns and the 

technical limits of equipment. 

Concretely, through the different stories experienced by the interviewees, we were able to 

define for each of them the levels of time pressure and uncertainty (table 12).  

 

 Time pressure Uncertainty 

Example 1 – Cheminée de fée 

High = Limited time linked to the 

localization of the climber + 

possibilities to fall + helicopter fuel 

High = Totally new situation, 

uncertainty + about when the 

climber could fall 

Example 2 – Dead or Alive 

High (then low) = Limited time 

because the victim cannot move + 

helicopter fuel 

Medium = Unknown state of the 

victim   

Example 3 – Not one but three 

Very High = Limited time because 

of  the condition of the victims + 

rocks were falling continuously + 

helicopter fuel 

Medium = rocks falling 

Example 4 – The Torrent 

No (dead victim) but this operation 

could have been implemented to 

rescue a living person 

Medium = new site + extraction 

conditions 

Example 5 – Windlass 
Very High = Rocks were falling 

continuously + helicopter fuel 

Medium/High = New situation + 

extraction conditions + rocks 

falling anytime 

Example 6 – Without emergency No = Dead victim 
Low = only new site + accessibility 

with the helicopter 

Example 7 - Serac 

Very High =  Dead victims but the 

emergency comes from the 

situation of the rescuer 

High = Totally new situation + 

seracs falling unpredictably + 

unknown reaction of the bumping 

rope in this case 

Example 8 – Ski instructor 
High = Incapacity of the ski 

instructor to move + helicopter fuel 

Medium = New site + unknown 

reaction of the skier  

Example 9 – The heart-lung 

machine 

Very High =  Limited time + 

possible brain damages 

Medium = The perfusionist in 

charge of the machine has no idea 

about the cause but technical 

problems are common 
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Example 10 – Tumor 
Very High =  Time limited because 

of an important bleeding 

Medium = The evolution of 

bleeding is unpredictable  

Example 11 – Intestine 
Very High =  The patient was 

dying 

Medium = Unpredictable reaction 

of the body   

Example 12 – Crisis in 

Götenberg 

Very High = Managing many 

wounded patients coming at the 

same time.  

Very high = Situation totally new + 

uncertainty about the number of 

wounded, the kind of wounds, etc. 

Table 12: Analysis of the levels of uncertainty and time pressure 

4.8. Relations between the nature and extent of the improvisation act and the 

nature of the environment 

In our two previous parts we have seen that, for both surgeons and PGHM members, there are 

different types of improvisation linked to creativity and capabilities utilization when they 

need to face crisis situations. Also, we found different types of crisis situations linked to the 

uncertainty and time levels of the environment. Now, we are going to confront these two 

aspects, highlighting that the way to improvise depends on the nature of the environment; the 

extent to improvise is determined by the extent of time pressure and uncertainty of the 

situation. 

We have noticed previously a distinction between surgeons and PGHM members: the former 

seem less creative than the latter. This distinction in the pre-disposition to create between 

surgeons and PGHM members can be explained by different factors. First of all, surgeons and 

PGHM members do not expose themselves to the same extent during the crisis situation. The 

constant necessity for PGHM members to be able to produce medium and high creative acts is 

linked to their situation. Not only does the crisis threaten the victim but it also threatens the 

rescuer directly and physically. The working environment of surgeons does not threaten them 

whereas rescuers are threatened by the risks inherent to the high mountain – avalanche, rock 

falls, serac falls, etc. Similarly, surgeons could take risks to face the situation but these risks 

only concern the patient. On the contrary, PGHM members take risks which involve them. 

We can conclude here that, beyond the time pressure and the uncertainty of the crisis 

situation, the need to create is also led by the implication of the manager.  

We can also explain this difference not only by the position of the manager but by the 

capacity of the environment to create new situations. Dr. Naredi and Dr. Sund mentioned that 

it is rare to face totally new cases and by extension that it is rare to have to create a new 

procedure or technique. However, Dr. Holmner and all the PGHM members claim the 

necessity to be able to create because of the environment. Thus, the second reason of the 

difference is the nature of the environment: cardiac surgery and high mountain rescue 

operations offer more new cases which force managers to react in a creative way. 

Another link between the nature of the improvisation and the nature of the environment is the 

relative lack of equipment. We can here use the concept of bricolage developed by Weick 

(1993) in order to understand this point. Bricolage is a form of creativity that implicates the 
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combination of limited materials. This concept fits perfectly to the situation of PGHM 

members. High mountain rescuers depend on their equipment to execute a rescue operation  – 

ropes, crampons, ice-axes, ice pitons, rock pitons, windlass, etc. The helicopter has transport 

limitations – weight limits – and flying limitations so that the rescuer needs to select the 

needed equipment according to the first information received. However, as we have seen 

previously, respondents often notice a difference between the first description of the crisis 

situation and the actual situation that they discover once on site. Factors such as the 

emergency of the situation – victim conditions or environmental threats – or the distance 

required to arrive on site – flying time – imply that rescuers cannot send back the helicopter to 

bring additional equipment. Here, bricolage as creative way is essential. This idea is 

expressed by the respondents through the expression of combining, being ingenuous or 

putting systems together. This form of creativity forced by the lack of equipment is also 

mentioned by Cpt. Bozon when saying: “It is also possible that we have to do, when on site, 

with what we have at hand because we are facing a novel situation” and M.Sgt. Marrou: “It 

is difficult to send the helicopter back because we need this, this and that. So we have this 

basic equipment which we can adapt or use for a function other than its regular one and this 

is as effective”. On top of that, M.Sgt. Marrou takes the liberty of referring to the TV 

character “Mac Giver” to express the idea of bricolage. 

Concerning the surgeons, bricolage is also present but in fewer occasions. Hospitals are 

normally very well equipped while rescuers need to optimize the equipment because of the 

transport limitations of the helicopter. All necessary equipments are on site during a planned 

operation and a trauma. Thus, surgeons can have to use bricolage when the time pressure is so 

important, that it, when it is impossible to look for the right materials or the right person – a 

more experienced or specialized surgeon for instance – to face the crisis. The case was well 

developed by Dr. Naredi about the technique of packing. Packing is an old technique to 

manage bleeding. This technique was developed during war times. Dr. Naredi was taught 30 

years ago how to manage a bleeding, even a major one, by packing.  To pack you can use a 

towel, a swab, a compress, a dressing, etc. The purpose is to pack as soon as possible 

whatever the available materials and stabilize the situation. Finally, Dr. Naredi links 

bricolage, equipment and improvisation into the following sentence: “I think in situations 

where you don‟t have the equipment you have to improvise very much”. 

Beyond the general comments and examples of the respondents and based on their own 

experiences, we can concretely highlight in table 13 a correlation between the way to 

improvise – more or less creative and far from the routine and usual ways to act – and the 

nature of the environment – more or less time-pressured and more or less uncertain.  Table 13 

is a final mix between the tables 11 and 12. 

Conclusion n°2 

Through the analysis of the different examples (appendix 7) summarized in table 13, we can 

confirm the object of Proposition 2. We found that nature of the environment determine the 

way to improvise and that the extent of time pressure and uncertainty determines the extent to 
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improvise and can be compared to a “mirror effect”: the improvisation is as novel as the 

environment.
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Nature of the environment Improvisation as reaction 

Time pressure Uncertainty Novelty  Level of creativity Utilization of capabilities 

Example 1 High High  High High Creation of new capabilities using the present materials 

Example 2 High (then low) Medium  Medium Medium Utilization of existing capabilities by another way 

Example 3 Very High Medium  Medium Low Reutilization of existing capabilities but by prioritize victims 

Example 4 none Medium *n *n *n 

Example 5 Very High Medium/High Medium/High Medium/High Utilization of existing capabilities by another way for an limited equipment 

Example 6 none Low  *n *n *n 

Example 7 Very High High  High High limits of the regular procedure creation of a new capabilities 

Example 8 High Medium  Medium  Medium  
Utilization of existing capabilities by another way to fit the site and the time 

conditions (fuel) 

Example 9 Very High Medium  Medium Low Reutilization of existing capabilities (perfusionist expertise) 

Example 10 Very High Medium  Medium Low 
Reutilization of existing capabilities to manage the bleeding (pressure) But, 

utilization of existing capabilities by the vascular surgeon  

Example 11 Very High Medium  Low  Low  Utilization of existing capabilities 

Example 12 Very High Very High  High High 
New capabilities for the current situation. But existing and capabilities adapted 

from the army 

Table 13: Synthesis table of the relations between the nature of the environment and the types of improvisation 

*n = examples where there is no time pressure 



We also represented these links in a graph “mirror effect” (table 14):  

 

Table 14: Graphic representation of the “mirror effect” 

Table 14 is the graphic representation of the “mirror effect” regrouping the different examples 

according to two axes:  

 The novelty of the situation, from a known crisis to a new crisis. This axe could also be 

replaced by the level of uncertainty of the situation that matches. 

 The level of creativity expressed through the utilization of the capabilities.  

In this graph, time pressure is not represented by level because we deal here only with cases of 

crisis situations where time pressure is at least high. It is the reason why the examples 6 and 4 are 

not mentioned.  

From the two axes, we can draw a bisector line which represents a perfect balance between the 

levels of novelty of the reaction and of the situation. This bisector line is the graphic 

materialization of what we called “mirror effect”.  
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Conclusion 2: The way and the extent to improvise depend on the extent of time pressure 

and uncertainty. 

The construction of such a graph allows us to do additional comments on our study by doing 

distinctions between the surgery cases – in black– and the PGHM cases - in white: 

 The improvisation act is less creative for surgeons than for rescuers. However, overall, we 

confirm and illustrate three different levels of improvisations. 

 The fact that we have no surgical cases in the adaptive improvisation part does not mean 

that there is no adaptive improvisation in surgery. Our data collection did not allow us to 

analyze a concrete case of adaptive improvisation. It may actually exist if we refer to this 

comment of Dr. Naredi: “Most techniques are invented. What you should do is use them 

in the best way”. 

 All of the present examples are more or less positioned on the bisector line – expected 

examples 12 and 9 – and give a graphical illustration of the “mirror effect”. The exception 

of example 12 is due to the fact that despite there was no suitable procedure or program 

present in the hospital to deal with such a catastrophe, Dr. Naredi and his colleague could 

rely on a specific training they had followed in the army. About example 9, Dr. Holmner 

is not alone but faces the situation with his perfusionist who is the one leading the 

diagnostic process.  

In the next section, we summarize the global findings concerning our research propositions. We 

then introduce subjects for further research we could highlight during this research. At last,  
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5. CONCLUSION 

5.1. Outline 

This last part puts together the conclusions linked to our two hypothetical propositions. This 

summary of our findings is also followed by implications for business managers about the way to 

respond to crisis situations. Finally, we go back to our introduction example. 

5.2. Summary of findings 

Based on our data analysis, we could confirm our propositions. Managers facing crisis situations 

always use improvisation – containment phase and eventually recovery phase. They use creativity 

and bricolage – creativity associated with tangible assets. Our lake of data regarding the use of 

intuition did not allow us to draw any conclusion about it. Reasons for improvising are to be 

found in the environment conditions of a crisis – time pressure and uncertainty. Concerning the 

managers we interviewed, time pressure originates   in the life or death issue – patient/victim and 

manager in the case of the PGHM rescuers – and the physical limits of equipment. Also, we 

could identify four uncertainty sources – unpredictability, changing conditions, complexity and 

limits in understanding and analyzing variables, and situation novelty.  Environment conditions 

are also determining in predicting improvisation levels. As a matter of fact, we found what we 

called a “mirror effect”: the more the situation is uncertain/novel and time-pressured, the more 

you need to improvise. Concerning our sample population, we found that rescuers were to use 

improvisation more as they work in a dangerous environment and with limited equipment. 

The importance of being aware of the environment conditions; of being able to think and act 

quickly; of being creative and open-minded in the ways to control and solve problems has been 

confirmed by the respondents when being asked about competences which were important to be a 

good crisis manager. Now, we interviewed people who are crisis professionals. Their 

organizations are designed to train them and to allow them to respond to crisis situations – 

possibility to adapt and not to follow regular procedures. Managers who are not to deal with 

crises on a regular basis as well as the organizations they work in should try to develop in those 

directions to face crises more effectively. 

5.3. Further research 

Further research could diversify the sample – firemen, policemen, pilots – in order to deepen the 

transdisciplinarity aspect of this paper. Also, research should be led to determine the cognitive 

processes which intervene when managers facing crises are being creative. In addition, the role of 

intuition should be investigated using a specific set of questions. As we noticed in the interviews, 

the subjective nature and the connotation of this concept make it difficult to analyze. Another 

point that we mention as an interesting field of research is the phenomena of collective 
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involvement. The collective aspects of improvisation and of the decision-making process deserve 

to be investigated.   

5.4. Back to Trafalgar 

In order to conclude this research paper, we are going to go back to our starting point. The case of 

Trafalgar as metaphor opens many different doors. We dealt in this research with only one aspect 

of this story – the improvisation act. But we left the other aspects of Trafalgar such as the 

capacity of Admiral Nelson to leave a space of improvisation to his captains what questions the 

leadership style. The state of Nelson during the battle questions also the capacity for an 

organization to keep self-functioning. These points are also relevant topics for further business 

research.  

Finally, Admiral Nelson as well as his captains had the capacity to face a novel and uncertain 

environment under time pressure. In an emergency situation, with a limited knowledge because 

of a variety and diversity of information, they answered and succeeded by improvising. From this 

individual level perspective, we have seen that crisis managers such as surgeons and high 

mountain rescuers succeed in responding crisis situations also by improvising. These crisis 

professionals know that everything can happen. This posture allows them to develop capabilities 

to answer crisis situations. Here is the meaning of the title of this paper. Beyond experience, 

training, planning, preparation, the capabilities to face successfully crisis situations are linked to a 

posture. Business managers have to be able to understand the necessities induced by their 

environment and respond accordingly – breaking away from the usual ways to act; giving 

themselves the means to improvise. From an educational point of view, improvisation also need 

to be mentioned by business management text books because the current and the future business 

managers need also to know that “Nothing is sure in a sea fight”. 
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Appendix 2: The two dimensions of improvisation 

 Time Environment 

Mendonça, 2007 
“cognitive activity (…) under time 

constraint” (p.954) 
 

Weick, 1993 

Weick, 1996 

“under pressure” (p.639) 

“thinking and doing unfold 

simultaneously” (p.19) 

“chaotic conditions” (p.639) 

 

Crossan, 1998 “spontaneous nature” (p.597)  

Mooran and Miner, 1998 
“real-time interaction” (p.5)     

“temporal  order” (p.3) 
“turbulent, fast changing environment” (p.5) 

Crossan and Sorrenti, 

1997 

“action in a  spontaneous way” 

(p.155) 
 

Chelariu, Jhonston and 

Young, 2002 

“spontaneous decision making” 

(p.141) 

“(…) the type of improvisation occurring will depend upon the 

general character of the environment” (p.144) 

Mendonça and Wallace, 

2005 

“action under (…) time constraint” 
(p.1) 

“action under risk” (p.1) 

Leybourne and Sadler-

Smith, 2006 

“thoughts and actions develop over 

time” (p.484) 

“(…) and in response to environmental cues and stimuli” (p.484) 

“turbulent business environments” (p.485) 

Crossan, Vieira, Pina and 

Vera, 2002 

“under conditions of time pressure” 

(p.28) 
“(…) and/or uncertainty in the environment” (p.28) 

Kendra and 

Watchtendorf, 2006 

“time constraint and (…) pressing 

demands for action” (p.4) 
“unusual situations” (p.4) 

Leybourne, 2007  
“(…) reacting to change in the internal and external environments” 

(p.233) 

Vera and Rodriguez-

Lopez, 2007 
“spontaneous process” (p.316) 

“(…) in context of turbulence, when planning becomes impractical, 

the ability to lead improvisation is crucial” (p.305) 
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Appendix 3: Elements of improvisation identified by author 

Elements of Improvisation / 

Authors  

 

Intuition Creativity Bricolage 

Moorman and Miner, 1998 X X X 

Weick, 1993  X X 

Leybourne and Sadler-Smith, 

2006 

X   

Crossan, Vieira, Pina, and 

Vera, 2002 

 X  

Crossan and Sorrenti, 1997 X   

Mendonça, Beroggi, and 

Wallace, 2001 

 X  

Kendra and Wachtendorf, 2006  X X 

Chelariu, Johnston and Young, 

2002 

 X  

Mendonça, 2005  X  

Vera and Rodriguez-Lopez, 

2007 

 X  

Montuori, 2003  X  
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Appendix 4: Epistemological works of Edgar Morin on the nature of knowledge and the 

ways to define it 

Through 6 volumes of La Méthode – La Nature de la nature (1977), La Vie de la vie (1980), La 

Connaissance de la connaissance (1986), Les Idées (1991), L‟Humanité de l‟humanité (2001), 

and L'Éthique complexe (2004), Edgar Morin has realized this work to understand what research, 

methodology and knowledge mean.  

Firstly, Morin describes in La Méthode a lack of definition about what knowledge is and he 

“advocates for an evaluation of the knowledge produced, based on this knowledge itself, instead 

of referring it to an evaluative process supposed to be neutral and external (traditional 

epistemology)” (comment of Alhadeff-Jones, 2009, p.63). Because of the complex nature of the 

world, any knowledge is only a translation and a mental re-construction of reality. Given this 

situation, knowledge is victim of illusions and mistakes. Morin (1999) describes them as 

normalization, cultural imprinting, self-deception, false perception, or individual mistakes. At 

this point, he goes back to the Greek definition of method which is “the way to lead ones 

thoughts” in order to avoid these illusions and mistakes. Here lies the problem of the usual 

research works according to Morin: how to know in a complex environment, that is how to avoid 

illusions and mistakes, when our knowledge is increasingly dividing, specializing, cutting itself, 

and segmenting? Even the sciences with the most structured methodology do not avoid illusion. 

For instance, physics scientists believed in the illusion of determinism until the end of the 19
th

 

century (Morin, 1999).  

Secondly, following the evolution of the modern science and its disillusions in many fields, 

Morin (1986) argues that objectivism is possible but limited to the description of objects. 

However, he also states we have not got the cognitive capacities to understand objectively the 

world as it is complex. In order to understand an object, classical sciences base on three 

fundamental principles: universal determinism – capacity to predict the future knowing the past; 

reduction – analyzing by subdividing the object; and disjunction – separating cognitive 

difficulties (Morin 2006). During the last 50 years, several natural sciences such as physics, 

mathematics or biology, which are known to deal with an objective world, highlight 

paradoxically uncertainty and subjectivity about the knowledge of our world. These discoveries 

challenge philosophies and beliefs linked to the Newtonian science and make us understand 

complexity as a new and needed way of thinking the world and reality. However, there must be 

no misunderstanding about what complexity really is. Complexity is much less a science that 

would deal with the inherent uncertainty than an approach to view the world and tackle problems. 

As a matter of fact, complexity comes from the Latin world “complexus” (14
th

 century) which 

means “what is woven together” (Morin, 2006). Having a complex approach of an object is a 

transversal approach, breaking classical disciplinary boarders (Alhadeff-Jones, 2008). The 

solution to a complex problem – in opposition to a simple or a complicated problem – is yet not 

to be found using a single angle – mathematical, classical physics, macro and micro-physics, 
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biologic, sociological, psychoanalytic, philosophical, economical, managerial, religious, strategic 

and so on – but combining them to reach series of optimal solutions and choose one or more 

knowing that there is no “one best way” (idea presented by Morin in 1999 to the UNESCO in the 

report “Les sept savoirs necessaries à l‟éducation du futur” ).  

Consecutively, one of the solutions in scientific research to face the complex nature of the world 

and to avoid illusions and mistakes seems to be a transdisciplinarity. Once more, the complex 

approach brings a major philosophical outcome since it tells us that, in order to analyze an object, 

one must overcome the boundaries of sciences, diversifying the tools, the theories, and 

knowledge. Some authors recognize the dominance of a universal thought in business research. 

Having a complex approach is still a rare fact and its applications are still relatively unproductive 

(Heylighen et al. 2007). Even at the level of business schools, such a focus on traditional 

scientific research does not prepare graduate students to deal with complex and unquantifiable 

issues (Bennis and O‟Toole, 2005), what is the daily work of managers. 
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Appendix 5: Interview guideline 

 Your job, your experience Years, places, etc… 

 Have you face situations during which something went wrong, something unplanned, 

unexpected? Can you describe one situation at a time? 

 What did you do for this situation? (3 “times” of improvisation) 

 If not answered, did you invent a new way to keep the situation under control, to fix 

it? Did you use intuition? Did you use, recombine what you had at hand (resources, 

knowledge)? 

 Why? (nature of the environment – time pressure, uncertainty) 

 Could you define your environment? 

 What a good surgeon/high mountain rescuer is for you? 
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Appendix 6: Categories 

Categories PGHM Surgeons 

Compone

nts of 

Improvis

ation 

Bricolage  ”Once we were on the cliff, we built a relay in order to be able to 

make a rescuer go down in emergency to the victim.” Cap. Bozon 

 “It is also possible that we have to do, when on site, with what we 

have at hand because we are facing a novel situation.” Cap. Bozon 

 “You have to deal with it; you have to combine what you know about 

it with what can happen.” M.Sgt. Marrou 

 “Then, the best mountaineer is not obligatory the one who has the 

most degrees. It is more the one who is ingenious, who is the “Mac 

Giver” if we refer to this program. It is someone who is not afraid of 

putting together systems, of perfecting them. Sometimes, it is 

working with few resources but managing to do a lot of things.” 

M.Sgt. Marrou 

 “It is difficult to send the helicopter back because we need this, this 

and that. So we have this basic equipment which we can adapt or use 

for a function other than its regular one and this is as effective.” 

M.Sgt. Marrou 

 “Of course, you have to stop the bleeding. So somehow, you put your 

finger in there or put something around the vessel that is bleeding.” Dr. 

Sund 

  “Of course, you don‟t have all the time of the world, but you can just stop 

the bleeding by pressuring or cutting the vessel to get some time.” Dr. 

Sund  

 “I think in situations where you don't have the equipment you have to 

improvise very much." Dr. Naredi 

 “So of course one thing could be, if it‟s a leg that‟s bleeding, to just strap 

it.” Dr. Naredi 

 “That patient is too seriously wounded, take him that way. This one is in a 

lot of pain but there is something we can do, take him the other way.” So 

he prioritized and didn‟t work as a doctor.” Dr. Naredi 

 “But this is how we were taught 30 years ago and it is something that 

comes from wars – Packing. So instead of trying to use a surgical 

technique to stop it, what you should do is to take these towels and put 

them as a pressure on the bleeding.” Dr. Naredi 

Creativity  “(…) using the learning given by the accidents, generations of 

gendarmes have created equipments. It was do-it-yourself inventions. 

We created perches, shafts that can be windlassed to the helicopter.” 

Cap. Bozon 

 “But, it is right to say that, when on site, we are obliged to innovate. 

In such cases, it is the gendarme‟s ingenuity that will make the 

difference.”Cap. Bozon 

 “I have innovated in the way of working with the pilot and his 

helicopter. That is, close upstream from the tower, 3 or 4 meters 

away, there was a section. I took a rope and hung the person with it 

while being hung by the windlass. Then the pilot pulled me up on this 

section and I hung the rope around a tree. Then, I hung myself around 

this rope. At last, I come back down to rescue the person, being hung 

to a fixed place. This maneuver effectively was new.” Cap. Bozon 

 “This person was stuck on a small island, partially covered by water 

in the middle of a torrent, and there was no way to stand closely or to 

release from the helicopter and exact the body. So, by talking to the 

 “That is pretty common because some of the operations we do are not well 

described in the literature. Sometimes you have had three or four previous 

surgeries for a specific case. So when you do the operation, you have to be 

prepared to find new ways to solve the problems.(…) So I think surgeons 

in general often have to find their own way of doing things.(…) 

Sometimes the injury is such that it can‟t be fixed using the ordinary way. 

You have to do something else.” Dr. Holmner. 

 “Then of course, it‟s your imagination as well. Surgeons with few ideas 

would perform different I think.” Dr. Holmner. 

 “First actually is to be very structured and check your list of what it can 

be. But once you have done that, you have to have a good imagination in 

order to solve the problem.” Dr. Holmner. 

 “When we do research on animals, there you need special things so you 

always invent things to make it possible. But very few surgeons don‟t like 

to fix things the way they are used to. Most surgeons don‟t really invent 

techniques. Most techniques are invented. What you should do is use them 

in the best way.” Dr. Naredi 
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team, we decided to do a “thing” I‟ve only done once and not since. I 

was hanging above the victim and I hung a rope to her. Then I came 

back up to the helicopter. We hung the rope to the windlass. At last, 

we extracted the person. Nowadays, this is something rather common 

but back then, it was really unusual to do this sort of things.” M.Sgt. 

Marrou 

 “Another time, I used a specific technique to exact a victim who was 

stuck in a deep and narrow part of the mountain in which rocks were 

falling. As two persons couldn‟t be hung to the windlass and as I 

couldn‟t stay down because of the rocks, we decided with the pilot 

the following thing. I hung the victim to the helicopter using straps 

while I was still hanging to the windlass. Then the helicopter took us 

away down to a field. Once again, nowadays these procedures are 

common but back then, about 15 years ago, they weren‟t. So we did 

that on the moment because rocks were increasingly falling.” M.Sgt. 

Marrou 

 “So we were obliged to work at the bottom of this icy part to extract 

the bodies. I needed 3 or 4 minutes to do the job once on the ground. 

So instead of being landed by the pilot of the helicopter and picked 

up after, which is the regular procedure, I asked him and he agreed to 

remain hung to the windlass by a special rope – a bumping rope.” 

Sgt. Armadeil 

 “(…) we had to invent systems to extract people before we invented a 

pulley system which allows us now to extract them directly.” Sgt 

Armadeil 

 “You do the best you can. If you test a technique and it doesn‟t work, then 

you test another one. The decision is: “Should I stay with the technique A 

or should I change?” I say: “I will do one more time the technique A.” So 

technique A again, but it‟s doesn‟t work. So you change the technique, 

and go to technique B. Finally you realize technique A doesn‟t work, 

technique B doesn‟t work. “I don‟t have technique C.” “I don‟t have 

anything right now!” Then, you really start to improvise. You can use 

strange things, plastic bags to cover. Or you can replace vessels by 

another way, in an emergency situation.” Dr. Naredi 

 “I think in situations where you don‟t have the equipment you have to 

improvise very much.” Dr. Naredi 

Intuition  “(…) sometimes it is an intuition but it‟s more the trainings, the habit 

of being on the field.” M.Sgt. Marrou 

 “As I told you, sometimes, we think there will be an avalanche and 

there is not, and sometimes there is whereas we didn‟t think it would. 

So I‟d rather say that we shouldn‟t trust feeling.” M.Sgt. Marrou 

 “You have to do that a lot of times you know. You don‟t know exactly 

how to do it but “I think I should do like this”.”Dr. Holmner. 

 “I‟m sure intuition is very interesting because I‟m sure we use it a lot. But 

because it is so difficult to define what it is… Basically it is your training 

and your experiences that lead you. It is difficult to say what it is but 

sometimes you get a feeling about how to do something. I think it is a 

combination of that, trainings, whatever you read, and what you 

experience yourself as a surgeon.” Dr. Sund 

Adaptation  “We need a little adaptation time.” M.Sgt. Marrou 

 “(…) what makes a good rescuer is his capacity to adapt whatever the 

situation and the environment. You always need to adapt because, 

even though we train a lot, situation are never identical.” S.Sgt. Klein 

 “I think what‟s important is to adapt very very quickly in situations 

which parameters cannot be mastered. Parameters are also the 

helicopter. There are physical limits, gas knowledge limits.” S.Sgt. 

 “However, you have to be much more flexible when a problem happens.” 

Dr. Holmner 

 “Some people for example cannot handle to be surgeons because they can 

only do one way. And if something unexpected happens, they don‟t know 

how to do it. Those people do not become surgeons involving traumas.” 

Dr. Naredi 

 “To me, it‟s not to be too narrow. It‟s whatever happens, you must be able 
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Klein 

 “So, we always come back to the same thing, that is, you need to 

adapt, to be ingenious, and to be self-managed.” S.Sgt. Klein 

 “Then we are taught techniques, techniques we have to adapt to the 

situation. It‟s right that sometimes, we cannot reach a victim coming 

from the upper part so we have to try coming from the bottom, or 

coming from a diagonal way.” S.Sgt. Klein 

 “We would have adapted this “manip.” S.Sgt. Klein 

 “(…) you need to adapt constantly because interventions are not the 

same, due to the weather, the seriousness of wounds, the stress of the 

victims and the other persons present.” S.Sgt. Klein 

 “So the good rescuer is the one who adapts and brings everyone back 

home safe and sound.” S.Sgt. Klein 

 “What‟s important is to have this open and reactive mind; not to be 

prisoner of procedures we know. On the contrary, as situations are 

always changing, you need to adapt. So it is true that experience and 

formations, and trainings matter but you have to remain open-

minded.” Sgt. Armadeil 

 “This kind of adaption, we always do it.” Sgt. Armadeil 

 “Quick adaption is important but progress in procedures and 

technologies as well.” Sgt. Armadeil 

 “We can make mistakes linked to methods but we deal with it right 

away and adapt.” Sgt. Armadeil 

to think about other solutions. Because, if you do one thing and that 

doesn‟t work, the surgeon that gets problems is, I think, the one who does 

the same thing the next time. That‟s because he thinks that it is the best 

way to do it. But you need to try to find another solution. And if that 

doesn‟t work, you find another solution. And then finally, you find your 

way out. So the best way is not always the final way of solving.” Dr. 

Naredi 

Other 

Compete

nces 

Experience  “(…) if the intervention is led by two gendarmes and one Dr.tor, the 

gendarme in charge, the most experimented, the most graduated, will 

determine the way to operate.” Cap. Bozon 

 “I think at this moment experience plays a major role.” M.Sgt. 

Marrou 

 “Thanks to years of experience, you manage to know it a bit but there 

always is a part of uncertainty and unknown.” M.Sgt. Marrou 

 “So we know there is the unknown part but at the same time, there is 

one we know, one we already experienced.” M.Sgt. Marrou 

 “What allows one to act quickly and manage the situation is 

experience, techniques.” Sgt. Armadeil 

 “Beside experience which is essential (…)” Sgt. Armadeil 

 “What you rely on is also what you have seen before. It‟s very important 

for a surgeon to have seen a lot of operations. You don‟t actually have to 

do them yourself. If you‟re a good surgeon, you can actually learn a lot by 

watching other surgeons. For me for example, I went to Barcelona for half 

a year in pediatric cardiac surgery and there they have techniques we 

don‟t use for adult surgeries. Some of them are really good to know when 

you do adult surgeries. (…) It‟s important to have good basic skills and 

it‟s important to have seen a lot. The more you have seen, the more you 

have experiences.” Dr. Holmner. 

 “Personally, I‟ve operated a lot with somebody that was more senior than 

me, with better expertise.” Dr. Sund 

 “Basically it is your training and your experiences that lead you.” Dr. 

Sund 

 “This training of how to think, we have learned by experience since 10-15 

years.” Dr. Naredi 

 “I use my experience from other procedures where the routine is to do it 
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like that.” Dr. Naredi 

 “However, I think we like to deal with new situations, comparing to what 

we have done in other situations and see how we can use it.” Dr. Naredi 

 “And you can‟t say that, because the situation is like this now at twelve 

o‟clock, that the situation will be the same at twelve fifteen, so you have 

constantly to reconsider.” Dr. Naredi 

 Formation/

Training 

 ”We apprehend every case the same way, with caution, by relying on 

our trainings and formations.” Cap. Bozon 

 “So when a case presents itself, we are prepared. We have schemes 

that we rely on to face the situations.” Cap. Bozon    

 “Formations help to know these dangers. It also helps to take 

decisions about the right way to act, the right equipment to take. So I 

would say that we do not evolve in this field blindly.” Cap. Bozon 

 “Thanks to our formation, we try to deal, measure, and limit the risks 

linked to high mountains.” Cap. Bozon 

 “Exactly, we, at the division, have trainings twice a month. We 

perpetually go on site in order to be ready physically and 

technically.” Cap. Bozon 

 “First, you need basic knowledge; to be well trained to rescuing and 

to first medical assistance.” M.Sgt. Marrou 

 

 “I have learned through my education and surgeons to be very methodical 

when you solve a problem. (…) You have to do the right things in the 

right order. I think what distinguishes a good cardiac surgeon from a bad 

cardiac surgeon is not really the manual skills, it‟s how you solve 

problematic situations.” Dr. Holmner. 

 “Well I think you rely on your basic surgical skills, what you‟ve been 

taught, what you can do, what materials you can use.” Dr. Holmner. 

 “After that, you have to be well educated so that you know what to do and 

what options you have.” Dr. Holmner 

 “And we handle these patients according to the ATLS, which is an 

American concept of Advance Trauma Life Support. Most of us take this 

class during the first of second year of residence. ATLS is a way of 

handling a patient that comes into the hospital from outside and who has 

been involved in a trauma emergency or accident. The basis is that we are 

first concentrated on life-support issues and, according to the surgeon‟s 

schedule, we check things. If we find that one is ok, we move on to the 

next thing and to the next thing...” Dr. Sund 

 “ (…) of course you are surprised but then you have procedure how to…” 

Dr. Sund 

 “Then a good surgeon needs to be updated on the advances in terms of 

technology or knowledge.” Dr. Sund 

 “I think that most surgeons have experienced the same things or are 

trained the same way. We are trained surgeons so that we behave right. If 

you come into a complicated situation – one that is very stressful, one that 

you think it is a catastrophe – you might see too many things. So there the 

concept is that should follow a strict schedule. And I think, with the 

trainings of younger surgeons to gain experience, you don‟t go into a 

room and see 100 different things. You don‟t go into a room and you say: 

“What is the ABCD?” This is learnt by many doctors and surgeons.” Dr. 

Sund 

 “You‟re trained to think very narrow. This is a course that was created in 

the US and in Europe because it is the way experienced surgeons are 

thinking.” Dr. Naredi 
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 “(...) we had never experienced anything like this before! But it was 

exactly how we had been trained in the military.” Dr. Naredi 

 “we were taught how to do it; and when we came in that situation” Dr. 

Naredi 

 “But the thing is that, to me again, when you are in this situation, there is 

no way you can say: “Ok, I know exactly how to handle this; this comes 

naturally”. It is actually very much about the way you have been taught 

and trained.” Dr. Naredi 

 “The key thing here was that we taught that it is not our function.” Dr. 

Naredi 

  

 Planning  “We never start a rescue without thinking a few minutes first, in the 

helicopter, or even before taking off at the base, considering the 

elements that we have.” Cap. Bozon 

 “(…) we already have different scenarios in our mind” Cap. Bozon 

 “(…) we make plans about the way we will have to operate. 

Sometimes it is right, sometimes easier, and some other times, it is 

more difficult.” M.Sgt. Marrou 

 “(…) we have to go to the OR, open up the patient to see what the 

problem is, without knowing in advance what we will find. And then, we 

make a plan for the surgery depending on whatever we find… because it 

could be multiple things.” Dr. Sund 

 “Sometimes you can plan a lot but when you open up, you see the 

situation is such that you just have to deal with the fact.” Dr. Sund 

Environ

ment 

Time 

Pressure 

 

 “As soon as we get the alert, we try to know what we will have to 

face.” Cap. Bozon 

 “(…) because, at the end, it is someone‟s life that is at stake.” Cap. 

Bozon 

  “Then, for others operations, for instance on a icy cliff, where blocks 

can fall and we need to be under for a certain time, we try to 

accelerate the rescue without putting in danger the victim.” M.Sgt. 

Marrou 

 “You have to react quickly.” S.Sgt. Klein 

 “(…) we have to realize quickly that the situation is not as easy to 

deal with as we originally thought.” S.Sgt. Klein 

 “It is very important to act quickly because you cannot leave a victim 

in a crevasse for hours.” S.Sgt. Klein 

 

 

 “I have rather many examples which are of that kind, situations that are 

rather stressful and that you have to solve in a quick way. If you don‟t 

solve it, it can be a big problem for the patient.” Dr. Holmner 

 “We had to stop the heart-lung machine and there was no circulation. 

Then you have to reconnect that very fast. Usually, you have to de-air the 

system before replugging it. But this must be done within 3 minutes or 

else the patient will get brain damages. So you have to act right away, you 

can‟t buy yourself time.” Dr. Holmner 

 “Then you have to know why very fast.” Dr. Holmner 

  “This type of situation is not too common for us but has to be solved in 

seconds.” Dr. Holmner. 

 “So you have to act right away, you can‟t buy yourself time.” Dr. 

Holmner. 

 “You have to focus to get the reason of the Drop in blood pressure (…) 

not to focus on one thing right away (…)” Dr. Holmner 

 “So the patient is totally dependent on that machine that is working. (…) 

But when we started out the machine, I noticed that the blood that is 

supposed to be red on one side and black or blue on the other one was 

actually blue on both sides.” Dr. Holmner. 

 “(…) in all cardiac surgeries, you have this time factor. You can use the 

heart-lung machine only for two hours so all cardiac surgeons want to do 
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it rather fast.” Dr. Holmner. 

 “So it is rather common that you have to skip something or to do 

something the easy way just to save time.” Dr. Holmner. 

 “But you can‟t in this case. Sometimes we leave the less important 

problems to focus on the major ones to get the patient through the 

operation. So it‟s rather common you want to do this way but you can‟t.” 

Dr. Holmner 

 “Then, you have to, very quickly, try to stabilize the patient and try to 

locate the problem.” Dr. Sund 

 “The other situation is when something goes wrong during the operation, 

a severe bleeding for example. Then you are alone with your team and 

you have to decide. Of course, you have to stop the bleeding. So 

somehow, you put your finger in there or put something around the vessel 

that is bleeding. That gives you time to think. “Can I fix this myself? 

Should I call another surgeon to come and help me?” (…)Yeah. I buy 

myself time. I try to stabilize the situation so that I would have time to 

think, not to do anything without thinking.” Dr. Sund 

 “(…) because for us the major situation is a big bleeding that can kill the 

patient quickly.” Dr. Sund 

Uncertainty 

Inherent to 

Situations 

 “So once on site, I say to myself: “Damn, how are we going to be 

able to reach this young person?” Cap. Bozon 

 “I would say that 9 times out of ten, we know what the problem is, 

where the victim is, and we are able to go on site using the 

helicopter.” Cap. Bozon 

 “However, it is true that we do not master everything. I have 

teammates who died.” Cap. Bozon 

 “For instance, if the weather is bad, it is better that we take a step 

back to take the time to analyze the situation rather than going on site 

right away and realize we need to reconsider the elements.” M.Sgt. 

Marrou 

 “I was originally going for a simple operation. It was a broken leg. 

The person had been hit by a rock falling. A group of persons who 

were walking by gave the alert. However, once on site, I realized that 

there was not only one wounded but actually two more among whom 

one was seriously injured. What happened is that, between the 

moment we received the alert and the moment we arrived on site, 

three other mountaineers were walking using the same path. They 

checked on the first wounded, talked to him, lay him down, and they 

kept going. About fifty meters further, a second rock fall occurred, 

killing one person and wounded a second. The third person was safe 

 “Very often actually because cardiac surgery is a specialty where you 

always have to be prepared for the unexpected.” Dr. Holmner. 

 “That is rather common that unplanned things happen or that the plan 

changes during an operation” Dr. Holmner. 

 “Everything was fine. But when we started out the machine, I noticed that 

the blood that is supposed to be red on one side and black or blue on the 

other one was actually blue on both sides.” Dr. Holmner. 

 “I would say half of the situations you see right away what‟s wrong. If the 

canulla pops out, then you don‟t have to look for the cause of the problem. 

But when considering blood pressure or its oxygenation, you don‟t really 

see straight away what the problem is. Dr. Holmner. 

 “No, anatomy is rather constant. I wouldn‟t say it‟s unpredictable. If you 

see and so many operations, it‟s rather predictable (…) within routines, 

anything can happen. Regular straight forwards operations can develop 

into something else within seconds.” Dr. Holmner 

 “It is very important because this can change all the time and we have to 

go back to the earlier stage.” Dr. Sund 

 “(…) probably the best example of crisis for us is an unstable patient that 

we are loosing pretty much. And of course the difference is the level of 

uncertainty. Whether you are working in the emergency work, where you 

don‟t know what is causing the instability of the patient; or whether 
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and sound. So once on site, you realize that it is not one victim but 

three now, very close from one another but independent. As a 

consequence, the situation is a bit “weird” because we haven‟t 

considered these new parameters.” M.Sgt. Marrou 

 “Also, sometimes, we anticipate that an avalanche could start there 

and it doesn‟t. Some other times, we believe it‟s good and there is 

one.” M.Sgt. Marrou 

 “In general, whatever the operation, you gain information from the 

base and you tell yourself: “It‟s going to be fine”. But after, when you 

are on site, you always find parameters you didn‟t have when you 

were at the base. So, on site, there are variables we cannot master 

such as weather, nature of the field. For instance, we cannot make an 

easy approach using the helicopter so that we partly have to walked 

so that the victim cannot be extracted using the helicopter windlass so 

that we have to implement a system to secure her.” S.Sgt. Klein  

 “For instance, you rescue a person stuck in a crevasse. You don‟t 

know if she is 10 meters, 15 meters, or 20 meters down. Maybe she 

has no harness.” S.Sgt. Klein 

 “(…) we have to realize quickly that the situation is not as easy to 

deal with as we originally thought.” S.Sgt. Klein 

 “Thus, during interventions, there are always factors of risks, factors 

of danger we can manage, and factors of danger we cannot 

manage.”S.Sgt. Klein 

 “Also, there is bad luck when a person is just at the wrong place at 

the wrong time and is hit by rocks for instance.” S.Sgt. Klein 

 “The last level of emergency occurs when we arrive on site with the 

first information. There is always a variation between the information 

we had first when the alert was given and the reality. This is where 

we have to deal with the emergency to make decisions.” Sgt. 

Armadeil 

 “A few years ago, two persons were climbing on a cliff. One of them 

was hit by a rock. He fell off 20 meters down, hanging by one of his 

pitons. He was “all broken”. At alert time, I was told that the piton 

was firmly hung, which I thought when I arrived on site and checked 

it from the helicopter. However, when I windlassed close to them, I 

realized the hang was very bad and ready to break.” Sgt. Armadeil 

you‟re doing an operation and you can´t actually see what‟s happening.” 

Dr. Sund 

 “(…) we have to go to the OR, open up the patient to see what the 

problem is, without knowing in advance what we will find. And then, we 

make a plan for the surgery depending on whatever we find… because it 

could be multiple things” Dr. Sund 

 “This is trauma situation where we have a high level of uncertainty.” Dr. 

Sund 

 “Yes, of course you are surprised but then you have procedure how to…” 

Dr. Sund 

 “As good as possible. Sometimes of course the situation is pretty 

common, let‟s say car crashing. Nobody knows really what‟s happened 

but somebody else drives by the place where the crash was and will tell us 

if the patient was inside or outside the car. We just have to assume things 

of course. Sometimes, we know very well because somebody saw what 

happened, and the ambulance personnel take actually pictures on a mobile 

phone and can show us how the car crash was. Also, they can tell us the 

force of the accident because, depending on the force of the crash, we can 

suspect a bigger injury.” Dr. Sund 

 “Well, we had the case completely easy, a resection of a tumor where we 

had already taken out the tumor and we go very deep in the intestine. The 

tumor spread close to a vessel and one of my colleagues wanted to have a 

look a little bit deeper in that vessel. Then we had a hole in this big vessel, 

and immediately the blood comes out, filling up the stomach out. So we 

put pressure one it, to get time.” Dr. Sund 

 “Sometimes you can plan a lot but when you open up, you see the 

situation is such that you just have to deal with the fact.” Dr. Sund 

 “Yes… I mean… every time you get a bleeding, you have to modify the 

original plan because you didn‟t plan for the bleeding. There are always 

modifications. Let‟s say if you get a hole in the intestine, then you need to 

fix it…” Dr. Sund 

 “The capability of making quick decisions with sometimes little 

information (…)” Dr. Sund 

 “(...) you really realize you can‟t control everything but you have to 

control it.” Dr. Naredi 

 “(...) you realize there is a drop in blood pressure or a blood vessel is 

bleeding that you really don‟t know how to control it.” Dr. Naredi 

 “(...) we had never experienced anything like this before (...) So, this was 

one of the times where I just came into the situation I had even never 

imagined that it could happen (...)” Dr. Naredi 
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 “And you can‟t say that, because the situation is like this now at twelve 

o‟clock, that the situation will be the same at twelve fifteen, so you have 

constantly to reconsider.” Dr. Naredi 

 

Nature of 

the 

Environme

nt 

 “The mountain environment is composed by important heights, icy 

areas, and abrupt faces. Sometimes, there are objective dangers such 

as rocks falling, avalanches, or bad weather. So, all these elements 

compose the environment of mountain rescuing. Whatever event we 

have to face, we do not consider it slightly” Cap. Bozon 

 “(…) every intervention is different” Cap. Bozon 

 “So there are dangers, objectives dangers that we know and deal with: 

for instance falls of rocks or of seracs. Also, there are dangers linked 

to the weather: for instance thunder, storms, snow, sudden weather 

changes, or wind. So the mountain universe has its dangers and we 

try to know them.” Cap. Bozon 

 “each operation is different” M.Sgt. Marrou 

 “The environment is known because we evolve in the same 

environment. We know it will be on a cliff, on an icy area, etc…” 

S.Sgt. Klein 

 “(…) there were many parameters to manage.” S.Sgt. Klein 

 “Mountain is comparable to sea in the way they are living 

environments. It‟s always moving, depending on the weather in 

general, on the weather during a specific season ” S.Sgt. Klein 

 “Emergency situations are numerous.” Sgt. Armadeil 

 “(…) during a regular season, you will have to face between 5 and 20 

situations being out of the ordinary whereas you execute 80 rescues a 

year.” Sgt. Armadeil 

 “Making a rescue for a broken leg in a valley is manageable; making 

a rescue in a tricky part during winter when it is -15 or 20, with a 

changing weather, is another story.” Sgt. Armadeil 

 “It is difficult when you have to rescue someone not to go because 

there is a storm. Risks are inherent.” Sgt. Armadeil 

 “Very fast, you are confronted to face very difficult, technical, and 

hard areas to reach.” Sgt. Armadeil 

 “The anatomy of the body is not the same for every person.” Dr. Holmner 

 “If you‟re standing in front of a problem as a surgeon and you haven‟t 

read about it, you still have to solve it.” Dr. Holmner 

 “Actually, it‟s just a muscle. But it is very complex when you start 

looking into it. The heart has four valves which are very delicate 

structures.” Dr. Holmner 

 “Sometimes you run into problems you never see.” Dr. Holmner 

 “There are so many new situations which can come up.” Dr. Holmner 

 “So there are different features in your body that are above the others.” 

Dr. Sund 

 “(…) to me it‟s unique because it‟s the human body. When I was young I 

kept doing mechanics on the cars. But that‟s dead material. What is 

fascinating about the human body is that it‟s living. So, it‟s not only it 

should look nice but it needs to be functional. So living and fascinating.” 

Dr. Naredi 

 

Decision-

Making 

Processes 

Speed  “Already, we do not take off like crazies, we analyze. We have maps 

so that we quickly determine the exact nature of the relief and so on.” 

Cap. Bozon 

 “(…) when you are doing a rescue operation, decisions need to be 

made quickly. There are moments when I‟m not given three hours to 

 “I have rather many examples which are of that kind, situations that are 

rather stressful and that you have to solve in a quick way.” Dr. Holmner 

 “We had to stop the heart-lung machine and there was no circulation. 

Then you have to reconnect that very fast. Usually, you have to de-air the 

system before replugging it. But this must be done within 3 minutes or 
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think.” Cap. Bozon 

 “You need to think right without taking an inconsiderate time (…)” 

Cap. Bozon 

  “(…) we try to accelerate the rescue without putting in danger the 

victim.” M.Sgt. Marrou 

 “So let‟s say that we take from 10 to 15 seconds to think and then 

implement our decisions.” M.Sgt. Marrou 

 “We can make mistakes linked to methods but we deal with it right 

away (...)” Sgt. Armadeil 

 “(…) we have to realize quickly that the situation is not as easy to 

deal with as we originally thought.” S.Sgt. Klein 

 “It is very important to act quickly (…)” S.Sgt. Klein 

 “We know we need to be fast.” S.Sgt. Klein 

 “(…) a speed necessary to have to make the right decision as quick as 

possible and send the team on site as fast as possible.” Sgt. Armadeil 

 “(…) we put the pressure on ourselves to be as fast as possible.” Sgt. 

Armadeil 

 “At this moment, you have three seconds to react.” Sgt. Armadeil  

 

 

 

else the patient will get brain damages. So you have to act right away, you 

can‟t buy yourself time.” Dr. Holmner 

 “(…) we need to do something very quickly.” Dr. Holmner. 

 “For me, as a cardiac surgeon, when someone tells me the blood pressure 

is very low, the first thing I do is to feel the aorta to check the blood 

pressure.” Dr. Holmner 

 “This type of situation is not too common for us but has to be solved in 

seconds.” Dr. Holmner. 

 (…) If you have a problem and you don‟t know how to solve it, you can‟t 

stand there for 40 minutes and then solve it. It might be too long.” Dr. 

Holmner. 

 “(…) whether you‟re doing an operation and you can´t actually see what‟s 

happening. So, in the first case, you are in emergency and you get a 

patient who is seriously damaged but you can‟t see on the outside what‟s 

happened. Then, you have to, very quickly, try to stabilize the patient and 

try to locate the problem.” Dr. Sund 

 “You need to have a good patient understanding and to be able to take 

quick decisions (…)” Dr. Sund 

 “Well, if the patient comes in unstable, we can give him fluids, give him 

blood, in order to get a stable air breath, stable blood pressure, and get 

enough time to put him in radiology and locate the problem. Then, we will 

have time to make a plan to know how to fix it. But if we are doing all of 

that works, giving fluids, you know, blood, and the patient still crashes, 

we have to go to the OR, open up the patient to see what the problem is, 

without knowing in advance what we will find. And then, we make a plan 

for the surgery depending on whatever we find… because it could be 

multiple things, of course,  it could be a liver injury, a big vessel broken, 

so… it depends…” Dr. Sund   

 “The other situation is when something goes wrong during the operation, 

a severe bleeding for example. Then you are alone with your team and 

you have to decide. Of course, you have to stop the bleeding. So 

somehow, you put your finger in there or put something around the vessel 

that is bleeding. That gives you time to think. “Can I fix this myself? 

Should I call another surgeon to come and help me?” (…)Yeah. I buy 

myself time. I try to stabilize the situation so that I would have time to 

think, not to do anything without thinking.” Dr. Sund 

 “(…) we have a course that helps us to act quickly.” Dr. Sund 

 “very fast” Dr. Naredi 

 “I mean you can‟t put the ABC process because A and B were totally 

unnecessary to do and C had to be done quickly. So you should follow 
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patterns but the difference we make is that we decide how much time we 

should put into this or that thing.” Dr. Naredi 

Certainty 

of the 

Decision 

 “We know that one person jumped and got stuck. So we can suspect 

that the person is still alive.” Cap. Bozon 

 “Thanks to the alert, we have an idea about what we are going to 

find.” M.Sgt. Marrou 

 “We know that in certain situations, we can do that way.” M.Sgt. 

Marrou 

 “(…) the first person to deal with the alert is the gendarme who must 

figure out the exact location of the accident, the number of persons 

involved, the nature of the wounds, the weather conditions and so 

on.” Sgt. Armadeil 

 

 

 “The capability of making quick decisions with sometimes little 

information (…)” Dr. Sund 

 “Of course, sometimes, afterwards, you realize: “Oh! I should have done 

like that instead.” Dr. Holmner. 

 “If you‟re standing in front of a problem as a surgeon and you haven‟t 

read about it, you still have to solve it. You can always ask your 

colleagues.” Dr. Holmner. 

  “In trauma situations, it is always difficult if you have little information 

on what‟s happened and if the patient is very unstable.” Dr. Sund 

 “Of course, by analyzing and graduating information coming from the 

ambulance personnel and the police, we can know a little bit about what 

has happened: “Has the patient fallen? Has the patient been in a car 

crash?” So, that is a way we understand what the problem could be.” Dr. 

Sund 

 “Yes, time will tell. So I think that it is important to buy some time so that 

you can discuss, talk about the decision and then make it.” Dr. Sund 

 “Of course, and I think that it is actually what the tuff part about my 

profession is. It‟s not the fact that we work many hours or that we have to 

see a lot of blood. The tuff part is to have to live with the fact that you 

may take wrong decisions. But, I think most of us agree on the fact that 

you make the best decision according to your knowledge. Of course time 

will tell if it was the right choice. And in most of the cases, I would say 

that it is the correct decision even if sometimes it wasn‟t.” Dr. Sund 

 “We try to do of course as little as possible to fix a problem with the 

minimum of negative effects whatever the intervention we have to do. So 

you try to choose the intervention that causes the less harm for the 

patient.” Dr. Sund 

 “For example I had a woman that came in with a blood pocket in her 

intestine. She was dying. And when we opened up, her intestine was black 

and dying. Of course I knew from the literature that you cannot live with a 

too small intestine. But I tried to cut it and to fix this small rest of intestine 

because, you know, miracles happen. So I tried without being sure of the 

result but hopping for the best. We did our best but she died 2 weeks later. 

Others surgeons could make the decision to leave her to die.” Dr. Sund 

 “The capability of making quick decisions with sometimes little 

information; but also being able to think about the problem, and make the 

decision. It‟s also living with the fact that the decision can be wrong. But 

you still can live with the fact that for this situation you did the best you 
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could.” Dr. Sund 

 “You need to have a good patient understanding and to be able to take 

quick decisions and to live with the fact that you can take the wrong 

decision. That is not something that everybody can do. In surgery, it‟s 

very clear when you make a mistake. You see the result of the operation 

the next day. If there is a problem, it is only your fault and you have to 

deal with this fact. Wrong decisions are going to happen to everybody.” 

Dr. Sund 

 “I think… because you prioritize… well, mistake is like either you do it 

right or you do it wrong. The thing is: “Did you do it 100% right or 100% 

wrong?” And I can promise you that somebody else could have done it 

better. My role in this was 65%. Maybe, if this would have happened 

several times, I could come up to 75%. But the fact is that if we had not 

done this military thing, I think we would have done 35-30%. I was young 

and when you see a serious injured person, you want to help this person.” 

Dr. Naredi 

 “The key thing is still not to think about everything at the same time but 

rather to do the simplest thing or the easier thing. So you have to make the 

problem as narrow as possible. But then if that doesn‟t work, then you 

must come back and say: “Am I too narrow-sighted? What am I doing 

wrong here?” Then you do something else. I think for some people it 

comes more naturally.” Dr. Naredi 

 “We are never. But you survive even if we are only 60% right! But of 

course if we are 90% wrong, then it might be dangerous for the patient. It 

does not have to be the best solution. Most of them are in between. Very 

few of them will end up in a disaster. Almost everything we do will end 

up ok. So, we don‟t need the best solution. It‟s ok if we do anything on the 

right side.” Dr. Naredi 

 “There is always a solution. The thing is it can be a good solution or it can 

be a bad solution. But any solution is better than no solution.” Dr. Naredi 

 “One who could understand what the patient‟s problem is. It doesn‟t help 

if you replace or fix the wrong thing! So the good surgeon is one who 

understands really what the patient has, what‟s wrong with the patient. (...) 

But it doesn‟t help to be the best surgeon technically speaking if you 

always replace the wrong thing. So number one is to understand the 

patient.  ” Dr. Naredi 

Focus vs. 

Stress 

 “I decided first to call for back up knowing that I couldn‟t take care 

of all the victims by myself”. M.Sgt. Marrou 

 “(…) we made a quick check of every wounded in order to know then 

what the priorities were.” M.Sgt. Marrou 

  “(…) situations that are rather stressful and that you have to solve in a 

quick way.” Dr. Holmner. 

 “I must say I‟m rather happy about how I react myself in these situations. 

Usually, I don‟t get stressed. I get very focused” Dr. Holmner. 
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 “Especially, for instance if a victim is seriously wounded, she will be 

stressed so you need to be focused to help her and to be fast.” S.Sgt. 

Klein 

 “A good rescuer is not always the best mountaineer. It is the one who 

will able to stay focused in order to judge the situation, who will be 

able to take away the “bad stress”, and who will be able to manage a 

situation from A to Z.” S.Sgt. Klein 

 “Already, we do not take off like crazies, we analyze” Cap. Bozon 

  “People often are under a lot of stress when these types of events 

occur and they forget to precise certain elements which are of first 

importance for us.” S.Sgt. Klein 

 “First, this is someone who will remain lucid when facing events. 

You need to manage your stress because we are stressed when being 

on the field.” S.Sgt. Klein 

 “This part of stress, we need to master it, keeping the part which 

makes us realize the danger of the situation.” S.Sgt. Klein 

 “When it starts to be about avalanches, falls in crevasses, there is 

more stress because there is a real emergency.” Sgt. Armadeil 

 “The stress comes from preparing quickly, getting the right 

equipment.” Sgt. Armadeil 

 “(…) the capacity to remain calm, to take good decisions, to stand 

back for a few seconds before acting.” Sgt. Armadeil 

 

 “Well, let‟s say a very common thing which can happen during a coronary 

operation is that the blood pressure Dr.ops. Then you have to know why 

very fast so it‟s very good to think in a certain way and not to focus on 

one thing right away (…)You have to focus to get the reason of the drop 

in blood pressure.” Dr. Holmner. 

 “Sometimes we leave the less important problems to focus on the major 

ones to get the patient through the operation. So it‟s rather common you 

want to do this way but you can‟t.” Dr. Holmner. 

 “I think the most important thing when you come to face difficult situation 

is to keep your cool. I mean, you can‟t get mad and agitated because then 

you forget what you know. So you have to be focused and not stressed. I 

think that is priority number one.” Dr. Holmner. 

 “And of course, we try to work with this ATLS because in that way we 

don‟t miss anything. So, I don‟t think there is that much rules. During the 

short period of a trauma situation, when the patient comes in and we 

decide what we are going to do, I think it is better to stick to this scheme 

so you don‟t  start focusing on the wrong thing.” Dr. Sund  

 “It could be… the surgeons go into the room and the patient starts 

bleeding. Of course you should take care of the bleeding first. But 

indirectly, within a second, you have decided that A and B are not that 

important, they are ok. But you still have to think A and B before coming 

to C. What is A? A is airways. So in any emergency situation, you must 

make sure the patient doesn‟t stop breathing. Everybody in such a 

situation must check that there‟re free airways. B is breathing. This is 

more important than the blood that you might see around. So if I am in a 

surgical room and the anesthesiologist have things under control, it takes 

just one second, I know that this is OK. Then I come down to C. C is 

circulation, same as bleeding. The problem here is if there is too much 

blood loses or if there is a drop in blood pressure or something like that. 

So now I should deal with that and I don‟t take care of the other things 

which are like the neurological things – knowing if the patient can move, 

or something like that. So that is how a surgeon is thinking when he gets 

an emergency case. You don‟t think: “oh! I need to care about everything 

at the same time”.” Dr. Naredi 

 “You‟re trained to think very narrow.” Dr. Naredi 

 “So he prioritized and didn‟t work as a Dr.tor. And I remember how I 

went to some rooms and I saw that, the first 7 were dead and that we 

couldn‟t do anything. So we kept people out there so that they could work 

with the most seriously wounded.” Dr. Naredi 

 “(…) the key thing was actually to prioritize: “This is no use to put many 
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people here because we can‟t do anything; here we should put a lot of 

efforts; here it‟s enough, somebody should just sit with the patient and 

calm him down; here the patient is wounded but it would take 4 hours 

before something serious is happening.” Dr. Naredi 

 “The key thing is still not to think about everything at the same time but 

rather to do the simplest thing or the easier thing. So you have to make the 

problem as narrow as possible. But then if that doesn‟t work, then you 

must come back and say: “Am I too narrow-sighted? What am I doing 

wrong here?” Then you do something else. I think for some people it 

comes more naturally.” Dr. Naredi 

 “You need to think very structured. This situation the next time, you don‟t 

know if it‟s gonna be a big accident or if someone will jump from the 

window. How do you handle this? The thing is always to do one thing at 

time.” Dr. Naredi 

 “It‟s again to make the problem as small as possible.” Dr. Naredi 

 “I think in many situations we need to focus on what we do and not start 

doing 5 different things; (...) Keep it calm. It‟s like doing and reflecting at 

the same time. If you loose the situation, this is when it becomes 

dangerous because you cannot go back.” Dr. Naredi 

Collective 

Involvemen

t 

 “By doing this approach of the site, we determine a way of working 

between all of us.” Cap. Bozon 

 “(…) it is the team leader who decides on the way to operate. He 

especially discusses with the pilot who has his own constraints.” Cap. 

Bozon 

 “I had to agree with the pilot on the way to proceed as well as 

considering the dangerous nature of the site which could anytime 

make the person fall.” Cap. Bozon 

 “We always function with this debriefing mode and if we need 

complementary resources, we ask for them and the pilot brings them 

to us.” Cap. Bozon 

 “Every member involved in the operation did his job very well. This 

is the team work that made the situation easier.” M.Sgt. Marrou 

 “After, we are almost always working in teams so that we exchange 

opinions and ideas. So If I say an idea and the others agree, we go for 

it. Now, if another says: “No, look, if we do this way, maybe we can 

be quicker”. So it‟s a team thinking. No one thinks he is the chief: 

“You do what I say, period”. S.Sgt. Klein 

 “Together with the other rescuer, the pilot and his technician, we 

drew on the board a scheme to reach her. We, the rescuers, told the 

pilot what we wanted to do and he told us what he could do for us.” 

 “I think there are so many persons involved in a heart operation. There is 

the anesthesiologist, me as the surgeon, and then we have the perfusionist 

who runs the heart-lung machine.  So when this happens, communication 

is priority number one. You have to talk to everybody: “Anything wrong 

on your side? What‟s happening? Something is wrong, check it out.” Dr. 

Holmner 

 “These technical problems are very common. I think you have to have a 

certain system on how you work. First, you have to check if the reading is 

right or not. If yes, then you ask the anesthesiologist: “Have you given 

some medication?” You ask the other people: “Have you done 

something?” If nobody knows, then you have to start to solve the problem 

yourself.” Dr. Holmner 

 “You can always ask your colleagues.” Dr. Holmner 

 “Of course communication is important since it‟s a team work. Surgeons 

who work the least well are those who get angry and stress everybody out. 

I‟ve worked with such surgeons and usually, the problem is not fixed the 

right way or as fast as it should be.” Dr. Holmner 

 “It is the terms we use because there are many people around the patient. 

The surgeon leads the situation but you have also other people around the 

patient, different kind of nurses and it is important in this situation of 

trauma that everybody knows what I am thinking because I am leading 
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S.Sgt. Klein 

 “(…) we quickly need to decide what to do to hang her (…) we adapt 

and manage the emergency.” Sgt. Armadeil 

 “In any case, the decision-making process is a team work.” Sgt. 

Armadeil 

 

this situation so I need to use words that they understand.” Dr. Sund 

 “Well, sometimes, when we work alone at night and sometimes you want 

to get a second opinion from a colleague, then that happened to me. I 

wanted to be sure that I wasn‟t missing something. I had a patient who 

was electrocuted from this high electricity… train line… and he also fell 

on the railway. So it was both the trauma from falling and the 

electrocution. So there were a lot of possibilities of injuries, but he was 

stable and I had to decide what to do and to be sure I was missing nothing. 

Then, I had time to call my senior who was at home, and he said: “Just 

remember this thing” and it was a good thing because I probably wouldn‟t 

have remembered that thing because it‟s very unusual. So I would say that 

we always have the possibility to discuss in most cases.” Dr. Sund 

 “They always want to find a solution. And we can take a really bad 

solution. But we do not go home and cry. You took a bad solution but you 

decided something. If you can‟t make a decision, then you can‟t survive in 

this job because then you go home and you continue thinking. Then the 

next patient comes in and you have two things to think of. Then after two 

years, you are a mess. “Can I even decide anything?” Dr. Naredi 

 

 

 

 



Appendix 7: Collection of the examples 

Example 1 – “The Cheminée de Fée” – Captain Bozon 

“Sometimes, there are variations. For instance, once, I was confronted to a “cheminée de fée”. 

(…) A fée is a tower made out of soil, used by erosion and headed by a rock. It is a geological 

structure with a rock on top which prevents from eroding by the top. There are many of them in 

the Southern part of France. Anyway, a young person starts climbing on the structure whose base 

is quite enormous and not abrupt. And the more you climb, the more abrupt it gets. At one point, 

the person is unable both to go any higher and to climb back down. So once on site, I say to 

myself: “Damn, how are we going to be able to reach this young person”. I say to myself: “If I 

use the helicopter windlass to position myself at her height, I am going to be on him, I may push 

him and make him fall”. Also, due to the bad nature of the ground, I couldn‟t hang anywhere. 

Anyway, here, I have innovated in the way of working with the pilot and his helicopter. That is, 

close upstream from the tower, 3 or 4 meters away, there was a section. I took a rope and hung 

the person with it while being hung by the windlass. Then the pilot pulled me up on this section 

and I hung the rope around a tree. Then, I hung myself around this rope. At last, I came back 

down to rescue the person, being hung to a fixed place. 

This maneuver effectively was new, and I had to agree with the pilot on the way to proceed as 

well as considering the dangerous nature of the site which could anytime make the person fall.” 

Example 2 – “Dead or alive?” – Captain Bozon 

“Once we have done that, we go on site using the helicopter. The first thing we do, we locate the 

site. Once we have found the person, we see that she is not moving. Due to the location of the 

victim on the cliff, we are not able to reach her using the helicopter windlass. So what do we do? 

We check again the site and we decide that we are going to be dropped by the helicopter 80 

meters above. From there, we will reach the victim by our own means. By doing this approach of 

the site, we determine a way of working between all of us. 

Once we were on the cliff, we built a relay in order to be able to make a rescuer go down in 

emergency to the victim. Unfortunately, once with the victim, the rescuer realized that the victim 

was dead. 

At the moment, the emergency pattern is gone. So we decide to make a second rescuer go down 

at the victim‟s level to release her from her parachute and safely make her go down using the 

ropes and not the helicopter as we didn‟t want to add any more risk. 

Through this improvisation, you can see that we were constantly thinking, when the alert 

occurred, when we arrived on site, when we were on the cliff: “How many people should go 

down? What do we do if the victim is dead? What do we do if she‟s alive?” If the victim was 

dead, we would take her down using the ropes. If she had been alive, we would have privileged a 
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quick extraction using the helicopter windlass and with the help of the first rescuer who was with 

her.”  

Example 3 – “Not one but three” – Master Sergeant Marrou 

“I was originally going for a simple operation. It was a broken leg. The person had been hit by a 

rock falling. A group of persons who were walking by gave the alert. However, once on site, I 

realized that there was not only one wounded but actually two more among whom one was 

seriously injured. What happened is that, between the moment we received the alert and the 

moment we arrived on site, three other mountaineers were walking using the same path. They 

checked on the first wounded, talked to him, lay him down, and they kept going. About fifty 

meters further, a second rock fall occurred, killing one person and wounded a second. The third 

person was safe and sound. 

So once on site, you realize that it is not one victim but three now, very close from one another 

but independent. As a consequence, the situation is a bit “weird” because we haven‟t considered 

these new parameters. We need a little adaptation time. I think at this moment experience plays a 

major role. I was taken down from the helicopter with the doctor to check on the victims and 

asked for some back up.” 

 Ok, once you realize there are two more wounded, what is it you do first? Do you call for 

back up or do go down with the doctor to check on the victims? 

“As we could call for back up at any time, I decided first to call for back up knowing that I 

couldn‟t take care of all the victims by myself. Then we were taken down by the helicopter and 

we made a quick check of every wounded in order to know then what the priorities were. That is, 

one was seriously wounded, one was dead so it could wait, and one only had a broken leg. 

So let‟s say that we take from 10 to 15 seconds to think and then implement our decisions.” 

 Thus, in this example, you were surprised by the change in the initial situation but you 

were never lost or confused about the way to operate. You already knew how to face this 

sort of situations. 

“Yes, that‟s it. That is, it happened in a relative sound way. Every member involved in the 

operation did his job very well. This is the team work that made the situation easier.” 

 Have you known a situation in which, due to specific parameters (weather, position of the 

victim), you had to adapt the way to operate? 

“Yes. I did that in this particular case. There were rocks falling almost continuously. So we were 

working having this threat above our heads. 
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Then, for others operations, for instance on a icy cliff, where blocks can fall and we need to be 

under for a certain time, we try to accelerate the rescue without putting in danger the victim.” 

Example 4 – The Torrent – Master Sergeant Marrou 

“I made one operation. In that case, it was in order to pick up a body. However, this operation 

could have been implemented to rescue a living person. This person was stuck on a small island, 

partially covered by water in the middle of a torrent, and there was no way to stand closely or to 

release from the helicopter and exact the body. So, by talking to the team, we decided to do a 

“thing” I‟ve only done once and not since. I was hanging above the victim and I hung a rope to 

her. Then I came back up to the helicopter. We hung the rope to the windlass. At last, we 

extracted the person. Nowadays, this is something rather common but back then, it was really 

unusual to do this sort of things.” 

 How did the idea come up? Did it come up from a collective consultation? 

“Yes, that‟s it. I couldn‟t be released from the windlass because I could have been taken away by 

the torrent. Reversely, we couldn‟t let the person. So we figured that maybe, by attaching a rope 

to the victim and then to the windlass, we could extract her. 

Example 5 – The windlass – Master Sergeant Marrou 

“Another time, I used a specific technique to exact a victim who was stuck in a deep and narrow 

part of the mountain in which rocks were falling. As two persons couldn‟t be hung to the 

windlass and as I couldn‟t stay down because of the rocks, we decided with the pilot the 

following thing. I hung the victim to the helicopter using straps while I was still hanging to the 

windlass. Then the helicopter took us away down to a field. Once again, nowadays these 

procedures are common but back then, about 15 years ago, they weren‟t. So we did that on the 

moment because rocks were increasingly falling.” 

 The environment forced you to take this decision. 

“Yes. This decision put the equipment at the limit as the windlass wasn‟t originally made to 

carry two people.” 

Example 6 – Without emergency – Staff-Sergeant Klein     

“I have faced a situation in which I had to rescue a dead victim situated in a narrow path. We 

couldn´t go using the helicopter because it was really narrow. So we implemented a whole 

process. We had time because there was no emergency. Together with the other rescuer, the pilot 

and his technician, we Drew on the board a scheme to reach her. We, the rescuers, told the pilot 

what we wanted to do and he told us what he could do for us.” 

 Was it a way of proceeding you could have used if the victim was alive? 
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“If she had been alive, we would have done differently. I mean, we would have taken less time to 

think on a board. We would have tried to do it on the field, more quickly, probably by taking 

more risks because the person should have to be extracted. We would have adapted this “manip”. 

In the present case, it was more comfortable for us because the victim was dead. We were able to 

implement a way to proceed which minimized risks. The pilot had to enter this narrow path, grab 

a rope, flies out backwards. We had to make sure that the rope would stay straight. So there were 

many parameters to manage.” 

Example 7 – Seracs – Sergeant Armadeil  

“We went to extract bodies under snow coming from an avalanche and there were icy blocks 

above, likely to fall any minute. So we were obliged to work at the bottom of this icy part to 

extract the bodies. I needed 3 or 4 minutes to do the job once on the ground. So instead of being 

landed by the pilot of the helicopter and picked up after, which is the regular procedure, I asked 

him and he agreed to remain hung to the windlass by a special rope – a bumping rope. The pilot 

was looking at the blocks while I was operating and, in case a block would fall, he would pull up 

without warning me, the rope bumping the shock. This kind of adaption, we always do it. As the 

captain told you, we had to invent systems to extract people before we invented a pulley system 

which allows us now to extract them directly. Quick adaption is important but progress in 

procedures and technologies as well. This is part of the stress of this job. Indeed, during a regular 

season, you will have to face between 5 and 20 situations being out of the ordinary whereas you 

execute 80 rescues a year. 

Example 8 – Ski instructor – Sergeant Armadeil  

“I can give you another example. I had to rescue a ski instructor who decided to ski a new face. 

As he was skiing, a significant amount of snow fell, making a rocky part visible. The skier got 

stuck and couldn´t move at all as the path was very narrow. The helicopter couldn‟t fly over him 

because it would create too much wind and it had little fuel so that it could only stay up there for 

a couple of minutes – to gain weight and go higher faster, the helicopter tank is not filled up. So 

we quickly decided to be landed upstream and go down slowly toward him.” 

Example 9 – The heart-lung machine – Doctor Holmner 

“Some years ago, I was performing an operation that was supposed to be a regular coronary 

operation. But something happened before we started the heart-lung machine. The heart-lung 

machine is a machine that does all the circulation for the patient during the operation because we 

stop the heart. So the patient is totally dependent on that machine that is working. So we had a 

straight forward operation which started very nicely. We had connected the heart-lung machine. 

Everything was fine. But when we started out the machine, I noticed that the blood that is 

supposed to be red on one side and black or blue on the other one was actually blue on both 

sides. So I tell my perfusionist: “Something is wrong, you have to check what‟s wrong because 
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there is no oxygen in the blood”. First he tells me there‟s no problem. It will be red in 30 

seconds. 30 seconds went by and I say: “It‟s still blue blood here. Something is wrong”. Then he 

started to get a little bit worried about it. 30 seconds later, he was really worried because then he 

noticed the blood was not saturated. He did not know what was wrong.  

 Is the patient dead at this moment? 

“No, not really. The blood is still circulating but if it goes on for many minutes, the brain, the 

lungs won‟t get oxygen so it can hurt the patient really bad. When this happened, we were going 

on bypass so the heart was still beating. So, slowly, we went off bypass again so that the heart 

could make the blood circulate. Then we could stop the heart-lung machine and figure out what 

was wrong. This type of situation is not too common for us but has to be solved in seconds. In 

this case, the problem was coming from one of the carburetor which gives anesthetic gas to the 

patient. Since the patient is not breathing, we give gas directly through the machine. So the 

carburetor was not put on right so that the oxygen went out in the air. Actually, it took about 4 to 

5 minutes until they discovered that. We were lucky we hadn‟t stopped the heart. If we had, then 

we would have been in big trouble because the heart couldn‟t pump anything. So we could solve 

the problem with the heart pumping. Then we could start the heart-lung machine. 

I have rather many examples which are of that kind, situations that are rather stressful and that 

you have to solve in a quick way. If you don‟t solve it, it can be a big problem for the patient.” 

 When you face such a situation, is your first intention to solve the problem or is it first to 

regain control over it in order to give you some time to think? 

“I think there are so many persons involved in a heart operation. There is the 

anesthesiologist, me as the surgeon, and then we have the perfusionist who runs the heart-

lung machine.  So when this happens, communication is priority number one. You have to 

talk to everybody: “Anything wrong on your side? What‟s happening? Something is wrong, 

check it out. 

Usually, when these things happen, you have to act right away. You can‟t buy yourself time. 

Another thing that has happened to me a couple of times is that one of the canullas which go 

into the heart-lung machine just popped out during the operation. Blood was going all over 

the place. We had to stop the heart-lung machine and there was no circulation. Then you 

have to reconnect that very fast. Usually, you have to de-air the system before replugging it. 

But this must be done within 3 minutes or else the patient will get brain damages. So you 

have to act right away, you can‟t buy yourself time.” 
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Example 10 – Tumor – Doctor Sund 

“Well, we had the case completely easy, a resection of a tumor where we had already taken 

out the tumor and we go very deep in the intestine. The tumor spread close to a vessel and 

one of my colleagues wanted to have a look a little bit deeper in that vessel. Then we had a 

hole in this big vessel, and immediately the blood comes out, filling up the stomach out. So 

we put pressure one it, to get time. We called a vascular surgeon and he fixed it… So, Drama 

over. “  

 So when the bleeding occurs you put your hand on. 

“Yes, and we have also this little instrument with which you can clamp the vessel to stop the 

bleeding. When it is a small vessel that is not vital, you can cut it like this. But if it is a big 

vessel, you can‟t just cut it, so you have to fix it by suturing.” 

 So the vascular surgeon came like two minutes after? 

“Yes, may be it took five minutes, but it was very easy because he was not away from us.” 

 And when he comes in, what does he do? 

“He comes, looks and says: “Well, it doesn‟t look too bad!” and he put his vascular instruments 

around and made a couple of sutures and fixed it. It looked actually very easy but it was easy for 

him because he does it all the time. And we assumed that even if it wasn‟t that big, it was better 

during the day time to have a better expertise around. If we had been alone during the night, we 

could have put the vascular instruments by ourselves and looked at the hole more carefully 

because we have this instrument that can stop temporally the bleeding.” 

Example 11 – Intestine – Doctor Sund 

“For example I had a woman that came in with a blood pocket in her intestine. She was dying. 

And when we opened up, her intestine was black and dying. Of course I knew from the literature 

that you cannot live with a too small intestine. But I tried to cut it and to fix this small rest of 

intestine because, you know, miracles happen. So I tried without being sure of the result but 

hopping for the best. We did our best but she died 2 weeks later. Others surgeons could make the 

decision to leave her to die.” 

Example 12 – Crisis in Götenberg – Doctor Naredi 

“A complete different example of emergency situation where you really realize you can‟t control 

everything but you have to control it. This was in late 80‟s or early 90‟s, in Götenberg when I 

worked there. There was a tram accident, with around 100 serious wounded. The tram came 

down the hill and just ran into people and cars I think. So, all of the sudden, we heard there were 

a number of dead and wounded that were coming to the hospital. And back then, we were not 
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really trained as we are today to this kind of situations. The guy being on call, the senior surgeon 

was doing a surgery with me. He wanted to continue so he asked me: “Peter, could you go 

down?” because he didn‟t realize it either. I came down. I was with another surgeon of my age 

with whom I had done my military service just a few months before. There, these things were 

taught. So he went out to the emergency door and I was walking around the emergency room 

instead, where people are coming. An ambulance just came and like 5, 10, 15. So within 30 

minutes, I think we had 60-70 patients. This was like… we had never experienced anything like 

this before! But it was exactly how we had been trained in the military.  

(...) Every doctor because it was supposed that when a doctor came out in the situation with 

wounded, he should be in charge of the team work there. So, this was one of the times where I 

just came into the situation I had even never imagined that it could happen. And the amazing 

thing was that, Thomas, who was standing at the door, did exactly what he had been taught: 

“That patient is too seriously wounded, take him that way. This one is in a lot of pain but there is 

something we can do, take him the other way.” So he prioritized and didn‟t work as a doctor. 

And I remember how I went to some rooms and I saw that, the first 7 were dead and that we 

couldn‟t do anything. So we kept people out there so that they could work with the most 

seriously wounded.  

So this is not like stopping a bleeding. But it just shows that again, we were taught how to do it; 

and when we came in that situation, it is not like we were improvising. 

(...) My key role, although I was as surgeon, was not to take care of the diseases but it was 

actually to decide. So the two first persons, Thomas and I should decide whether we should do 

anything at all. I mean, if I have 15 seconds and see this patient is dead, we shouldn‟t have 5 

people coming on this case because they are needed somewhere else. So the key thing was 

actually to prioritize: “This is no use to put many people here because we can‟t do anything; here 

we should put a lot of efforts; here it‟s enough, somebody should just sit with the patient and 

calm him down; here the patient is wounded but it would take 4 hours before something serious 

is happening”. The key thing is that you get this leadership. “ 

 How did you decide to do that? It came from your military service. But was it natural? 

Or did you talk together to say: “Ok, now we have to…”? 

“No, he was on call at the emergency unit. Usually there are always two surgeons, a young one 

and an older one that helps to make good decisions. The plan is always the same. The older one 

should be notified and is in charge whenever he or she comes there. Until then it is the younger 

one. So therefore, when I was to go down instead of my senior, we knew that we were in charge. 

Then, 30 min later here comes another one and said: “Ok, now I can take over”. In this case, you 

should be responsible... you should be responsible for other things… (...)” 
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 So, would you say that as the situation went along, you had to adapt? Were you 

constantly relying on what you knew and adapting to the situation? 

“Yes, exactly. I mean you can‟t put the ABC process because A and B were totally unnecessary 

to do and C had to be done quickly. So you should follow patterns but the difference we make is 

that we decide how much time we should put into this or that thing. And you can‟t say that, 

because the situation is like this now at twelve o‟clock, that the situation will be the same at 

twelve fifteen, so you have constantly to reconsider.” 

 I guess you had to act a way you had never done before. 

“Yes, I will never do it again, I don‟t think we will have again something like that. I mean, 80-90 

people… you don‟t have large accidents in Sweden, maximum 5 or 8 people at the same time.” 

 At first, did you have enough surgeons?  

“Yeah because this was in the morning and everybody was starting to operate. So it was 

unbelievable because they could stop operating. Also, this was the largest hospital of 

Scandinavia so we had quite a few doctors.” 

 Did you have any special wound? 

“All kinds but the thing was that I didn‟t take care of the wounds because I was so much on the 

front line. My role was to separate. But as soon as the separation was done, each team took care 

of one patient. The thing is of course that if you don‟t have a serious ABC, if you can breathe, if 

you don‟t bleed, if you can move you arms and legs, you‟re just in shock and you might have 

like a broken leg or something like that. So one person can stay with you for a couple of hours, 

maybe a relative. But if one is in serious pain, then you can take of the patient in surgery and it is 

five people that will take care of one patient.” 

 During this situation make you do mistakes? 

“I think… because you prioritize… well, mistake is like either you do it right or you do it wrong. 

The thing is: “Did you do it 100% right or 100% wrong?” And I can promise you that somebody 

else could have done it better. My role in this was 65%. Maybe, if this would have happened 

several times, I could come up to 75%. But the fact is that if we had not done this military thing, 

I think we would have done 35-30%. I was young and when you see a serious injured person, 

you want to help this person. The key thing here was that we taught that it is not our function.” 

 This way of working went quite naturally. 
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Yes because we were trained before, a couple of months before. But today, it is natural for most 

surgeons because we have learnt it. But to me, this was more a catastrophe than an individual 

patient.” 
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Appendix 8: Profile of the examples 

Example 1 – The Cheminée de Fée – Captain Bozon  

Environment 

Time pressure 

High = Limited time linked to the 

localization of the climber + 

possibilities to fall + helicopter fuel 

Uncertainty 

High = Totally new situation + 

uncertainty about when the climber 

could fall 

Novelty of the situation 
Completely novel, case of a 

“cheminée de fée” 

Reaction 

Level of creativity 
High = Creation of a new way to 

rescue 

Fusion of thinking/acting Action just after being on site 

Use of capabilities and procedures  

No procedures Creation of a new 

way to rescue using available 

materials (tree) 

Example 2 – “Dead or alive?” – Captain Bozon 

Environment 

Time pressure 

High = Limited time because the 

victim cannot move + victim 

location + helicopter fuel 

Uncertainty Medium = Unknown state of the victim   

Novelty of the situation 

Medium = Situation already faced 

but the site is new. Uncertainty 

about the conditions of the victim 

Reaction 

Level of creativity 

Medium = Instead of using the 

windlass, they reach the victim by 

their own means 

Fusion of thinking/acting Action just after being on site 

Use of capabilities and procedures 

Existing procedures but they needed 

to adapt to the site: build a windlass 

system on the platform. Utilization 

of the capabilities by another way 
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Example 3 – “Not one but three!” Master Sergeant Marrou 

Environment 

Time pressure 

Very High = Limited time because 

of  the condition of the victim + 

rocks were falling continuously + 

helicopter fuel 

Uncertainty Medium = rock falling unpredictably 

Novelty of the situation 

Medium = Situation already faced 

but the conditions are new – rocks 

falling 

Reaction 

Level of creativity 
Low = No new way to act but 

prioritizing and accelerating actions 

Fusion of thinking/acting 
Action on site + acceleration of 

actions 

Use of capabilities and procedures 

Existing procedures but victim 

prioritization.  Reutilization of the 

capabilities prioritizing the actions. 

Example 4 – The torrent – Master Sergeant Marrou 

Environment 

Time pressure 

No = dead victim but this operation 

could have been implemented to 

rescue a living person 

Uncertainty 
Medium = New site + extraction 

conditions 

Novelty of the situation 
High due to the localization of the 

victim – small island in a torrent 

Reaction 

Level of creativity 
High = Creation of a new way to 

pick up the body 

Fusion of thinking/acting Action on site 

Use of capabilities and procedures 

No procedure  new capabilities 

implemented for both the pilot and 

the rescuer 
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Example 5 – The windlass – Master Sergeant Marrou 

Environment 

Time pressure 
Very High = Rocks were falling 

continuously + helicopter fuel 

Uncertainty 

Medium/High = New situation + 

extraction conditions + rocks falling 

anytime 

Novelty of the situation 
Medium/High = Victim localization 

+ rock conditions 

Reaction 

Level of creativity 

Medium/High = Utilization of the 

windlass by a new way to pick up 

the victim 

Fusion of thinking/acting Action on site 

Use of capabilities and procedures 

Limited procedures  utilization of 

existing capabilities in another way 

using limited equipment (windlass) 

Example 6 – The narrow path – Staff-Sergeant Klein     

Environment 

Time pressure No = Dead victim 

Uncertainty 
Low = New site + accessibility with 

the helicopter 

Novelty of the situation 
Medium = Localization of the 

victim 

Reaction 

Level of creativity 
Medium = Adaptation of an existing 

way to pick up the victim 

Fusion of thinking/acting Action planned 

Use of capabilities and procedures 
Utilization of existing capabilities in 

another way to fit the site 
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Example 7 – Seracs – Sergeant Armadeil  

Environment 

Time pressure 

Very High =  Dead victims but 

emergency coming from the 

situation of the rescuer  

Uncertainty 

High = Totally new situation + 

seracs falling unpredictably + 

unknown reaction of the bumping 

rope in this case 

Novelty of the situation High = Victim localization 

Reaction 

Level of creativity 

High = Creation of a new  way to 

pick up the victim due to non 

existing procedure 

Fusion of thinking/acting Action on site 

Use of capabilities and procedures 

Limits of the regular procedures and 

equipment  Creation of a new 

capabilities 

Example 8 – Ski instructor – Sergeant Armadeil  

Environment 

Time pressure 
High = Incapacity of the ski 

instructor to move + helicopter fuel 

Uncertainty 
Medium = New and difficult site + 

unknown reaction of the skier 

Novelty of the situation Medium = Victim location  

Reaction 

Level of creativity 
Medium = Adaptation of the 

situation by being landed upstream 

Fusion of thinking/acting Action on site 

Use of capabilities and procedures 

Utilization of existing capabilities in 

another way to fit the site and the 

time conditions (fuel) 
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Example 9 – The heart-lung machine – Doctor Holmner 

Environment 

Time pressure 
Very High =  Possible brain 

damages 

Uncertainty 

Medium = The perfusionist in 

charge of the machine has no idea 

about the cause but technical 

problems are common 

Novelty of the situation 
Medium = Uncommon situation but 

technical problems are common 

Reaction 

Level of creativity 

Low = the perfusionist has to check 

on the machine to discover what‟s 

happened. 

Fusion of thinking/acting Action in 4 minutes 

Use of capabilities and procedures Reutilization of existing capabilities  

Example 10 – Tumor – Doctor Sund  

Environment 

Time pressure 
Very High =  Time limited because 

of an important bleeding 

Uncertainty 
Medium = The evolution of the 

bleeding is unpredictable 

Novelty of the situation 
Medium = Bleedings are usual but 

here all the stomach bathed in blood 

Reaction 

Level of creativity Low = Intervention of an expert 

Fusion of thinking/acting Action in 5 minutes 

Use of capabilities and procedures 

Reutilization of existing capabilities 

and procedures to manage the 

bleeding (pressure) and utilization 

of existing capabilities by the 

vascular surgeon 
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Example 11 – Intestine – Doctor Sund 

Environment 

Time pressure Very High =  The patient is dying 

Uncertainty 
Medium = Unpredictable reaction of 

the body  but likely to fail 

Novelty of the situation Low = Situation known  

Reaction 

Level of creativity 
Low = The intestine is fixed in spite 

of its state 

Fusion of thinking/acting Action on the operation table 

Use of capabilities and procedures 
Utilization of existing capabilities to 

fix the intestine despite its state. 

Example 12 – Crisis in Götenberg – Doctor Naredi 

Environment 

Time pressure 

Very High = Managing many 

patients all coming at the same time 

without knowing their conditions 

Uncertainty 
Very High = Patients´ condition + 

no procedures  

Novelty of the situation 
High = Situation faced for the first 

time 

Reaction 

Level of creativity 

High – for a public hospital = 

prioritizing patients, creation of a 

new organization to welcome the 

patients  

Fusion of thinking/acting Decision/action within seconds 

Use of capabilities and procedures 

Utilization of existing capabilities 

and procedures from the military 

services but modified to a public 

hospital. These capabilities are new 

for the public hospital. 
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Interview 1: Captain Bozon, PGHM of Briançon 

The purpose of our research is to study how individuals react and manage crisis situations when they occur. We are especially interested 

in the decision-making processes, what you do, in what order, and why. 

To start, we will tell you what we mean when determining what a crisis situation is. A crisis situation regroups three elements. First, it is 

a situation which is constrained to the pressure of time. Second, it is a situation within which the level of uncertainty is relatively high – 

lack of information, lack of time to analyze it and so on. Third, it is an unstable situation provoked by a triggering event. 

 Can you start by presenting your profession, the way you are organized; and what roles, positions, you have occupied and 

currently occupy? 

My name is Captain Boson. I have been working for the PGHM force for 28 years now. I have passed every military rank. I have been ski 

instructor. I have worked at different PGHM sites. I have formed gendarmes to be rescuers. 

First, we are the PGHM (Peloton de Gendarmerie de Haute Montagne) of Briançon. There are 20 PGHM units in France, including Corsica 

and the Reunion Island. We represent a security and rescue force which deals with accidents occurring in mountains (medium and high). 

We lead rescue operations. The PGHM forces were implemented in 1958, after an important event which took place in the Alps. Since this 

moment on, PGHM forces have been continuously improving in terms of equipments, formations, trainings, experiences, and “memory of 

accidents”. Today, the system is really optimized. 

How do we manage a crisis? 

We do not called the situations we deal with crises but rather rescue situations. For me, I see a crisis when the operation is important in 

terms of the number of people to rescue and the number of resources that are implemented. But we don‟t call regular rescue operations 

crises. For us, it‟s daily operations. 

So for daily operations, it is not a crisis situation. However, a rescue operation is not minor, insignificant. The mountain environment is 

composed by important heights, icy areas, and abrupt faces. Sometimes, there are objective dangers such as rocks falling, avalanches, or bad 

weather. So, all these elements compose the environment of mountain rescuing. Whatever event we have to face, we do not consider it 

slightly. For instance, the use of a helicopter, especially in mountains, does not allow any mistake. We apprehend every case the same way, 

with caution, by relying on our trainings and formations (guiding, skiing diplomas, rescue and medical formations, or law formations). 

These formations and trainings allow us to analyze a very significant amount of cases. Thus, here, at the PGHM, every month, we train to 

rescue, by simulating accidents as close from reality as possible. Indeed, we deploy all the equipment we have and coordinate with other 

forces (doctors at first). 

So when a case presents itself, we are prepared. We have schemes that we rely on to face the situations.    

Now, it is right that every intervention is different. For a regular operation, there are usually two gendarmes, one being in charge, one 

doctor, and the pilot of the helicopter. When we approach a site, the first thing we do is turn around with the helicopter in order to determine 

with the pilot of the helicopter the way we are going to operate. We never start a rescue without thinking a few minutes first, in the 

helicopter, or even before taking off at the base, considering the elements that we have. As soon as we get the alert, we try to know what we 

will have to face. We usually already know the place. Then, if the intervention is led by two gendarmes and one doctor, the gendarme in 

charge, the most experimented, the most graduated, will determine the way to operate. 

Now, if I take the case of a major event, an avalanche for instance, or of a hiking team in difficulty on a face, for which many people are 

needed, I, as the commandant of rescue operations, go on site to coordinate my teams. It is me who‟s going to decide who do what and 

when. I do this not “in my bubble”, but rather by exchanging with my team leaders and my teams.  

 Ok, now, could you tell us about one example in particular which could exemplify everything that you have just told us? 

I have one where I was on site. It was a simple operation, not a crisis one. We are called to go to the Vercors, reinforcing the PGHM of 

Grenoble, in order to rescue a best jumper who jumped from a cliff but didn‟t land on the ground. He got stuck with his parachute onto the 

cliff. 

First moment of the operation, the alert. We know that it is on a vertical face. We know that one person jumped and got stuck. So we can 

suspect that the person is still alive. Automatically, a doctor is requested. We intervene on a vertical cliff, so there are rocks. We need all the 
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necessary equipment (windlasses, drillers, ropes, perches). Already, we do not take off like crazies, we analyze. We have maps so that we 

quickly determine the exact nature of the relief and so on. 

Once we have done that, we go on site using the helicopter. The first thing we do, we locate the site. Once we have found the person, we see 

that she is not moving. Due to the location of the victim on the cliff, we are not able to reach her using the helicopter windlass. So what do 

we do? We check again the site and we decide that we are going to be dropped by the helicopter 80 meters above. From there, we will reach 

the victim by our own means. By doing this approach of the site, we determine a way of working between all of us. 

Once we were on the cliff, we built a relay in order to be able to make a rescuer go down in emergency to the victim. Unfortunately, once 

with the victim, the rescuer realized that the victim was dead. 

At the moment, the emergency pattern is gone. So we decide to make a second rescuer go down at the victim‟s level to release her from her 

parachute and safely make her go down using the ropes and not the helicopter as we didn‟t want to add any more risk. 

Through this improvisation, you can see that we were constantly thinking, when the alert occurred, when we arrived on site, when we were 

on the cliff: “How many people should go down? What do we do if the victim is dead? What do we do if she‟s alive?” If the victim was 

dead, we would take her down using the ropes. If she had been alive, we would have privileged a quick extraction using the helicopter 

windlass and with the help of the first rescuer who was with her.  

So we already have different scenarios in our mind. 

 So, if we understand well, all along the operation, you discuss with your team and at end, it is you who take the final decision. 

Yes in that case. Otherwise, it is the team leader who decides on the way to operate. He especially discusses with the pilot who has his own 

constraints. 

 Ok. Now, we would like to come back on the example for an instant. At one moment, when you where dropped onto the cliff, you 

said that you built a windlass relay. Was it something that you are used to doing? 

Yes, totally, it is part of the formations. Knowing that we were to face a cliff, we had 200 meters of rope, one driller, one windlass, just in 

case. 

 Has it ever happened to you to arrive on site and realize that you do not have all the necessary equipment to execute the rescue? 

Yes, it happens. In case we forgot equipment or we need complementary equipment, we ask the pilot of the helicopter to go back to the base 

and bring it back to us. We are constantly in relation with the unit base. When we are on site, we do a debriefing of the situation and we say 

for instance: “I am facing the fall of a person within a crevasse and I need one more person because we cannot operate otherwise”. We 

always function with this debriefing mode and if we need complementary resources, we ask for them and the pilot brings them to us. 

Especially before, the helicopters we had did not allow us to bring everything we needed. We sometimes had to make choices between team 

members and equipment. So there were operations that required making several trips. 

 Ok. Would it happen that you put together, adapt, or modify the use of the equipment to deal with certain situations? 

Ok. Here it is related to history. As I told you, the PGHM forces were created in 1958. In the first years, there was no specific equipment. 

So, using the learning given by the accidents, generations of gendarmes have created equipments. It was do-it-yourself inventions. We 

created perches, shafts that can be windlassed to the helicopter. We‟ve developed prototypes we made ourselves or we had made by 

companies. I‟d say we are constantly searching for maximum efficiency, using learning given by experiences and difficulties faced on the 

field. So it is possible that we develop new equipment. It is also possible that we have to do, when on site, with what we have at hand 

because we are facing a novel situation. I have 30 years of experience. I have seen equipment evolutions. But, it is right to say that, when on 

site, we are obliged to innovate. In such cases, it is the gendarme‟s ingenuity that will make the difference. 

 During your career, did it ever happen that you had to innovate in order to face the situation? 

I do not have any example in mind. If you want, we have global schemes of rescues so that we do not really invent new techniques. 

Sometimes, there are variations. For instance, once, I was confronted to a “cheminée de fée”. Do you see what it is? 

 No, not really. 

A fée is a tower made out of soil, used by erosion and headed by a rock. It is a geological structure with a rock on top which prevents from 

eroding by the top. There are many of them in the Southern part of France. Anyway, a young person starts climbing on the structure whose 
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base is quite enormous and not abrupt. And the more you climb, the more abrupt it gets. At one point, the person is unable both to go any 

higher and to climb back down. So once on site, I say to myself: “Damn, how are we going to be able to reach this young person”. I say to 

myself: “If I use the helicopter windlass to position myself at her height, I am going to be on him, I may push him and make him fall”. Also, 

due to the bad nature of the ground, I couldn‟t hang anywhere. 

Anyway, here, I have innovated in the way of working with the pilot and his helicopter. That is, close upstream from the tower, 3 or 4 

meters away, there was a section. I took a rope and hung the person with it while being hung by the windlass. Then the pilot pulled me up 

on this section and I hung the rope around a tree. Then, I hung myself around this rope. At last, I come back down to rescue the person, 

being hung to a fixed place. 

This maneuver effectively was new, and I had to agree with the pilot on the way to proceed as well as considering the dangerous nature of 

the site which could anytime make the person fall. 

 Two last questions. The first one concerns how you perceive the environment of high mountains. The second one regards the 

qualities which make, in your opinion, a good mountain gendarme. 

First, I would say that I work within a spectrum of activities. In the mountains, you have low-altitude environments; you have different 

heights of cliffs. Then you have the mountain with goes up to 2000-2500 meters. And then, above, you have the high mountain, that is 

3000-3500-4000 meters. Each compartments, each floor of this mountain, has its own specificities. Low  mountain will be constituted by 

forests. Medium mountains will have a rocky part. After you have the high mountains constituted by icy, rocky, and snowed parts. 

So there are dangers, objectives dangers that we know and deal with: for instance falls of rocks or of seracs. Also, there are dangers linked 

to the weather: for instance thunder, storms, snow, sudden weather changes, or wind. So the mountain universe has its dangers and we try to 

know them. Formations help to know these dangers. It also helps to take decisions about the right way to act, the right equipment to take. So 

I would say that we do not evolve in this field blindly. We are all mountain professionals. Sometimes, we even put ourselves at risks. 

Thanks to our formation, we try to deal, measure, and limit the risks linked to high mountains. We also try to know as many sites as 

possible in order to be able to go more safely and effectively, even when the weather is bad. 

However, it is true that we do not master everything. I have teammates who died. Sometimes, we also make mistakes; we put ourselves at 

risk because people need to be rescued. 

And to be a good mountain gendarme, you first need to be a good mountaineer. You need to be motivated, to get the required diplomas 

(guiding, rescuing, medical, skiing, and law). You need to like this, to like the mountain universe. You need to be resourceful, robust, and 

some kind of clever when it comes to taking good decisions because sometimes, when you are doing a rescue operation, decisions need to 

be made quickly. There are moments when I‟m not given three hours to think. You need to think right without taking an inconsiderate time 

because, at the end, it is someone‟s life that is at stake. 

 So we understand that formations and trainings are central to be able to act as efficiently as possible on the field. 

Exactly, we, at the division, have trainings twice a month. We perpetually go on site in order to be ready physically and technically. 

 Very well. We would like to thank you for your precious time. We will use this information to continue our research. Would you 

agree to be cited in the report?  

Yes, I give you the authorization to report my name as well as the one of my team. Good bye and have a nice day. 

 

 Thank you. Bye. 
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Interview 2: Master Sergeant Marrou, PGHM of Briançon 

The purpose of our research is to study how individuals react and manage crisis situations when they occur. We are especially interested 

in the decision-making processes, what you do, in what order, and why. 

To start, we will tell you what we mean when determining what a crisis situation is. A crisis situation regroups three elements. First, it is 

a situation which is constrained to the pressure of time. Second, it is a situation within which the level of uncertainty is relatively high – 

lack of information, lack of time to analyze it and so on. Third, it is an unstable situation provoked by a triggering event. 

 Can you start by presenting your profession; and what role, position, you have occupied and occupy currently? 

I‟ve been involved in mountain rescue since 1983 so I have 27 years of experience. I always wanted to be a member of a PGHM force what 

I was able to after 7 years of gendarmerie and having passed the necessary diplomas. I have always worked for the PGHM of Briançon. 

Thanks to experience, you become team leader what I am for 5 or 6 years now. 

 What is the standard procedure when you receive a call at the base to make an intervention? 

Well, here at the base, there is a phoning permanence, what we call the “plancton”, and which collects information such as the place and the 

nature of the accident. I would say that 9 times out of ten, we know what the problem is, where the victim is, and we are able to go on site 

using the helicopter. Now, for more complex operations, for instance if it is the night, the “plankton” team calls the PGHM chef of 

operations. At this moment we decide what can be done, what must be done, and what we are going to do. 

 So you always think, even a very little time what you are going to do and how you are to do it. 

Yes. For instance, if the weather is bad, it is better that we take a step back to take the time to analyze the situation rather than going on site 

right away and realize we need to reconsider the elements. Also, there are operations which seem to be simple and once on site, the team 

tells us at the base that it is actually a bit more complex. At this moment, we implement additional resources and staff. Usually, these 

decisions are made by the chief of operations. 

 Can you describe an example of an operation, simple or more complex, in which you were on site? Can you please start from the 

moment you receive the alert? 

Yes. I was originally going for a simple operation. It was a broken leg. The person had been hit by a rock falling. A group of persons who 

were walking by gave the alert. However, once on site, I realized that there was not only one wounded but actually two more among whom 

one was seriously injured. What happened is that, between the moment we received the alert and the moment we arrived on site, three other 

mountaineers were walking using the same path. They checked on the first wounded, talked to him, lay him down, and they kept going. 

About fifty meters further, a second rock fall occurred, killing one person and wounded a second. The third person was safe and sound. 

So once on site, you realize that it is not one victim but three now, very close from one another but independent. As a consequence, the 

situation is a bit “weird” because we haven‟t considered these new parameters. We need a little adaptation time. I think at this moment 

experience plays a major role. I was taken down from the helicopter with the doctor to check on the victims and asked for some back up. 

 Ok, once you realize there are two more wounded, what is it you do first? Do you call for back up or do go down with the doctor to 

check on the victims? 

As we could call for back up at any time, I decided first to call for back up knowing that I couldn‟t take care of all the victims by myself. 

Then we were taken down by the helicopter and we made a quick check of every wounded in order to know then what the priorities were. 

That is, one was seriously wounded, one was dead so it could wait, and one only had a broken leg. 

So let‟s say that we take from 10 to 15 seconds to think and then implement our decisions. 

 Thus, in this example, you were surprised by the change in the initial situation but you were never lost or confused about the way 

to operate. You already knew how to face this sort of situations. 

Yes, that‟s it. That is, it happened in a relative sound way. Every member involved in the operation did his job very well. This is the team 

work that made the situation easier. 

 Have you known a situation in which, due to specific parameters (weather, position of the victim), you had to adapt the way to 

operate? 
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Yes. I did that in this particular case. There were rocks falling almost continuously. So we were working having this threat above our heads. 

Then, for others operations, for instance on a icy cliff, where blocks can fall and we need to be under for a certain time, we try to accelerate 

the rescue without putting in danger the victim. 

 During operations, does it happen to you to adapt plans as the environment changes? 

Yes, yes. Thanks to the alert, we have an idea about what we are going to find. So we make plans about the way we will have to operate. 

Sometimes it is right, sometimes easier, and some other times, it is more difficult. In a way, that is what makes this job “spicy”. Even 

though we know we go on site to rescue wounded, each operation is different. For instance, when the wind is not blowing, things are easier. 

 We would like to know if, during a past intervention, you found yourself in a situation which, despite all the experiences and 

trainings you have, you had no procedure to rely on. I am going to give you an example Captain Bozon gave to us yesterday. He 

told us about an intervention he executed some years ago during which a mountaineer got stuck onto a “cheminée de fée”. Neither 

could he climb up or down. In this specific case, regular procedures would not work. Thus, he invented a new way to approach the 

person, notably by hanging a rope to tree situated on a platform close upstream. It was the first time he was facing such a situation 

and was without any help from any manual. Thus, did such a situation already happen to you? 

Yes. I made one operation. In that case, it was in order to pick up a body. However, this operation could have been implemented to rescue a 

living person. This person was stuck on a small island, partially covered by water in the middle of a torrent, and there was no way to stand 

closely or to release from the helicopter and exact the body. So, by talking to the team, we decided to do a “thing” I‟ve only done once and 

not since. I was hanging above the victim and I hung a rope to her. Then I came back up to the helicopter. We hung the rope to the windlass. 

At last, we extracted the person. Nowadays, this is something rather common but back then, it was really unusual to do this sort of things. 

 How did the idea come up? Did it come up from a collective consultation? 

Yes, that‟s it. I couldn‟t be released from the windlass because I could have been taken away by the torrent. Reversely, we couldn‟t let the 

person. So we figured that maybe, by attaching a rope to the victim and then to the windlass, we could extract her. 

Another time, I used a specific technique to exact a victim who was stuck in a deep and narrow part of the mountain in which rocks were 

falling. As two persons couldn‟t be hung to the windlass and as I couldn‟t stay down because of the rocks, we decided with the pilot the 

following thing. I hung the victim to the helicopter using straps while I was still hanging to the windlass. Then the helicopter took us away 

down to a field. Once again, nowadays these procedures are common but back then, about 15 years ago, they weren‟t. So we did that on the 

moment because rocks were increasingly falling.  

 The environment forced you to take this decision. 

Yes. This decision put the equipment at the limit as the windlass wasn‟t originally made to carry two people. 

 Alright. We would have two last questions. First, could you tell us, in your opinion, how you consider the mountain environment, 

in terms of dangers, risks? 

That is not a question easy to answer. 

 Is it totally uncertain, partly uncertain; and do you have to deal with? 

Thanks to years of experience, you manage to know it a bit but there always is a part of uncertainty and unknown. You have to deal with it; 

you have to combine what you know about it with what can happen. We have references. We know that in certain situations, we can do that 

way. Also, sometimes, we anticipate that an avalanche could start there and it doesn‟t. Some other times, we believe it‟s good and there is 

one. 

So we know there is the unknown part but at the same time, there is one we know, one we already experienced. 

 In order to face this unknown part, do you use a certain intuition, a certain feeling about what seems to be right to do? 

Yes, sometimes it is an intuition but it‟s more the trainings, the habit of being on the field. The more we go out there, the more things we 

manage to integrate. As I told you, sometimes, we think there will be an avalanche and there is not, and sometimes there is whereas we 

didn‟t think it would. So I‟d rather say that we shouldn‟t trust feeling. 

 Last question, to your mind, what makes a good high mountain gendarme? 
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First, it is someone who likes his job, who likes to leave a relative comfort to put himself for a few hours or a few days at the service of 

someone else. You need to have a good physical condition, being resistant to long operations. 

 And in terms of competences, which ones would you say are the most important, to be effective for instance? 

First, you need basic knowledge; to be well trained to rescuing and to first medical assistance. Then, the best mountaineer is not obligatory 

the one who has the most degrees. It is more the one who is ingenious, who is the “Mac Giver” if we refer to this program. It is someone 

who is not afraid of putting together systems, of perfecting them. Sometimes, it is working with few resources but managing to do a lot of 

things. 

 So it’s important to manage because, once again, with the uncertainty, you do not always have the right equipment at hand. 

Yes, that‟s it because when we go on site, we have basic equipment. It is difficult to send the helicopter back because we need this, this and that. 

So we have this basic equipment which we can adapt or use for a function other than its regular one and this is as effective. 

 Ok. Well, we thank you a lot for this information and for time. We wish you a nice day. Good bye. 

Good bye and good luck for your research. 

 

Interview 3: Staff Sergeant Klein, PGHM of Briançon 

The purpose of our research is to study how individuals react and manage crisis situations when they occur. We are especially interested 

in the decision-making processes, what you do, in what order, and why. 

 Can you start by presenting your profession; and what role, position, you have occupied and occupy currently? 

For me, mountain activities first are a passion that I have since I was a teenager. I noticed back then that there was a service for rescue 

operations. So, when I was 15-16 years old, I knew this was what I wanted to do. I first joined the gendarmerie force and passed required 

tests and degrees to be part of a PGHM force.  

I‟m 43. I‟ve been specialized in rescue operations for 19 years now. I first worked for the PGHM of Chamonix, for 12 years. 

 We will tell you what we mean when determining what a crisis situation is. A crisis situation regroups three elements. First, it is a 

situation which is constrained to the pressure of time. Second, it is a situation within which the level of uncertainty is relatively 

high – lack of information, lack of time to analyze it and so on. Third, it is an unstable situation provoked by a triggering event. 

In general, whatever the operation, you gain information from the base and you tell yourself: “It‟s going to be fine”. But after, when you are 

on site, you always find parameters you didn‟t have when you were at the base. So, on site, there are variables we cannot mas ter such as 

weather, nature of the field. For instance, we cannot make an easy approach using the helicopter so that we partly have to walked so that the 

victim cannot be extracted using the helicopter windlass so that we have to implement a system to secure her.  

So, what makes a good rescuer is his capacity to adapt whatever the situation and the environment. You always need to adapt because, even 

though we train a lot, situation are never identical. For instance, during a training, the victim will be in a certain position. But you can do 

almost the same operation one week later and the victim will be in a different position.  

So I think what‟s important is to adapt very very quickly in situations which parameters cannot be mastered. Parameters are also the 

helicopter. There are physical limits gas knowledge limits. 

Let‟s see, examples that I can think of. For instance, you rescue a person stuck in a crevasse. You don‟t know if she is 10 meters, 15 meters, 

or 20 meters down. Maybe she has no harness. In this case, how are we going to do to extract her? You have to react quickly. 

 What is happening at this moment, do you have any specific procedures? 

Yes, we use equipment such as telescopic perches which allow us to tie a rope around an arm or a leg; or a hook with which you can grab a 

cloth. 
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So, whether we are given these elements while we are still at the base and we bring it for the intervention, or whether we are not and we 

have to realize quickly that the situation is not as easy to deal with as we originally thought. People often are under a lot of stress when 

these types of events occur and they forget to precise certain elements which are of first importance for us. 

So, we always come back to the same thing, that is, you need to adapt, to be ingenious, and to be self-managed. It is very important to act 

quickly because you cannot leave a victim in a crevasse for hours. Also, if you ask for heavy equipment, this is going to take a very long 

time to arrive on site. 

After, we are almost always working in teams so that we exchange opinions and ideas. So If I say an idea and the others agree, we go for it. 

Now, if another says: “No, look, if we do this way, maybe we can be quicker”. So it‟s team thinking. No one thinks he is the chief: “You do 

what I say, period”. 

Thus, during interventions, there are always factors of risks, factors of danger we can manage, and factors of danger we cannot manage. 

What is important is to rescue the victim but also to bring back the team safe and sound. We have to make the right decisions so that 

everyone can get back home safe and sound. This is important to consider this in decision-making process. 

 We would like to know if, during a past intervention, you found yourself in a situation which, despite all the experiences and 

trainings you have, you had no procedure to rely on. I am going to give you an example Captain Bozon gave us yesterday. He told 

us about an intervention he executed some years ago during which a mountaineer got stuck onto a “cheminée de fée”. Neither 

could he climb up or down. In this specific case, regular procedures would not work. Thus, he invented a new way to approach the 

person, notably hanging a rope to tree situated on a platform close upstream. It was the first time he was facing such a situation 

and was without any help from any manual. Thus, did such a situation already happen to you? 

Yes, the captain adapted to the environment. The environment is known because we evolve in the same environment. We know it will be on 

a cliff, on an icy area, etc… Then we are taught techniques, techniques we have to adapt to the situation. It‟s right that sometimes, we 

cannot reach a victim coming from the upper part so we have to try coming from the bottom, or coming from a diagonal way. 

I have faced a situation in which I had to rescue a dead victim situated in a narrow path. We couldn´t go using the helicopter because it was 

really narrow. So we implemented a whole process. We had time because there was no emergency. Together with the other rescuer, the 

pilot and his technician, we drew on the board a scheme to reach her. We, the rescuers, told the pilot what we wanted to do and he told us 

what he could do for us. 

 Was it a way of proceeding you could have used if the victim was alive? 

If she had been alive, we would have done differently. I mean, we would have taken less time to think on a board. We would have tried to 

do it on the field, more quickly, probably by taking more risks because the person should have to be extracted. We would have adapted this 

“manip”. In the present case, it was more comfortable for us because the victim was dead. We were able to implement a way to proceed 

which minimized risks. The pilot had to enter this narrow path, grab a rope, flies out backwards. We had to make sure that the rope would 

stay straight. So there were many parameters to manage. 

 Alright. We would have two last questions. First, could you tell us, in your opinion, how you consider the mountain environment, 

in terms of dangers, risks? 

Mountain is comparable to sea in the way they are living environments. It‟s always moving, depending on the weather in general, on the 

weather during a specific season (dry, rainy). 

After, we probably perceive the environment differently compared for instance to, let‟s say, a regular mountaineer. The rescue dimension 

highlights a dark side. For instance, when you are climbing in an area where you rescued someone, you have the memory of it. 

Now, the mountain universe is not all dark. Many accidents are due to careless mistakes, things we can master. Also, there is bad luck when 

a person is just at the wrong place at the wrong time and is hit by rocks for instance. 

 Last question, to your mind, what makes a good high mountain gendarme, for instance in terms of competencies? 

First, this is someone who will remain lucid when facing events. You need to manage your stress because we are stressed when being on the 

field. For instance, when you‟re told that you need to rescue a team stuck on a North face and one person fell and is hanging, you know this 

is not going to be easy. We know we will be windlassed from the helicopter, hanging above 500 meters of emptiness. We know we need to 

be fast. 
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This part of stress, we need to master it, keeping the part which makes us realize the danger of the situation. Especially, for instance if a 

victim is seriously wounded, she will be stressed so you need to be focused to help her and to be fast. 

A good rescuer is not always the best mountaineer. It is the one who will able to stay focused in order to judge the situation, who will be 

able to take away the “bad stress”, and who will be able to manage a situation from A to Z. 

 So when you say adapt to the situation, you mean adapt whatever happens? 

Yes, you need to adapt constantly because interventions are not the same, due to the weather, the seriousness of wounds, the stress of the 

victims and the other persons present. 

So the good rescuer is the one who adapts and brings everyone back home safe and sound. 

 Ok. Well, we thank you a lot for this information and for time. We wish you a nice day. Good bye. 

No problem. Good bye and good luck. 

 

Interview 4: Sergeant Armadeil, PGHM of Chamonix 

The purpose of our research is to study how individuals react and manage crisis situations when they occur. We are especially interested 

in the decision-making processes, what you do, in what order, and why. 

To start, we will tell you what we mean when determining what a crisis situation is. A crisis situation regroups three elements. First, it is 

a situation which is constrained to the pressure of time. Second, it is a situation within which the level of uncertainty is relatively high – 

lack of information, lack of time to analyze it and so on. Third, it is an unstable situation provoked by a triggering event. 

 Can you start by presenting your profession; and what role, position, you have occupied and occupy currently? 

I‟ve always been working at the PGHM of Charmonix, for seven years now.  

 What is the standard procedure when you receive a call at the base to make an intervention? 

The call is received whether by radio or by telephone. It is treated by a gendarme here whose job is to do so. Meanwhile, there is an officer on 

call who decides about the way to proceed and the number of persons and resources who will go on site. At last, there is another officer who deals 

with public relations and legal authorizations. 

So the first person to deal with the alert is the gendarme who must figure out the exact location of the accident, the number of persons involved, 

the nature of the wounds, the weather conditions and so on.  

Once it is done, he calls the officer next to the helicopter. He gives him the elements. For a classic operation, the person at the base has no 

pressure because he does not go on site. When it starts to be about avalanches, falls in crevasses, there is more stress because there is a real 

emergency and a speed necessary to have to make the right decision as quick as possible and send the team on site as fast as possible. 

 In this specific case of “extreme” emergency, before you go on site, do have time to plan a bit? 

Once the alert is reported, we put the pressure on ourselves to be as fast as possible. The stress comes from preparing quickly, getting the 

right equipment. We may have to make choices because the helicopter cannot carry it all. 

The last level of emergency occurs when we arrive on site with the first information. There is always a variation between the information 

we had first when the alert was given and the reality. This is where we have to deal with the emergency to make decisions. 

 Once you are on site and you realize this gap, how do you act and react? Could you use an example to illustrate? 

Examples are numerous, for instance, when we know the access area is difficult.  

 Do you have to adapt when it happens? 
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Yes. A few years ago, two persons were climbing on a cliff. One of them was hit by a rock. He fell off 20 meters down, hanging by one of 

his pitons. He was “all broken”. At alert time, I was told that the piton was firmly hung, which I thought when I arrived on site and checked 

it from the helicopter. However, when I windlassed close to them, I realized the hang was very bad and ready to break. 

At this moment, you have three seconds to react. What allows one to act quickly and manage the situation is experience, techniques, and the 

fact there is a team leader who decides what, when and how so that part of the stress is taken off from the team members. 

Also for example, when you arrive on site to rescue a person stuck in a crevasse and you realize you are on the wrong side, you have to take 

the decision to move on the other side. It sounds easy but it is not. Once you go down to reach the victim, you must decide whether you take 

her out or if you proceed to the first cares. Emergency situations are numerous. 

 So is the emergency management possible through experience, trainings and procedures? 

No not really. What‟s important is to have this open and reactive mind; not to be prisoner of procedures we know. On the contrary, as 

situations are always changing, you need to adapt. So it is true that experience and formations, and trainings matter but you have to remain 

open-minded. 

 We would like to know if, during a past intervention, you found yourself in a situation which, despite all the experiences and 

trainings you have, you had no procedure to rely on. I am going to give you an example Captain Bozon gave to us yesterday. He 

told us about an intervention he executed some years ago during which a mountaineer got stuck onto a “cheminée de fée”. Neither 

could he climb up or down. In this specific case, regular procedures would not work. Thus, he invented a new way to approach the 

person, notably hanging a rope to tree situated on a platform close upstream. It was the first time he was facing such a situation 

and was without any help from any manual. Thus, did such a situation already happen to you? 

Of course. Lately, we went to extract bodies under snow coming from an avalanche and there were icy blocks above, likely to fall any 

minute. So we were obliged to work at the bottom of this icy part to extract the bodies. I needed 3 or 4 minutes to do the job once on the 

ground. So instead of being landed by the pilot of the helicopter and picked up after, which is the regular procedure, I asked him and he 

agreed to remain hung to the windlass by a special rope – a bumping rope. The pilot was looking at the blocks while I was operating and, in 

case a block would fall, he would pull up without warning me, the rope bumping the shock. This kind of adaption, we always do it. As the 

captain told you, we had to invent systems to extract people before we invented a pulley system which allows us now to extract them 

directly. Quick adaption is important but progress in procedures and technologies as well. This is part of the stress of this job. Indeed, 

during a regular season, you will have to face between 5 and 20 situations being out of the ordinary whereas you execute 80 rescues a year. 

I can give you another example. I had to rescue a sky instructor who decided to sky a new face. As he was skiing, a significant amount of 

snow fell, making a rocky part visible. The skier got stuck and couldn´t move at all as the path was very narrow. The helicopter couldn‟t fly 

over him because it would create too much wind and it had little fuel so that it could only stay up there for a couple of minutes – to gain 

weight and go higher faster, the helicopter tank is not filled up. So we quickly decided to be landed upstream and go down slowly toward 

him.  

 Do you use your feeling? 

Yes for instance when we are searching for people. The only downside is that we cannot fail. 

 Have you already failed, not in terms of the success of the rescue but rather in terms of the methods used? For instance, you fail 

using one or several and have to change to succeed. 

We can make mistakes linked to methods but we deal with it right away and adapt. I will give you an example. We decide to go down in a 

crevasse. We think we can hang pitons in ice to hang the victim but there is no left. At this moment, we quickly need to decide what to do to 

hang her. We decide to dig in the snow and create what we call a “corps mort” in order to adapt. We do not stop, by having ourselves pulled 

out from the crevasse to pick up some more equipment, we adapt and manage the emergency. 

 Can you tell us how you perceive the environment of high mountains? What are the elements the most difficult to manage? 

There are two levels. The first one is to determine the exact location of the rescue. The second one is linked to the nature and diversity of 

universes. Very fast, you are confronted to face very difficult, technical, and hard areas to reach. Making a rescue for a broken leg in a 

valley is manageable; making a rescue in a tricky part during winter when it is -15 or 20, with a changing weather, is another story. 

Also, if the pilot of the helicopter cannot land us, we have to adapt and act differently. 

 Do you often find yourself surprised by changing weather conditions? 
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It‟s funny you talk about it because yesterday, a rescuer was struck by thunder. He‟s not dead though.  For my part, I think I‟ve been struck 

twice. 

 Is it expectable? 

Yes, this is us taking a risk. It is difficult when you have to rescue someone not to go because there is a storm. Risks are inherent. For 

instance, in case of bad weather, it is possible for the pilot not to be able to pick us up. In such a case, we have to manage. Once, we were 

rescuing one person severally injured. While we were preparing him, a cloud came and we were obliged to carry the victim during six 

hours. 

 Last question, to your mind, what makes a good high mountain gendarme? 

Beside experience which is essential, I think there is the resistance to the cold, the technical level, the capacity to remain calm, to take good 

decisions, to stand back for a few seconds before acting. In any case, the decision-making process is a team work. 

 Very well. We would like to thank you for your precious time. We will use this information to continue our research. Would you 

agree to be cited in our research? 

Yes, this is no problem. Good bye and have a nice day. 

 

 Thank you. Bye. 

 

Interview 5: Doctor Frederik Holmner, University Hospital of Umeå 

The purpose of our research is to study how individuals react and manage crisis situations when they occur. We are especially interested 

in the decision-making processes, what you do, in what order, and why. 

To start, we will tell you what we mean when determining what a crisis situation is. A crisis situation regroups three elements. First, it is 

a situation which is constrained to the pressure of time. Second, it is a situation within which the level of uncertainty is relatively high – 

lack of information, lack of time to analyze it and so on. Third, it is an unstable situation provoked by a triggering event. 

 Can you start by presenting your profession; and what role, position, you have occupied and occupy currently? 

My name is Frederik Holmner. I‟m from a town in the North of Sweden called Bunden. I was born in 1967. In 1987, I started medical school here 

in Umea. I was finished in 1993. After, I went to spend two years at a hospital in the South of Sweden. I was working in different departments. 

But, I had worked in this clinic and I liked cardiac surgery very much so I applied for a job here when I was finished with my education. Now, 

I‟ve been here full time since 1995. In 2003, I was offered a position as a senior cardiac surgeon. I spent 6 months in Barcelona doing pediatric 

cardiac surgery in 2000 and I work in Norway 4 or 5 weeks every year as a cardiac surgeon. That‟s my background. 

 So do you work at the emergency service at all? 

No, we don‟t work in the emergency room very often. But when they have a trauma that is lung or cardiac-related, we are consulted and 

brought down there. However, in Umea, it is very seldom, gunshots and knives wounds are rare. Most of the operations are planned 

operations: coronary bypass or change in heart valves. We also have emergency surgeries on patients who have ruptures in the aorta for 

instance and of course patients with other heart or lung-related diseases.  But they usually don‟t come to the emergency room. They come 

from the helicopter directly to the operating room. 

 Have you already faced situations when, even though they are planned, something goes wrong during the surgery? 

Very often actually because cardiac surgery is a specialty where you always have to be prepared for the unexpected. That is actually a 

regular day for us. Yesterday, we had a very traumatic experience in the ICU. That is rather common that unplanned things happen or that 

the plan changes during an operation and we need to do something very quickly. 

 Could you exemplify with one case, telling us what happened, what you did and how you did it? 
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Some years ago, I was performing an operation that was supposed to be a regular coronary operation. But something happened before we 

started the heart-lung machine. The heart-lung machine is a machine that does all the circulation for the patient during the operation because 

we stop the heart. So the patient is totally dependent on that machine that is working. So we had a straight forward operation which started 

very nicely. We had connected the heart-lung machine. Everything was fine. But when we started out the machine, I noticed that the blood 

that is supposed to be red on one side and black or blue on the other one was actually blue on both sides. So I tell my perfusionist: 

“Something is wrong, you have to check what‟s wrong because there is no oxygen in the blood”. First he tells me there‟s no problem. It will 

be red in 30 seconds. 

30 seconds went by and I say: “It‟s still blue blood here. Something is wrong”. Then he started to get a little bit worried about it. 30 seconds 

later, he was really worried because then he noticed the blood was not saturated. He did not know what was wrong.  

 Is the patient dead at this moment? 

No, not really. The blood is still circulating but if it goes on for many minutes, the brain, the lungs won‟t get oxygen so it can hurt the 

patient really bad. When this happened, we were going on bypass so the heart was still beating. So, slowly, we went off bypass again so that 

the heart could make the blood circulate. Then we could stop the heart-lung machine and figure out what was wrong. This type of situation 

is not too common for us but has to be solved in seconds. In this case, the problem was coming from one of the carburetor which gives 

anesthetic gas to the patient. Since the patient is not breathing, we give gas directly through the machine. So the carburetor was not put on 

right so that the oxygen went out in the air. Actually, it took about 4 to 5 minutes until they discovered that. We were lucky we hadn‟t 

stopped the heart. If we had, then we would have been in big trouble because the heart couldn‟t pump anything. So we could solve the 

problem with the heart pumping. Then we could start the heart-lung machine. 

I have rather many examples which are of that kind, situations that are rather stressful and that you have to solve in a quick way. If you 

don‟t solve it, it can be a big problem for the patient. 

 When you face such a situation, is your first intention to solve the problem or is it to regain first control over it in order to give you 

some time to think? 

I think there are so many persons involved in a heart operation. There is the anesthesiologist, me as the surgeon, and then we have the 

perfusionist who runs the heart-lung machine.  So when this happens, communication is priority number one. You have to talk to 

everybody: “Anything wrong on your side? What‟s happening? Something is wrong, check it out.”  

Usually, when these things happen, you have to act right away. You can‟t buy yourself time. Another thing that has happened to me a 

couple of times is that one of the canullas which go into the heart-lung machine just popped out during the operation. Blood was going all 

over the place. We had to stop the heart-lung machine and there was no circulation. Then you have to reconnect that very fast. Usually, you 

have to de-air the system before replugging it. But this must be done within 3 minutes or else the patient will get brain damages. So you 

have to act right away, you can‟t buy yourself time. 

 Let’s take this example. What is the first thing you think about? Does the order of doing things come naturally? 

I must say I‟m rather happy about how I react myself in these situations. Usually, I don‟t get stressed. I get  very focused. I have learned 

through my education and surgeons to be very methodical when you solve a problem. The patient won‟t get any help if you stand  and 

scream. You have to do the right things in the right order. I think what distinguishes a good cardiac surgeon from a bad cardiac surgeon is 

not really the manual skills, it‟s how you solve problematic situations. 

Do you have strict methodology to check the causes of a problem? 

Well, let‟s say a very common thing which can happen during a coronary operation is that the blood pressure drops. Then you have to know 

why very fast so it‟s very good to think in a certain way and not to focus on one thing right away – give the patient fluids for instance. You 

have to focus to get the reason of the drop in blood pressure. The first thing to check in this case is: “Is that a technical problem?” 

Sometimes, the sensor drops on the floor and you get totally different blood pressure. 

For me, as a cardiac surgeon, when someone tells me the blood pressure is very low, the first thing I do is to feel the aorta to check the 

blood pressure.  

These technical problems are very common. I think you have to have a certain system on how you work. First, you have to check if the 

reading is right or not. If yes, then you ask the anesthesiologist: “Have you given some medication?” You ask the other people: “Have you 

done something?” If nobody knows, then you have to start to solve the problem yourself. 
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 During those situations in which you have to find and correct the problem, would you say it’s rather common that you have to 

investigate and decide what procedure you are going to use? 

Yes, I would say half of the situations you see right away what‟s wrong. If the canulla pops out, then you don‟t have to look for the cause of 

the problem. But when considering blood pressure or its oxygenation, you don‟t really see straight away what the problem is. So you have 

to have knowledge about physiology and the equipment you are working with. 

 Are there a lot of problems caused by human errors? 

In the case the problem comes from a human error, for instance a nurse giving the wrong product or the wrong amount,  we constitute or 

report and study how we can change our routines so that it won‟t happen again.  

If we look at those reports, I would say seven of them are human. Usually, there are routines for everything. So maybe people don‟t know 

the routines or they don‟t follow the routines. 

One thing that has happened a couple of times and that was definitely human was that, when you connect the heart-lung machine, you stop 

the respirator. But when you disconnect the heart-lung machine, the respirator should be on. So what happened after we disconnected the 

machine is that everything looked fine but after a while the patient wasn‟t breathing. The color of the tissues went blue. Then they 

discovered that the respirator was not on. 

 Have you ever faced a situation in which you had not the right procedure(s) to find and solve a problem? In that case, did you 

adapt, adjust, or even reinvent procedures? 

That is pretty common because some of the operations we do are not well described in the literature. Sometimes you have had three or four 

previous surgeries for a specific case. So when you do the operation, you have to be prepared to find new ways to solve the problems. So I 

think surgeons in general often have to find their own way of doing things. The anatomy of the body is not the same for every person. 

Sometimes the injury is such that it can‟t be fixed using the ordinary way. You have to do something else.  

 How do you draw the line; what do you rely on when you know it is a live or death situation? 

Well I think you rely on your basic surgical skills, what you‟ve been taught, what you can do, what materials you can use. You have 

different types of arterial graphs. You can make your own prosthesis for cardiac valves with arterial prosthesis. What you rely on is also 

what you have seen before. It‟s very important for a surgeon to have seen a lot of operations. You don‟t actually have to do them yourself. If 

you‟re a good surgeon, you can actually learn a lot by watching other surgeons. For me for example, I went to Barcelona for half a year in 

pediatric cardiac surgery and there they have techniques we don‟t use for adult surgeries. Some of them are really good to know when you 

do adult surgeries.  

It‟s important to have good basic skills and it‟s important to have seen a lot. The more you have seen, the more you have experiences. For a 

cardiac surgeon, it would probably be good to work with orthopedic departments. They have totally different techniques, totally different 

tools. You could realize: “That technique there would be very good!” 

Then of course, it‟s your imagination as well. Surgeons with few ideas would perform different I think. 

 So are you saying that the more you’ve seen, the more capable you are to figure out solutions because whether you know a 

technique or you can adapt one? 

If you‟re standing in front of a problem as a surgeon and you haven‟t read about it, you still have to solve it. You can always ask your 

colleagues. We do that rather often. But sometimes you‟re standing and you don‟t know really. 

 When such a case happens and you still have to make a choice, are you facing a part of uncertainty between what you think the 

result will be and what it actually is? 

Yes, I mean, in all cardiac surgeries, you have this time factor. You can use the heart-lung machine only for two hours so all cardiac 

surgeons want to do it rather fast. If you have a problem and you don‟t know how to solve it, you can‟t stand there for 40 minutes and then 

solve it. It might be too long. You have to start to think about the solution almost right away. Then you have to decide which way you want 

to go. Of course, sometimes, afterwards, you realize: “Oh! I should have done like that instead”.  

 Would you say that you have different ways of solving a problem, some of them being better, but that, due to the time constraint, 

you have to implement one that might just actually works? 
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Yes. For example, if I have an 80 year old patient who is rather sick. I might have to change one valve and do a bypass, two operations in 

one. Then I know it‟s going to take more than two hours. Then I realize that there is another problem. Maybe the aorta is very weak and I 

want to fix it. But then I have to think that it is going to be a too big operation. So I have to do something less to shorten the time. So it is 

rather common that you have to skip something or to do something the easy way just to save time. Maybe if the time wasn‟t an issue, this 

patient would need four bypasses and one new valve. That would be perfect. But you can‟t in this case. Sometimes we leave the less 

important problems to focus on the major ones to get the patient through the operation. So it‟s rather common you want to do this way but 

you can‟t. 

 Can you tell us how you perceive the heart as an object? 

Actually, it‟s just a muscle. But it is very complex when you start looking into it. The heart has four valves which are very delicate 

structures. It is really amazing that they can hold for 80-90 years because they are so thin. And if one thread holding the valve pops off, the 

valve stops working the right way. 

Then you have the electrical system in the heart which makes the heart beats. It‟s a very delicate organ when you know more about it.  

 Would you say it’s unpredictable? 

No, anatomy is rather constant. I wouldn‟t say it‟s unpredictable. If you see and so many operations, it‟s rather predictable. Here, you 

operate about 1000 patients a year. And the operations are usually the same so that we have routines. It‟s one of the reasons cardiac 

surgeries have such good results.  

 But within routines, you have to be prepared. 

Within routines, anything can happen. Regular straight forwards operations can develop into something else within seconds. 

 Last question, to your mind, what makes a good surgeon? What are the key competences?  

I think the most important thing when you come to face difficult situation is to keep your cool. I mean, you can‟t get mad and agitated 

because then you forget what you know. So you have to be focused and not stressed. I think that is priority number one. 

After that, you have to be well educated so that you know what to do and what options you have.  

Of course communication is important since it‟s a team work. Surgeons who work the least well are those who get angry and stress 

everybody out. I‟ve worked with such surgeons and usually, the problem is not fixed the right way or as fast as it should be. 

 Earlier, you mentioned good surgeons need to be inventive. Is it essential? 

Well, in some situations when you come into problems that you haven‟t seen before, then it‟s important.  

First actually is to be very structured and check your list of what it can be. But once you have done that, you have to have a good 

imagination in order to solve the problem. 

A lot of people compare cardiac surgery and more generally surgery to the way you drive a plane where the pilot have these long checklists. 

You have to think like that. The difference is that they are driving planes that are rather ok most of the time whereas we deal with rather old 

patients who look different every time and have different diseases. So it‟s difficult to apply pilot check lists to surgeries but I think we can 

learn something. However, you have to be much more flexible when a problem happens. 

So one checklist and one experience/imagination side. Sometimes you run into problems you never see. 

 Would say in such cases you use your intuition in the way that, thanks to your experiences, you are not sure but you think it’s the 

right thing to do? 

You have to do that a lot of times you know. You don‟t know exactly how to do it but “I think I should do like this”.  

If you read cardiac surgical magazines, at the end, there are case reports where surgeons have run into a problem. Usually, it‟s interesting to 

read those cases. I think that surgeons who have been working for 15-17 years like I have will have written a couple of case reports. 

There are so many new situations which can come up. 
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  Very well. We would like to thank you for your precious time. We will use this information to continue our research. Would you 

agree to be cited in the report? 

Sure, no problem. 

 Ok. Thank you. Good bye and have a nice day. 

Thank you. Bye. 

 

Interview 6: Malin Sund, Doctor at the University Hospital of Umeå 

The purpose of our research is to study how individuals react and manage crisis situations when they occur. We are especially interested 

in the decision-making processes, what you do, in what order, and why. 

To start, we will tell you what we mean when determining what a crisis situation is. A crisis situation regroups three elements. First, it is 

a situation which is constrained to the pressure of time. Second, it is a situation within which the level of uncertainty is relatively high – 

lack of information, lack of time to analyze it and so on. Third, it is an unstable situation provoked by a triggering event. 

 Who are you and what is your job? 

My name is Malin Sund. I‟m a surgeon at the university hospital of Umeå. Because we are a quite small Clinique and a large hospital, then all of 

us are involved in an acute emergency and trauma handling. So we work at the ER, according to the schedule.  When we work there, we of course 

receive these patients that are severely injured in different kinds of accidents. It is what we call trauma. And we handle these patients according to 

the ATLS, which is an American concept of Advance Trauma Life Support. Most of us take this class during the first of second year of residence. 

ATLS is a way of handling a patient that comes into the hospital from outside and who has been involved in a trauma emergency or accident. The 

basis is that we are first concentrated on life-support issues and, according to the surgeon‟s schedule, we check things. If we find that one is ok, 

we move on to the next thing and to the next thing... If we find that something is not working in the category, we have to fix that before we can 

move on to the next.  

 

So there are different features in your body that are above the others. So first is airways. So we need to see if the patient is breathing by himself 

because we have to fix, you know, that part before moving on. Then we look for circulation issues which means that, if the patient is bleeding, we 

need next to fix that before we start another thing. We do this in that order because one problem can kill the patient if we do not fix it. And then 

we check the neurologic features.  Finally, we look at all the patient, theirs cuts, there bones.  

 

It is very important because this can change all the time and we have to go back to the earlier stage. So if you have a patient who comes in, then 

you see first if he can talk, if his airways are ok and if he is breathing by himself. After, you check if he has a good blood pressure and so on and 

so on. Finally, we concentrate on, let's say, his several cuts... So it is like: "A ok, B ok, C ok"... It is a check list. It is the terms we use because 

there are many people around the patient. The surgeon leads the situation but you have also other people around the patient, different kind of 

nurses and it is important in this situation of trauma that everybody knows what I am thinking because I am leading this situation so I need to use 

words that they understand. So if I say: "C problem", all the staff will concentrate on this C problem. When you follow this procedure you don't 

miss things or nothing at least that is severe enough and you could kill. The whole idea is that when you have the most critical injuries and you 

have to take the patient now, all the time you think about the next step, what the next step is. So the next step is when the patient is stable. Should 

we send him to the scanner? Or, if he is not stable, should we send him in surgery where we have to open up and check? 

 Can you present crisis situations that you face and give us precise examples to explain to us what you think, what you do, etc? 

So, I mean, probably the best example of crisis for us is an unstable patient that we are loosing pretty much. And of course the difference is the 

level of uncertainty. Whether you are working in the emergency work, where you don‟t know what is causing the instability of the patient; or 

whether you‟re doing an operation and you can´t actually see what‟s happening. So, in the first case, you are in emergency and you get a patient 

who is seriously damaged but you can‟t see on the outside what‟s happened. Then, you have to, very quickly, try to stabilize the patient and try to 

locate the problem. And then we have two options. We can send the patient to a scan if he‟s stable and see where the patient is damaged. But if 

the patient is too unstable for that, we have to take him to the OR and to open up and locale what the problem is. Usually the problem is bleeding, 

and we have to fix the bleeding. 

 So how do you handle, for example, the level of stability of the patient? 

Well, if the patient comes in unstable, we can give him fluids, give him blood, in order to get a stable air breath, stable blood pressure, and get 

enough time to put him in radiology and locate the problem. Then, we will have time to make a plan to know how to fix it. But if we are doing all 
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of that works, giving fluids, you know, blood, and the patient still crashes, we have to go to the OR, open up the patient to see what the problem 

is, without knowing in advance what we will find. And then, we make a plan for the surgery depending on whatever we find… because it could 

be multiple things, of course,  it could be a liver injury, a big vessel broken, so… it depends…    

 Generally, what is the thinking process when you have to analyze, for example, how to fix the problem? What is your scheme of 

thinking? 

Exactly, in this trauma situation, there is the ABCD process. So when you analyze, you have a kind of hierarchy: A for airways, we have first to 

care about that; then B is for breathing, and C is circulation blood. So you go through these schemes and if we loose one, we go back and start 

again. So, it‟s organized like this. If we can‟t fix the C problem – bleeding – we decide to go to the OR directly or we have enough time to do a 

scanner to prepare better the operation. This is trauma situation where we have a high level of uncertainty. Of course, by analyzing and 

graduating information coming from the ambulance personnel and the police, we can know a little bit about what has happened: “Has the patient 

fallen? Has the patient been in a car crash?” So, that is a way we understand what the problem could be. But usually it‟s a big trauma where pretty 

much everything can break. 

 So, before facing the patient, you have some inputs about the gravity of the situation. 

As good as possible. Sometimes of course the situation is pretty common, let‟s say car crashing. Nobody knows really what‟s happened but 

somebody else drives by the place where the crash was and will tell us if the patient was inside or outside the car. We just have to assume things 

of course. Sometimes, we know very well because somebody saw what happened, and the ambulance personnel take actually pictures on a mobile 

phone and can show us how the car crash was. Also, they can tell us the force of the accident because, depending on the force of the crash, we 

can suspect a bigger injury.  

So that is a trauma situation but of course, we can have emergency or crisis situations in OR, where we have a planned operation and we get 

complications. Let‟s say you get a bleeding from a large vessel. Then, you have to, of course, stop the bleeding. The easiest thing is to put your 

hand, hold it and call for help to fix the problem. Usually, because this is a big hospital, we have vascular surgeons; we have other surgeons who 

are familiar with dealing with these large bleedings. Until then, you stabilize the patient, waiting for their help. 

 Usually, do you have the time for that? 

Yes, usually we have the time for that. I mean, if you get a bleeding during a surgery, it is still usually something minor. Of course, you don‟t 

have all the time of the world, but you can just stop the bleeding by pressuring or cutting the vessel to get some time. But to fix the cause, you 

have to do as much as you can and of course ask for help when you don‟t really know how to fix it. 

 Do you have any particular example when something went wrong during an operation?  

Well, we had the case completely easy, a resection of a tumor where we had already taken out the tumor and we go very deep in the intestine. The 

tumor spread close to a vessel and one of my colleagues wanted to have a look a little bit deeper in that vessel. Then we had a hole in this big 

vessel, and immediately the blood comes out, filling up the stomach out. So we put pressure one it, to get time. We called a vascular surgeon and 

he fixed it… So, drama over.   

 So when the bleeding occurs you put your hand on. 

Yes, and we have also this little instrument with which you can clamp the vessel to stop the bleeding. When it is a small vessel that is not vital, 

you can cut it like this. But if it is a big vessel, you can‟t just cut it, so you have to fix it by suturing. 

 So the vascular surgeon came like two minutes after? 

Yes, may be it took five minutes, but it was very easy because he was not away from us. 

 And when he comes in, what does he do? 

He comes, looks and says: “Well, it doesn‟t look too bad!” and he put his vascular instruments around and made a couple of sutures and fixed it. 

It looked actually very easy but it was easy for him because he does it all the time. And we assumed that even if it wasn‟t that big, it was better 

during the day time to have a better expertise around. If we had been alone during the night, we could have put the vascular instruments by 

ourselves and looked at the hole more carefully because we have this instrument that can stop temporally the bleeding. 

 Have you ever faced any case that challenged you, that challenged your skills as surgeon? 
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Euh… of course we face them all the time. Personally, I‟ve operated a lot with somebody that was more senior than me, with better expertise. So 

I didn‟t face alone such situations. But in the ER of course, we get in trauma patients we´re actually loosing when they come here unstable, and 

they die down here. Of course, such situations happened to me. So just a couple of weeks ago, we lost a 21 years old man after a car accident. We 

tried to stabilize him but he was already leaving. 

 When it comes to a trauma situation, do you try unusual things in order to save the patient?  

Well, no…because the trauma situation is very… yes, sometimes… it hasn´t happened to me yet. And of course, we try to work with this ATLS 

because in that way we don‟t miss anything. So, I don‟t think there is that much rules. During the short period of a trauma situation, when the 

patient comes in and we decide what we are going to do, I think it is better to stick to this scheme so you don‟t  start focusing on the wrong thing.  

 Does the pressure of time constrain you to act alone? 

Well, sometimes, when we work alone at night and sometimes you want to get a second opinion from a colleague, then that happened to me. I 

wanted to be sure that I wasn‟t missing something. I had a patient who was electrocuted from this high electricity… train line… and he also fell 

on the railway. So it was both the trauma from falling and the electrocution. So there were a lot of possibilities of injuries, but he was stable and I 

had to decide what to do and to be sure I was missing nothing. Then, I had time to call my senior who was at home, and he said: “Just remember 

this thing” and it was a good thing because I probably wouldn‟t have remembered that thing because it‟s very unusual. So I would say that we 

always have the possibility to discuss in most cases. 

The other situation is when something goes wrong during the operation, a severe bleeding for example. Then you are alone with your team and 

you have to decide. Of course, you have to stop the bleeding. So somehow, you put your finger in there or put something around the vessel 

that is bleeding. That gives you time to think. “Can I fix this myself? Should I call another surgeon to come and help me?”  

 So, what you do first is buy yourself some time. 

Yeah. I buy myself time. I try to stabilize the situation so that I would have time to think, not to do anything without thinking.  

 

 So when you cannot rely on the plan, what do you do? Do you reconsider the situation? Do you try to make a new plan?  

Yes, that’s what we do. But there are not many options we can do. It’s not like you have ten million choices, it usually is only three or four 
choices.  

 So, does it happen that you take a decision that is not the best decision?  

Of course, and I think that it is actually what the tuff part about my profession is. It’s not the fact that we work many hours or that we have to 
see a lot of blood. The tuff part is to have to live with the fact that you may take wrong decisions. But, I think most of us agree on the fact that 
you make the best decision according to your knowledge. Of course time will tell if it was the right choice. And in most of the cases, I would say 
that it is the correct decision even if sometimes it wasn’t. That is, of course, a catastrophe.  

 Would you say that it is not so important to take the best decision but maybe to take a decision that would work?  
 
Yes, time will tell. So I think that it is important to buy some time so that you can discuss, talk about the decision and then make it. 

 Have you already assisted a case when something went wrong? 

I have assisted a vascular surgeon where the patient did a rupture of the aorta and we tried to operate but we were actually not able to fix the 

problem because the aneurism was located so that we couldn‟t reach it. And in this case actually the patient died on the operation table. This is 

one case, but I‟ve also assisted a senior on this patient that got an infection of the intestine that led to the intestine dying because there was no 

circulation. When we opened up, we saw the black necrotic intestine an there was nothing we could do. Sometimes you can plan a lot but when 

you open up, you see the situation is such that you just have to deal with the fact and let the patient die.  

 Have you ever modified a procedure to fix a problem? 

Yes… I mean… every time you get a bleeding, you have to modify the original plan because you didn‟t plan for the bleeding. There are always 

modifications. Let‟s say if you get a hole in the intestine, then you need to fix it… but what I try to say is… there are not multiple choices about 

how to fix. 

 So, you could be surprised when you open the body and you find something else. 

Yes, of course you are surprised but then you have procedure how to… 
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 You know what to do. 

Usually, usually, yes, I haven‟t been in a situation yet such as a senior where we don‟t know what to do. 

 If you’re surprise, how do you choose the different options you could have? 

We try to do of course as little as possible to fix a problem with the minimum of negative effects whatever the intervention we have to do. So you 

try to choose the intervention that causes the less harm for the patient. 

 When you perform an operation, you rely on your experience and your formation. Do you use anything else, maybe intuition? 

Yes, I‟m sure intuition is very interesting because I‟m sure we use it a lot. But because it is so difficult to define what it is… Basically it is your 

training and your experiences that lead you. It is difficult to say what it is but sometimes you get a feeling about how to do something. I think it is 

a combination of that, trainings, whatever you read, and what you experience yourself as a surgeon. 

 Have your trainings helped you to react quickly? 

Yes, I mean, we have a course that helps us to act quickly… because for us the major situation is a big bleeding that can kill the patient quickly. 

So we have trained on animals. We cannot train on real persons.  

 Have you already taken a decision without being sure of its success because of time pressure, the nature of the operation for 

example? 

Yes, it happens. For example I had a woman that came in with a blood pocket in her intestine. She was dying. And when we opened up, her 

intestine was black and dying. Of course I knew from the literature that you cannot live with a too small intestine. But I tried to cut it and to fix 

this small rest of intestine because, you know, miracles happen. So I tried without being sure of the result but hopping for the best. We did our 

best but she died 2 weeks later. Others surgeons could make the decision to leave her to die. 

 How do you consider your environment? 

In trauma situations, it is always difficult if you have little information on what‟s happened and if the patient is very unstable. But still, you have 

this scheme to work. But I would say, in trauma situations, the atmosphere in the room is very organized, with a leader of the situation. Every role 

around the patient is well defined. In OR, the atmosphere is more relax but if it is bleeding, we will be more focused. Usually here you have more 

control than in trauma situations. 

 To your mind, what do you think makes a good surgeon? 

The capability of making quick decisions with sometimes little information; but also being able to think about the problem, and make the 

decision. It‟s also living with the fact that the decision can be wrong. But you still can live with the fact that for this situation you did the best you 

could.  

You have to be skillful with your hands, to have a feeling for tissue and how to handle things in order to be as sweet as possible with the patient. 

Then a good surgeon needs to be updated on the advances in terms of technology or knowledge. A surgeon needs to be clear also with the patient, 

in terms of risks and needs of the surgery. You need to have a good patient understanding and to be able to take quick decisions and to live with 

the fact that you can take the wrong decision. That is not something that everybody can do. In surgery, it‟s very clear when you make a mistake. 

You see the result of the operation the next day. If there is a problem, it is only your fault and you have to deal with this fact. Wrong decisions are 

going to happen to everybody. 

 

 Very well. We would like to thank you for your precious time. We will use this information to continue our research. Would you 

agree to be cited in the report? 

Sure, no problem. 

 Have a nice day 

 

You too. Bye. 
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Interview 7: Peter Naredi, Doctor at the University Hospital of Umeå and Professor at the 

University of Umeå 

The purpose of our research is to study how individuals react and manage crisis situations when they occur. We are especially interested 

in the decision-making processes, what you do, in what order, and why. 

To start, we will tell you what we mean when determining what a crisis situation is. A crisis situation regroups three elements. First, it is 

a situation which is constrained to the pressure of time. Second, it is a situation within which the level of uncertainty is relatively high – 

lack of information, lack of time to analyze it and so on. Third, it is an unstable situation provoked by a triggering event. 

 What is your job? Are there different parts? 

 

For twenty years, I‟ve been doing specialized surgery and that is mostly cancer surgery, more particularly liver and pancreas cancers. That also 

means that I am one of those that, if there is a trauma or there is an uncontrolled bleeding situation from that area, I am one of those from that 

department with that experience and, yes, I‟ve experienced situations where you have to think smart. And we of course educate young ones so 

that they would be able to handle such situations because, to me, I do surgeries merely once or twice a week. Some, for example, who are in 

trauma, may do surgeries once or twice a year so that they cannot train in life, for real.  

 So when there is a trauma in the lever or pancreas area, they call you. 

Yes, because you see, we are not so many specialized in that particular area. There are a few of us they actually call. So I am rather used to these 

situations that you describe. 

 How do you face crisis situations? 

I think that most surgeons have experienced the same things or are trained the same way. We are trained surgeons so that we behave right. If you 

come into a complicated situation – one that is very stressful, one that you think it is a catastrophe – you might see too many things. So there the 

concept is that should follow a strict schedule. And I think, with the trainings of younger surgeons to gain experience, you don‟t go into a room 

and see 100 different things. You don‟t go into a room and you say: “What is the ABCD?” This is learnt by many doctors and surgeons.  

So, the practical example of this is when you have somebody who seems to be in a catastrophic situation. It could be… the surgeons go into the 

room and the patient starts bleeding. Of course you should take care of the bleeding first. But indirectly, within a second, you have decided that A 

and B are not that important, they are ok. But you still have to think A and B before coming to C. What is A? A is airways. So in any emergency 

situation, you must make sure the patient doesn‟t stop breathing. Everybody in such a situation must check that there‟re free airways. B is 

breathing. This is more important than the blood that you might see around. So if I am in a surgical room and the anesthesiologist have things 

under control, it takes just one second, I know that this is OK. Then I come down to C. C is circulation, same as bleeding. The problem here is if 

there is too much blood loses or if there is a drop in blood pressure or something like that. So now I should deal with that and I don‟t take care of 

the other things which are like the neurological things – knowing if the patient can move, or something like that.  

So that is how a surgeon is thinking when he gets an emergency case. You don‟t think: “oh! I need to care about everything at the same time”. So 

bleeding, what should you do to prevent further circulatory shock? It is not: “I must stop another 500ml of bleeding”. It is not our main aim. The 

main aim is to keep up the circulation. So of course one thing could be, if it‟s a leg that‟s bleeding, to just strap it. But it could also be that if you 

can‟t stop the bleeding, you can compensate it getting a liquid you know, fluids for the patient, blood or just a sort of water fluid into the patient 

very fast. So what you are thinking is not to stop the bleeding but it‟s keeping up the circulation. This training of how to think, we have learned 

by experience since 10-15 years. It‟s of course for the younger ones. 

Now, if you face a car accident and you realize: “oh! This is very bad!” It could be that the airways are the main thing. The patient doesn‟t get air. 

So this is A and you need to check the mouth, the teeth, anything like that. So you start with the airways, and then the breathing. So training is to 

stick to the most important point and to go down on this schedule. 

So it‟s a little bit of both of your questions. You‟re trained to think very narrow. This is a course that was created in the US and in Europe 

because it is the way experienced surgeons are thinking. 

A complete different example of emergency situation where you really realize you can‟t control everything but you have to control it. This was in 

late 80‟s or early 90‟s, in Götenberg when I worked there. There was a tram accident, with around 100 serious wounded. The tram came down the 

hill and just ran into people and cars I think. So, all of the sudden, we heard there were a number of dead and wounded that were coming to the 

hospital. And back then, we were not really trained as we are today to this kind of situations. The guy being on call, the senior surgeon was doing 

a surgery with me. He wanted to continue so he asked me: “Peter, could you go down?” because he didn‟t realize it either. I came down. I was 

with another surgeon of my age with whom I had done my military service just a few months before. There, these things were taught. So he went 

out to the emergency door and I was walking around the emergency room instead, where people are coming. An ambulance just came and like 5, 
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10, 15. So within 30 minutes, I think we had 60-70 patients. This was like… we had never experienced anything like this before! But it was 

exactly how we had been trained in the military.  

 So did every man in the army have this training? 

No, every doctor because it was supposed that when a doctor came out in the situation with wounded, he should be in charge of the team work 

there. So, this was one of the times where I just came into the situation I had even never imagined that it could happen. And the amazing thing 

was that, Thomas, who was standing at the door, did exactly what he had been taught: “That patient is too seriously wounded, take him that way. 

This one is in a lot of pain but there is something we can do, take him the other way.” So he prioritized and didn‟t work as a doctor. And I 

remember how I went to some rooms and I saw that, the first 7 were dead and that we couldn‟t do anything. So we kept people out there so that 

they could work with the most seriously wounded.  

So this is not like stopping a bleeding. But it just shows that again, we were taught how to do it; and when we came in that situation, it is not like 

we were improvising. 

 It’s only because of your military formation you were able to face such situations. No procedures existed within the hospital? 

Yes, and that is one reason because we built up a whole program for these cases. In Sweden today, not only because of this accident, but because 

we now know we could have tram accidents and bus accidents, every hospital has a program for larger accidents where more than one team has to 

intervene. We, every year, have practices on this. But the thing is that, to me again, when you are in this situation, there is no way you can say: 

“Ok, I know exactly how to handle this; this comes naturally”. It is actually very much about the way you have been taught and trained.  Those 

who can‟t handle it are often those who can‟t stick to what they are taught to do. So I‟m a big believer that, even if you can‟t do it in real, you 

should rehearse, you should go through everything so that you activate the brain. 

 To go back to your example of the tram accident, once you received the alert, can you can tell a bit about the order of things that 

happened? 

My key role, although I was as surgeon, was not to take care of the diseases but it was actually to decide. So the two first persons, Thomas and I 

should decide whether we should do anything at all. I mean, if I have 15 seconds and see this patient is dead, we shouldn‟t have 5 people coming 

on this case because they are needed somewhere else. So the key thing was actually to prioritize: “This is no use to put many people here because 

we can‟t do anything; here we should put a lot of efforts; here it‟s enough, somebody should just sit with the patient and calm him down; here the 

patient is wounded but it would take 4 hours before something serious is happening”. The key thing is that you get this leadership.  

 How did you decide to do that? It came from your military service. But was it natural? Or did you talk together to say: “Ok, now 

we have to…”? 

No, he was on call at the emergency unit. Usually there are always two surgeons, a young one and an older one that helps to make good 

decisions. The plan is always the same. The older one should be notified and is in charge whenever he or she comes there. Until then it is the 

younger one. So therefore, when I was to go down instead of my senior, we knew that we were in charge. Then, 30 min later here comes another 

one and said: “Ok, now I can take over”. In this case, you should be responsible... you should be responsible for other things… 

 In this case, is your colleague the one who take the decision to divide patients? 

 

Exactly. 

 Were all the surgeons, even those not on call, called this day? 

Yes, because it was a catastrophe alarm. Then nurses called around. 

 Is that you who called the situation catastrophe? 

No, the decision is made by… yeah, Thomas and I when we have seen the first ambulance coming in. But the reason why I needed to go down is 

because someone else had already called my beeper. So then of course, it is like everybody is called around. But the decision-making is down 

there at the beginning… 

 So, would you say that as the situation went along, you had to adapt? Were you constantly relying on what you knew and adapting 

to the situation? 
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Yes, exactly. I mean you can‟t put the ABC process because A and B were totally unnecessary to do and C had to be done quickly. So you should 

follow patterns but the difference we make is that we decide how much time we should put into this or that thing. And you can‟t say that, because 

the situation is like this now at twelve o‟clock, that the situation will be the same at twelve fifteen, so you have constantly to reconsider. 

 I guess you had to act a way you had never done before. 

Yes, I will never do it again; I don‟t think we will have again something like that. I mean, 80-90 people… you don‟t have large accidents in 

Sweden, maximum 5 or 8 people at the same time. 

 How long would you say the crisis situation lasted? 

Because everybody was wounded at the same time; and because it was in the middle of Götenberg, really close from the hospital, we could get 

every patient in maybe one hour. But if this would happen, say a train accident, 1h30 min from here, we don‟t have enough ambulances and the 

helicopter cannot take everybody in. So that could probably last for four hours. So again it makes differences. 

 At first, did you have enough surgeons?  

Yeah because this was in the morning and everybody was starting to operate. So it was unbelievable because they could stop operating. Also, this 

was the largest hospital of Scandinavia so we had quite a few doctors. 

 Did you have any special wound? 

All kinds but the thing was that I didn‟t take care of the wounds because I was so much on the front line. My role was to separate. But as soon as 

the separation was done, each team took care of one patient. The thing is of course that if you don‟t have a serious ABC, if you can breath, if you 

don‟t bleed, if you can move you arms and legs, you‟re just in shock and you might have like a broken leg or something like that. So one person 

can stay with you for a couple of hours, maybe a relative. But if one is in serious pain, then you can take of the patient in surgery and it is five 

people that will take care of one patient. 

 During this situation did you make do mistakes? 

I think… because you prioritize… well, mistake is like either you do it right or you do it wrong. The thing is: “Did you do it 100% right or 100% 

wrong?” And I can promise you that somebody else could have done it better. My role in this was 65%. Maybe, if this would have happened 

several times, I could come up to 75%. But the fact is that if we had not done this military thing, I think we would have done 35-30%. I was 

young and when you see a serious injured person, you want to help this person. The key thing here was that we taught that it is not our function. 

 This way of working went quite naturally. 

Yes because we were trained before, a couple of months before. But today, it is natural for most surgeons because we have learnt it. But to me, 

this was more a catastrophe than an individual patient.  

 Have you experienced a situation during which you had to adapt, even reinvent your procedures because of the lack of time for 

instance? 

If you are in a situation with one patient, and this patient all of the sudden he‟s dying; you realize there is a drop in blood pressure or a blood 

vessel is bleeding that you really don‟t know how to control it. The key thing is still not to think about everything at the same time but rather to 

do the simplest thing or the easier thing. So you have to make the problem as narrow as possible. But then if that doesn‟t work, then you must 

come back and say: “Am I too narrow-sighted? What am I doing wrong here?” Then you do something else. I think for some people it comes 

more naturally. Others need trainings for real or in simulated situations. You need to think very structured. This situation the next time, you don‟t 

know if it‟s gonna be a big accident or if someone will jump from the window. How do you handle this? The thing is always to do one thing at 

time.  

 And you don’t have to be 100% right. 

We are never. But you survive even if we are only 60% right! But of course if we are 90% wrong, then it might be dangerous for the patient. It 

does not have to be the best solution. Most of them are in between. Very few of them will end up in a disaster. Almost everything we do will end 

up ok. So, we don‟t need the best solution. It‟s ok if we do anything on the right side. 

 Have you ever experienced a situation where there was no solution? 
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There is always a solution. The thing is it can be a good solution or it can be a bad solution. But any solution is better than no solution. It‟s simple 

for me to say because, what you describe should be very complicated but it‟s just as easy as a routine surgery. Say for example an appendix 

surgery. You open the stomach and then you say: “Oh, I have lunch time”. You leave the room and the abdomen is open. That‟s not possible. We 

go in and we finish so that we have completed something. If you start something, you finish it. I think surgeons are the most driven. They always 

want to find a solution. And we can take a really bad solution. But we do not go home and cry. You took a bad solution but you decided 

something. 

If you can‟t make a decision, then you can‟t survive in this job because then you go home and you continue thinking. Then the next patient comes 

in and you have two things to think of. Then after two years, you are a mess. “Can I even decide anything?” 

 Are you ever challenged by your daily work? 

Yes, that happens to us very often. But again, we don‟t want to see the whole. It‟s again to make the problem as small as possible. It means for 

example that if we have a routine surgery, we are listening to Bruce Springsteen, people are talking, the surgeon keeps focused, but in the room it 

is relax. But if something happens, you switch off the music, you focus on this, and you want everybody focused. I think in many situations we 

need to focus on what we do and not start doing 5 different things; maybe wait for 3 seconds and ask somebody: “Should we do this?” Keep it 

calm. It‟s like doing and reflecting at the same time. If you loose the situation, this is when it becomes dangerous because you cannot go back.  

 So the key thing is to be narrowed and focused on one thing. 

Yes, absolutely.  

 Have you ever modified a procedure? 

Yes, but what we need has usually been done in another situation before. So, if there‟s a severe bleeding from one organ that I have never 

experienced before, this would be to put my finger in it and then I put some anti-bleeding because it‟s a hole, it‟s not an open area. So I use my 

experience from other procedures where the routine is to do it like that. And I think this is how you should proceed. Some people for example 

cannot handle to be surgeons because they can only do one way. And if something unexpected happens, they don‟t know how to do it. Those 

people do not become surgeons involving traumas.  

However, I think we like to deal with new situations, comparing to what we have done in other situations and see how we can use it. 

You do the best you can. If you test a technique and it doesn‟t work, then you test another one. The decision is: “Should I stay with the technique 

A or should I change?” I say: “I will do one more time the technique A.” So technique A again, but it‟s doesn‟t work. So you change the 

technique, and go to technique B. Finally you realize technique A doesn‟t work, technique B doesn‟t work. “I don‟t have technique C.” “I don‟t 

have anything right now!” Then, you really start to improvise. You can use strange things, plastic bags to cover. Or you can replace vessels by 

another way, in an emergency situation. 

 Have you ever known this type of situation? 

 

No, I‟ve never. But, it is what we can learn in class for instance to replace blood vessel with Gore-Tex. I think in situations where you don‟t have 

the equipment you have to improvise very much. But here again, we don‟t have to do 100%. We need to make the patient survive. Of course this 

is not the last thing. Today, you make the patient survive. In two days you have to come back again. But if I don‟t have the equipment, the people 

today, it is better to make the operation in two days. 

 During you career, have you invented a new technique? 

Not that others are using. When we do research on animals, there you need special things so you always invent things to make it possible. But 

very few surgeons don‟t like to fix things the way they are used to. Most surgeons don‟t really invent techniques. Most techniques are invented. 

What you should do is use them in the best way. Hum… I‟ve one example… an easy example to explain how important to do less, to keep to the 

simple things. If there is a severe bleeding in the abdomen, it could be very very difficult to stop such a bleeding because it comes from different 

places or because the blood doesn‟t want to stop. So there is no way you can really stop the bleeding by a surgical technique. But this is how we 

were taught 30 years ago and it is something that comes from wars – Packing. So instead of trying to use a surgical technique to stop it, what you 

should do is to take these towels and put them as a pressure on the bleeding. That is called packing. So when you‟re going to a surgery and you 

realize: “Here is a wound I must stop within a few minutes and I don‟t have time, I can‟t fix it today.” You just pack, close the abdomen and wait 

24h, 36h, 48 hours. Then you go back in when the patient is stabilized. So it‟s the perfect example when you have a huge damage and you‟re 

trying to fix it using a complicated surgery instead of going in, packing and go out.  

 How would you define the environment you’re working in, mostly being the human body? 
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Hum… to me… to me it‟s unique because it‟s the human body. When I was young I kept doing mechanics on the cars. But that‟s dead material. 

What is fascinating about the human body is that it‟s living. So, it‟s not only it should look nice but it needs to be functional. So living and 

fascinating. 

 What is to you a good surgeon?   

One who could understand what the patient‟s problem is. It doesn‟t help if you replace or fix the wrong thing! So the good surgeon is one who 

understands really what the patient has, what‟s wrong with the patient. And then secondly, of course, it is to have a good technique to be able to 

fix it. But it doesn‟t help to be the best surgeon technically speaking if you always replace the wrong thing. So number one is to understand the 

patient. Two are the surgical skills. Many of the best surgeons, I think are the ones who can actually say: “I know what needs to be done but I will 

let a colleague do it.  

To me, it‟s not to be too narrow. It‟s whatever happens, you must be able to think about other solutions. Because, if you do one thing and that 

doesn‟t work, the surgeon that gets problems is, I think, the one who does the same thing the next time. That‟s because he thinks that it is the best 

way to do it. But you need to try to find another solution. And if that doesn‟t work, you find another solution. And then finally, you find your way 

out. So the best way is not always the final way of solving. 

 Very well. We would like to thank you for your precious time. We will use this information to continue our research. Would you 

agree to be cited in the report? 

Sure, no problem. 

 Have a nice day 

 

You too. Bye and good luck. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


